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Abstract
The theory of the optical potential for proton scattering at intermediate energies is 
discussed in detail.
The first and second order terms of the KMT multiple scattering optical potentials 
are calculated for proton scattering from light nuclei in the intermediate energy 
region (135-300MeV). A momentum space method is developed which allows the 
study of all the nonlocalities of the potential.
A practical numerically stable approximate procedure for the treatment of the 
Coulomb interaction in momentum space calculations is discussed. The accuracy 
of the method is compared with other prescriptions in the literature and is shown 
to produce accurate calculations of scattering observables.
The first order term of the KMT optical potential is calculated for proton elastic 
scattering from and ^ ®Ca. Several approximate treatments of this potential are 
analysed. In particular it is shown that, using a free nucleon-nucleon transition 
amplitude with energy fixed at half of the incident beam energy, the optimal 
factorization provides a good approximation to the full folding potential in the 
description of the elastic scattering obseivables.
The second order corrections to the KMT optical potential for the elastic scattering 
of protons from are calculated at 135, 200 and 300 MeV incident energies, 
paying particular importance to the nonlocalities inherent in the potential. It is 
shown that these nuclear medium effects result in a significant reduction in the 
proton-target absoiption and modifies the elastic scattering wave function in the 
interior of the nucleus.
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Intro ductio n
Very recently a large number of very precise data on elastic (p,p) and inelastic (p,p') 
proton nucleus scattering have being obtained at intermediate incident beam energies 
[Stb85, Ste90]. In addition, in this decade, a number of very important nuclear high 
energy experiments are planned with weak probes, for example (e,e’p) reactions 
[Wei90]. In these last experiments, the different reaction mechanisms which occur at 
different missing energies enj=co-Tp, where co is the transferred energy and Tp the proton 
final energy, appear very clearly delineated and are well understood. For lower energies 
the electron knocks out the least bound target nucleon. At higher energies, the electron is 
able to knock out the more internal target protons. The study of the (p,p’) and (e,e'p) 
reactions are very sensitive to the interaction of the knocked out nucleon inside the target 
nucleus. It is therefore timely to have a better understanding of the optical potential in the 
nuclear interior as well as at the surface.
Parallel to these experimental developments, recent investigations of the fully off-shell 
NN transition amplitude, [RED87a] derived from realistic NN interactions, such as the 
Paris [Lac80] and Bonn [Mac87] interactions, and better nuclear wave functions 
extracted from electron scattering, have stimulated a renewed interest in the use of the 
multiple scattering expansion of the N-nucleus optical potential in terms of the NN 
transition matrix as formulated for example by Kerman, McManus and Thaler, KMT 
[KER59]. The multiple scattering formalism, provides, at intermediate energies, the
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formal apparatus to perform finite nucleus calculations for proton elastic and inelastic 
scattering.
In the KMT formalism the antisymmetrization of the projectile with the struck nucleon 
and the antisymmetrization of the target nucleons is considered. No attempt is made 
however to consider the antisynunetrization of the projectile with the (A-1) spectator 
target nucleons. The effects of this, referred to as target exchange effects involve the 
overlap of a bound state wave function with a scattering state, and can be neglected at 
intermediate energies [Gol67]. As a result, we are lead to a clear separation between the 
dynamical information of the reaction, given by an effective 2-body NN transition 
amplitude, and the structure of the target nucleus. The impulse approximation is then 
introduced, which replaces the NN effective amplitude by fhtfree amplitude, expected to 
be vahd in the intermediate energy region.
The main advantage of the multiple scattering formalism is that it provides a weU defined 
potential. The on-shell NN transition amplitude must reproduce the experimental phase- 
shifts and the nuclear target wave functions are to a large extent determined firom electron 
scattering. In addition, the potential is stable against changes in the NN interaction 
[RED87c]. Despite wide variations in the off-shell behaviour of the NN potentials, the 
off-shell transition amplitudes appear to be determined to better than 10% for most partial 
waves if the NN relative energy is below 200MeV and the relative momenta are below 
about 2.5 fm'^ This is a direct consequence of the fact that of the NN potential models 
are well determined outside about Ifm [RED88].
By contrast, G-matrix calculations [JEU76, BRI77, Ge r 87], based on different 
underlying NN interactions predict substantially different results, both at low and high 
energies. The reasons for this are not completely clear since the calculations make use of
-  2 -
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different approximate methods for the solution of the G-matrix equation. Such G-matrix 
calculations also use the local density approximation in applying the nuclear matter results 
to finite nuclei, an approximation which is suspect [MAH83] for two reasons. Firstly, in 
processes such as elastic scattering, which are surface dominated, the procedure is ill 
defined. Secondly, the approach introduces approximations to the direct and exchange 
parts and to the short range repulsion and long range attraction of the effective interaction 
which spoil delicate cancellation between two terms.
During the past few years an increasing number of Dirac equation relativistic calculations 
have also been performed for proton elastic scattering. It has been demonstrated that the 
use of a relativistic version of the single scattering approximation to the optical potential - 
the so called relativistic impulse approximation, or RIA [TJ087]- accompanied by the 
solution of the Dirac equation, provide a good description of the scattering observables 
specially the polarization Ay and the spin rotation Q, at least at incident energies higher 
tlian 400 MeV. Fairly successful extensions to lower energies have also been reported 
[Ott90, TJO90, Ott91], This has lead to suggestions that one change the nonrelativistic 
description of the nucleon to include aU four Dirac degrees of freedom, since first order 
nonrelativistic multiple scattering calculations seem far from satisfactoiy in the analysis of 
the scattering data. A study made by Hynes et al [HYN85] has demonstrated that the 
success of the Dirac approach relies on the inclusion of the negative energy states of the 
projectile, i.e. virtual NN pair terms. Higher order medium effects were shown recently 
[Kak90] to be negligible in the relativistic optical potential for proton scattering from 
at incident energies in the range lOOMeV to 800MeV.
It is important to stress that a proper relativistic framework for proton scattering includes 
fully the nonrelativistic dynamics. In addition, virtual pair contributions are included. 
Therefore effects shown to be important in nonrelativistic calculations must be included in
- 3
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relativistic calculations and further work is required to reconcile differences between 
nonrelativistic and relativistic results [Wal87].
In this work we address the problem of the evaluation of the KMT optical potential to 
second order paying particular attention to the effects of the second order term in the 
evaluation of the elastic scattering wavefunctions in the nucleus interior.
The basic ingredients of the multiple scattering optical potential are the NN transition 
amplitude and the target nucleus wave function. We assume that the target nucleus is 
described by a single determinant of occupied single particle wave functions, obtained 
using an harmonic oscillator or a Woods-Saxon potential. The parameters of these 
potentials are determined by fitting the electron scattering experimental data as described 
in Chapter m . The NN transition amplitude is calculated from the Paris potential [Lac8] 
by a numerical solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [CRE90d].
The multiple scattering optical potential, to any order, involves matrix elements of the NN 
transition amplitude off the energy-shell which implies a nonlocal nuclear optical 
potential. Calculations involving these potentials are more easily performed in momentum 
space [CRE91b], however, the Coulomb interaction has a 1/q  ^singularity due to the long 
range of the potential, which makes calculations in momentum space troublesome. To 
overcome this problem several approximate methods have been proposed in the literature 
[VIN74, Pic84, Pae88, CRE90b, 0TT91], which are be discussed in Chapter IV.
The first order term of the optical potential, known as the single scattering approximation 
to the optical potential (SSA), is given by the expectation value of the NN transition 
amplitude in the target nucleus ground state. It involves the folding of the target density 
with the matrix elements of the NN transition matrix off the energy shell, called the/«//
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folding potential. In this form the optical potential involves a 3 dimensional integration, 
complicated by the fact that the integration variable appears both in the relative momenta 
of the projectile and target and in the energy of propagation. The behaviour of the target 
density matrix, as a function of the integration variable, suggests the use of an 
approximate expression, the so called optimal factorization. In this form, the optical 
potential in momentum space is simply given by the product of the target density and the 
NN transition amplitude with the energy fixed at half the beam energy. This expression 
also requires the NN transition matrix off the energy shell. The effect of the nonlocalities 
of the NN transition amplitude on the evaluation of this first order term, was the subject 
of recent calculations [ARE90a, ELS90, CRE90a], discussed in Chapter VI.
The second order term of the multiple scattering expansion of the NA potential involves a 
double scattering between the projectile and the struck nucleon. This term essentially 
modifies the free NN transition amplitude in the SSA term to take into account Pauli 
blocking medium effects. In the intermediate energy region and for heavy target nuclei, 
the KMT optical potential, to second order, is formally equivalent to the G-matrix optical 
potential to second order in the free NN transition amplitude. This term is bilinear in the 
transition amplitude and, using closure, is proportional to the correlation function of the 
target nucleus. Due to the propagation between the two scattering events, an additional 
nonlocality arises, which complicates the evaluation of medium effects. In many 
calculations these nonlocalities have been dealt with by attempting to localize the optical 
potential, using the eikonal approximation for the propagator and simple models for the 
correlation function, together with the use of some approximate prescription to the NN 
tiansition amplitude [RAY79b]. An attempt to introduce the non-locality of the propagator 
was made by Feshbach et al, [FES70, FES71] and by Johnson and Martin [JOH72]. 
However neither approach included fully the folding of the nonlocal NN transition 
amplitude with the target wave function. We discuss in Chapter VI our most complete
- 5
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calculations of the second order KMT nucleon-nucleus potential [CRE91a]. In these 
calculations we neglect the spin-orbit contribution to the second order optical potential. 
An estimate of the importance of this term, for the polarization data, has recently been 
made by Feshbach [Fes90].
In Chapter VII we describe the technique used to obtain the elastic scattering wave 
functions from the NA transition amplitude of the momentum space calculation. It is 
shown that the second order term of the optical potential modifies substantially the wave 
function in the interior of the nucleus.
Finally in Chapter VUE, the implications of the results and suggestions for future work 
are outlined.
Most of the work presented in this thesis has been disseminated via contributions to 
conferences and publications in journals:
Journal publications
R. Crespo, R.C. Johnson and J.A. Tostevin, Full-folding calculations of proton 
nucleus elastic scattering at intermediate energies, Phys. Rev. £41(1990)2257.
R. Crespo and J.A. Tostevin, Treatment of the Coulomb interaction in momentum 
space calculations of proton elastic scattering, Phys. Rev. C4U199012615.
R. Crespo, R.C. Johnson and J.A. Tostevin, Multiple scattering effects in proton 
nucleus elastic scattering at intermediate energies, to be published in Phys. Rev. C, 
Rapid Communications.
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Conference contributions
R. Crespo, R.C, Johnson and J.A. Tostevin, Full-folding/optimal factorization 
optical potentials for proton nucleus elastic scattering at intermediate energies. 
Meeting of the European Nuclear Physics Sections, Strasbourg, France, 26-30 March 
1990.
R. Crespo, J.A. Tostevin and R.C. Johnson, Non-local effective interactions and 
polarization effects in p-nucleus scattering, 7th International Conference on 
Polarization Phenomena in Nuclear Physics, Paris, France, 9-13 July 1990.
R. Crespo, Second order calculations o f the nucleon-nucleus interaction, Tamura 
Workshop on Nuclear reaction dynamics. University of Texas at Austin, USA, 
15-17 November 1990
R. Crespo, J.A. Tostevin and R.C. Johnson, Second order Multiple Scattering 
corrections to proton elastic scattering. Conference on Nuclear & Particle Physics, 
Liverpool, United Kingdom, 9-11 April 1991.
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I N u c leo n -N u c leu s O pt ic a l  P o tential
The optical potential for the nucleon-nucleus system is here defined as the one body 
operator that generates the projection of the exact projectile-nucleus wavefunction 
'F(0, 1, 2,.,,, A) on the ground state wavefunction of the target nucleus 
0(1 , 2 ,.. . ,  A) [AUS70]. In this model, the complicated interactions between the 
projectile and the target nucleons are represented by a one body operator whose real part 
describes the average potential energy inside the nucleus and whose imaginary part 
describes the effect of all the processes which tend to deplete the flux in the elastic 
channel.
The interest in building the optical potential for nucleon-nucleus (NA) scattering is 
twofold. Firstly, it provides a way of describing and understanding the physics involved 
in nucleon-nucleus scattering. Secondly, it provides wave-functions to be used in reaction 
calculations.
There are two distinct approaches which provide the microscopic nucleon-nucleon 
information required to build the nucleon-nucleus optical potential. One procedure is to 
use a model for the NN interaction and to construct the appropriate G-matrix for 
scattering from a nucleon bound in a many-fermion system [JEU76, BRI72, Ger87].
- 9
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This procedure however, exhibits a number of weak points. Li particular, it suffers 
because of the ambiguities associated with the adopted NN potential. In addition, the local 
density approximation is used in applying the nuclear matter results to a finite nucleus, an 
approximation which is suspect [MAH83]. Another approach, valid for projectile energies 
in the intermediate energy region (100MeV<Eiab<500MeV), is to build the optical 
potential as a multiple scattering expansion of the free NN transition amplitude. Because, 
of the momentum transfers generally required in nucleon-nucleus reactions, the optical 
potential buüt in this way, is not sensitive to the choice of the NN interaction.
There are two different approaches to derive the optical potential within the multiple 
scattering formalism. The more transparent formulation can be found in the work of 
Kerman, McManus and Thaler (KMT) [KER59]. The full antisymmetrization of the A+1 
system is not attempted. As we shall discuss in the next paragraph, this is expected to be 
a good approximation for projectile energies in the intermediate energy region. In the 
present work we adopt this formalism. In the Watson [WAT53] derivation of the optical 
potential, all the quantum mechanical calculations are performed in the ground state of the 
target. A comparison between the KMT and the Watson formalism can be found in the 
literature [NAG75, AUS76, TAN77] and will be discussed briefly in this chapter.
As we will discuss in more detail the multiple scattering expansion of the optical potential 
is nonlocal, and therefore it is more convenient to perform the subsequent nucleon- 
nucleus scattering calculations in momentum space.
The outline of this chapter will be the following: In the next paragraph we review the 
problem of the antisymmetrization of the target+projectile system. We briefly derive the 
Watson and KMT optical potentials, and discuss the relation between the two approaches. 
We then describe the method adopted to solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in
— 10 —
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momentum space for the proton-nucleus scattering problem. Finally, we present explicit 
formulae for the scattering observables for spin 1/2 elastic scattering from a spinless 
target.
1 Multiple scattering formalism
1.1 Antisymmetrization
We consider the scattering of a projectile (labelled ’O') from a target nucleus composed of 
A identical particles, governed by the symmetric Hamiltonian Ha, i.e,
HAi<|)A> = Eo!<i)A>. (1)
Assuming two body interactions only, the projectile-target total interaction is given by the 
sum of all interactions between the projectile and each of the A target nucleons,
V = 2  Vo; . (2)
1=1
Therefore, the complete Hamiltonian, H, for the scattering problem is
H = Ha + Ko + V  = Ho + V  (3)
where Kq is the kinetic operator of the incident nucleon and Hq^ Kq+Ha the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian. The unsymmetrized scattering state |'F> for the full Hamiltonian
-  11 -
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H |T> = E |Y> (4)
can be expressed in terms of the eigenket |<j)> for the unperturbed Hamiltonian Hq,
through the equation
|T> = |(t» + G V !<))> = (1 + G V) |<|» , (5)
where G is the Green's function for the total Hamiltonian, with the boundary conditions
of an outgoing wave
G = (E - H + ie)'^ (6)
and |(j» is given by the product of a relative nucleon-nucleus plane wave and the
antisymmetric normalized target wave function. Defining ,si/ as the normalized 
antisymmetrization operator internal to the target, the eigenket |(j» must satisfy
s/\^>  = \^> . (7)
The Green's function for the unperturbed Hamiltonian,
Go = (E-H o+ie)-‘ , (8)
is related to G by the exact relationship
Go = G - G V G o  o  G = Go + GoVG (9)
— 12 —
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from where it results immediately that
l + G V  = OGo'^ <-> 1 + VG = Go' 'G  (10)
Substituting this equality in (5), we obtain the equivalent equation for the unsytnmetric
scattering state
|'F> = n  |^>
where Q. is the Moller operator defined through
Q = G Go'^. (12)
Using again equality (9), we obtain the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the Moller 
operator
^  = G G o ^ = l  + (G “ Gq) Gq"^ “  1 + Gq V G Gq"^ ,
n  = 1 + Gq V Q . (13^
As usual, we define the unsymmetrized transition operator
T = V O . (14)
Using the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the Moller operator, equation (13), we 
conclude that the unsymmetrized transition operator satisfies the integral equation
T:=V + VGnT. (15)
-  13 -
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Solving this equation is therefore completely equivalent to solving the Schrodinger 
equation (4). Hov/ever, the state with which we must deal is not that of eq. (11) but 
rather the antisymmetric ket j'F>, where s i/ is the total
antisymmetrization operator, and js^the antisymmetrizer between the projectile and the 
nucleus, defined according to
(16)
i
where Pqi is the exchange operator for the projectile (0) and identical fermion (i). We 
therefore obtain for the antisymmetric ket
|T>  = |'P> = Q. |(|)> = s /Q .  j({» = (<))> ,
|Y> = a | 4 » ,  (17)
where Q is the Moller operator for the antisymmetrized scattering state,
n  = j / n  (18)
The fully antisymmetrized Moller operator A has, however, unpleasant features for 
practical purposes because it cannot be written in a Lippmann-Schwinger form. In fact, 
from equation (17), the relative antisymmetrizer commutes with the nucleon-nucleus 
propagator, [j^G]=0, and consequently we can write
Ô = s /  Cl = G G f  = G o f  = 1 + Go ( Gq-i G ja^Gg'  ^- Gg ')
= 1 + Gg [  (1 + V G) Gg-l - Gg-‘]  = 1 + GgT (19)
-  14 -
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with
T = V j j ^ G G o 'U ( j a ^ - l ) G o - i ^ V Û .  (20)
In order to overcome this problem, a new antisymmetrized transition operator T * and 
Moller operator O* are introduced, defined according to [Ptc81]
T'^ = V ja ^ n  = Vja^GGo'*,  (21)
a * = l  + G(,T*. (22)
Combining these two equations 
= i + GgT*(i  + Gg
= 1 + G g {  V G Gg-I ( l  + Gg j y  V G Gg-‘) - i } n '^ ,  (23)
we conclude that the operator G* satisfies the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
a *  = l + G gV *a* (24)
where
V* = j / V G G g - ‘ ( l  + Gg V G Gg-')  '  
= ( l  + Gg (cP/ - 1) v ) '^  . (25)
From eqs, (22) and (24) we see that the transition matrix is related to Q.^  by
= (26)
-  15 -
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and therefore satisfies the integral equation
T* = V^ + V 'G gT *. (27)
Because T* and can assume a Lippmann-Schwinger form they ate used instead of the
fully antisymmetrized operators (T and O), although
I'î'> = n|<t»?tî2'^l<|)>. (28)
In order to arrive at a convenient expression for the transition amplitude, we approximate 
the antisymmetrized potential by
v A ^ j ^ V  = Z v « ( l - 2 P . | )  . (29)‘ J
In this case, the integral equation for the transition amplitude, equation (27), reduces to
T* = X vo, ( 1 - T P „ j) ( 1 + G oTA)
* j
= S  |v„,(l -P„.) -%  Vo,P„j| (1 + GgT*) . (30)
In the application of the multiple scattering theory, the integral equation for the transition 
amplitude is further approximated by neglecting, in equation (30), the term that involves 
the interaction of the projectile "0" and particle "i" and interchange with particle "j", i.e. 
one assumes
T'  ^= Z{v„,( l -Poi)}( l+GoTA).  (31)
— 16 —
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The neglected term, named target exchange, which involves the three body exchange 
process shown in figure 1, is expected to be small [GOL67]-pag777 since it involves the 
overlap of a bound state wave function (associated with a binding energy Gy) with a 
distorted wave (associated with an incident energy i,e.
< T ( j ;E = G y ) |Y ( i ;E = E y , , ) > . (32)
In the weak binding limit and for high energies (e.g. 6b=-8MeV, E|nc=100MeV) this 
overlap becomes arbitrarily small, and the target exchange terms can be neglected. In fact, 
the contribution of target exchange was calculated recently [RAY89] and found to be 
negligible for energies greater than 100 MeV and A<40. It is therefore reasonable to 
consider only the antisymmetrization of the projectile with the struck nucleon and 
antisymmetrization of the target nucleons.
©
V:
Figure 1: Schematic representation of target exchange effects
The requirement of the antisymmetrization of the A system of nucleons introduces a 
subsequent difficulty namely taking into account the centre of mass (c.m.) motion of the 
target. In fact, only A-1 of the set of spatial coordinates r  ^to describe the system are
17 -
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independent since ^r^/A=R, where is the spatial coordinate of particle i referred to an
arbitrary point in space and where R is the centre of mass of the target. However, if we 
try to analyse the many body problem in terms an independent (A-1) set of intrinsic 
coordinates, the antisymmetrization problem in general becomes quite involved since the 
particles are not treated in a symmetric manner. Thus in methods such the sheU-model. 
the system is kept referred to a fixed point in space, and therefore the total linear 
momentum is not a constant of motion. A number of attempts have been made to develop 
formalisms to treat the centre-of-mass motion rigourously within the framework of the 
shell model [ELL55, PEI57, GAR57, LIP58]; however, difficulties are encountered when 
these methods are applied to any other case than the simple harmonic oscillator (HO) shell 
model. In this case, if the target system is degenerate (meaning no spin-orbit forces) the 
Hamiltonian describing the motion of of the centre-of-mass commutes with the 
Hamiltonian describmg the motion of the target nucleons about the centre-of mass, so the 
motion of the c.m. factorizes and is described by an S-state H.O. wavefunction state with 
frequency (Og/A where cOg is the frequency of the target nucleons motion [ELL55]. In 
calculations using pure oscillator functions for light nuclei it is usual to take into account 
the c.m. corrections in calculations, for example, of density form factors for electron 
scattering [BAR79]. In most calculations of density distributions using phenomenological 
potentials which are not of oscillator form, for example of Woods-Saxon shape, the 
correction is not included on the grounds that the density distributions are essentially 
phenomenological. In this case the correction should not be inserted into other 
calculations which make use of these distributions.
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1.2 The Watson optical potential
The multiple scattering formalism developed by Watson [Wa t 53, G 0L67, AUS77, 
Ta n 77] is defined in the full Hilbert space of the target nucleus Hamiltonian, The 
reduction of the many-body to the two body problem, is made by the introduction of the 
projection operators
P w  = S  ; Q w  = i - P w  (33)s
The projector selects the entire N! degenerate states that may belong to the ground 
state eigenvalue Eg. The transition matrix for nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering is given 
by
Tw = Uw (1+Pw ^ Tw) (34)o
where G(E)=l/ô is the intermediate state propagator, with
8=E+ie-Ko-HA ; E=h%^/2Hj,* . (35)
Here kg is the on-shell nucleon-nucleus momentum, the nucleon-nucleus reduced 
mass and the potential Uw is the sum of interactions of the projectile with each target 
nucleon, i.e.
^ ’ (36)
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where the potential for scattering from target nucleon "i" satisfies
= + (37)
°  jVi
The effective nucleon-nucleon transition amplitude for scattering by target nucleon i, $6)^  
satisfies the integral equation
xW =  Vi +  Vi Q w  . (38)5
Therefore, only the excited states (with arbitrary symmetry) of the target nucleus 
Hamiltonian enter as intermediate states in the calculation of the basic scattering operator. 
The optical potential for elastic scattering is
U“i>‘ =«t)o|U^|(|)o> (39)
1.3 The KMT optical potential
In the multiple scattering formalism developed by Kerman, McManus and Thaler 
[Ker59, G0L67, AUS77, Tan77] the reduction of the many-body to the two-body 
problem is made by the introduction of the projection operators
P q =  ; Qo =  1 - F q (40)
where <j>o is the antisymmetrized ground state wave function of the target nucleus. The 
unit operator "1" is defined in the full Hilbert space so the operator Qg projects into the
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full Space, The transition matrix for nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering is given in terms of 
the auxiliary transition operator T™'',
T = ^ T * ^ .  (41)
defined though
T’^  = u r i  + | .  (42)
V. 5
with the potential U given by
U = (A-1) Toi f l  + * (43)
The antisymmetrized effective nucleon-nucleon transition operator, Tqi, describes the 
scattering of the projectile with any one of the target nucleons (labelled T). This operator 
is evaluated at an appropriate relative energy in the N-N centre of mass frame, co (to be 
defined in the next chapter), and satisfies the integral equation
'^ oi = Vqi + vqi — Toi • (44)0
Between the interactions with the projectile, all target nucleons, including the struck one, 
propagate under the influence of the full target Hamiltonian, H^, therefore, the energy 
denominator in the Green's function includes interaction potentials for the constituent 
nucleons through the target Hamiltonian. Due to the presence of the nuclear Hamiltonian
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in the propagator, the effective operator, and therefore the optical potential, is at this 
stage, a many-body operator. The optical potential for the elastic scattering, is
U‘’P‘ = «t>o|Ul(l)o>. (45)
Expanding the integral equation for the optical potential, equation (43), to second order in 
Toi we obtain
= (A-1) «|)ol Tqi |<(>o> + (A-1)^ <(j>ol Tqi — Qo toi • (46)o
We now introduce the nucleon-nucleon (NN) transition operator toi defined by
toi = Voi + Voi|toi (47)
This NN transition operator, toi differs from the free one, since the propagator is a many 
body operator. As is clear from eq. (44), the effective operator t  is related to t by the 
exact expression
toi = Iqi + foi ( j i /  \ \[i-ij
n= toi + toi - -  -
Toi (48)
toi +  . . .  • (49)
In order to obtain a convenient expression for the optical potential we proceed in the 
following way:
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i) Expression (48) is substituted in equation (46) for keeping only terms to 
second order of the transition operator t, leading to
—(A-1) <({>o| toi(E) |(})o> + (A-1) <({>o| toi(E) - tgiCE) l(j>o> +o
(A-l)^«|)o|toi(E)YQotoiCE)|<|)o>. (50)O
where we have made explicit the dependence upon the energy of the NN transition 
amplitude. We rearrange eq. (50) as
-  (A-1) <({>o| toi(E) |(|)o> - (A-1)^ <(J>ol toi(E) ](j>o> ^  <<})ol toi(E) l<j)o>
+ (A-l)|«j>ol toi(E) ^ t o i ( E )  |<|)o>-«|)ol toi(E) ~ to i(E ) |({»o>|
+ (A-1)^ <<l)ol toi(E) — toi(E) \^ Q> , (51)o
-  (A-1) <(()ol toi(E) [({)o> - (A-1)^ <4>ol tni(E) |(j)o> ^  <(t>ol toi(E) |^o>
+ ( ^ l.)^(A--l)^^ < ^ o l  Itoj(E ) |(t>o>
i j
- toi (E) g toi(E) l<j>o> , (52)
or finally
-  (A-1) <(j)o! toi(E) I<{)o> - (A-1)^ <4>o( foi(E) i<l>o> ^  «})ol toi(E) j(|)o>
+ ^  g foj(E) l<t>o> , (53)
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where 0o=E+ie-Ko-Eo and Eq the target ground state energy. The last two terms of this 
expression involve two-body correlations for the target [FES71]. We shall return to this 
point later in Chapter VI.
Ü) We assume a shell model for the internal Hamiltonian of the target nucleus and that
the ground state wave function is described by a Slater determinant <()o={a} of occupied 
states (for protons and neutrons), i.e.
H A = ^ h n  ; hn=Kg+Vn (54)
n
In this case the many-body propagator can be written
 1_______ 1 f j t  i(E-Ko-HA+ie)t _ 1  f  i(E-Ko+ie)t -i£h„t
E-Ko-HA+ie-i r  " ‘ i   ^ ^
where the last equality follows from the commutation between the kinetic operator for the 
projectile and the Hamiltonian for the target nucleus [Kq,Ha1=0. We now deal separately
with each term in equation (53).
Using the antisymmetrization property of the many body operator toi(E) we can 
write for the first term in equation (53)
<4>ol toi(E) \^ o> = ^  foi(E) }<)>o> , (56)
where since the operator toi(E) satisfies the integral equation
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toi(E) = Voi + Voi ^  . to i(E ) , (57)
then, according to equation (55),
toi(E) = voi + Voi i  J  dt ei(E-Ko-voi-ie)t ^-iSh„t _ (59)
0
00
= voi + Voi r  J dt voi e't(HA-hi)t
Upon substituting this solution into equation (56) we get
<<l>oi foi(E) Wq>
= 5 2  «^ol voi + VO.T f  dtei(E-Eo-Ko-hi-yoi«8)t 
i 0
oo
= i 2  «*(1)1 voi + voi I  J d t e ‘(®-^»-^'>-‘*f'''>t+*®>‘ voie^t*|a(l)>a 0
oo= i 2 <“ (1)1 VOI + VOI i  J dt voi |a ( l)> .
a  0
(61)
Introducing the free NN transition operator tfoi((0)
t'oi(m) = voi + voi j  , tfoi(co) (62)co-K+ie
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where K is the kinetic energy operator for the relative motion of the active nucleon 
pair, and using
h^p2Kq + Kj = K + (63)
with m the nucleon mass and ^  the momentum operator for the centre of mass 
motion of the pair, we can therefore write
<4*ol foi(E) |(t>o> = ^  % <a|t^oi(6j|a> , (64)a
where the energy parameter in the free NN transition operator is
A0oc = E - E o + e a - - ^  -Vi (65)
The second term in equation (53) can be rewritten
<4>ol toi(E) l<|>o> “ «l>o! toi(E) l<j>o> foi(E) l<î>o> ■“  X<^ol foj(E) \^q>Oq i Or Î0 j
=  ^ O l(A a) 1«> _  J ■ X < P I  4 l(< ^ p )  ip >  • (6 6 )a E-Ko+ie p
Finally we can write for the third term in equation (53)
E«l>oI fo i(E ) J  toj(E) |<j)o> =  ^  «j)ol to i(E ) ^ — r  foj(E ) l4)o>0 E-K o-H a+ ie
= i  f dt 2  «t>ol toi(E) e‘(E-Eo-Ko+ie)t , (67)
J w
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with
If we define the symmetric two-body operator Vy by
Vij = toi(E) e^(E-Eo-Ko-ie)t + t„j(E) eKE-Eg-Kg-ie)!  ^ (6%
then
oo
^ « ! > o l t o i ( E ) t o j ( E )  |^o> = S  J d t  X « |)o l Vij |(|>o: 
M 0
1
2i " dt X  [ <a(l)p(2)| Vi2 |a(l)P(2)> - <a(l)p(2)i !p(l)a(2)>]a p
(70)
and finally we obtain
E«l>ol toi(E) — -toj (E)  |<|)o> =E-Kn-HA+ie
4l(<&a) l«> ^  <PI 4i((6p) |P> -E-Ko+iea  p
" V  <al 4i(i0p) iP> }  r  <P14i(<^a) l«> • (71)ii+6^-l^)-6o+16E KQ-6p+i£ 
a  P
Collecting results, we obtain for the optical potential to second order in the NN transition 
matrix,
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Xjopt ^  jjil) ^ u<2) +y(2)  ^ (72)
where is the first order optical potential
U(i) = ^ 2  <a|t^oi(<â«)la>, (73)
a
and the second order optical potential, has two components 
u») = .  M  ^  <a|t'oi(<^p)IP> =----- ^ ------ r  <Plt'oi(<0a)l“ >^  X  Y E+ea-Ko-ep+ie
a p
(74)
and.
u g )  = ^ 2 ,  <“ l4i«&a)l“ > <Pl4i(<&p)IP> ■ (75)
a p
In equations (73-75) the sums run over all the occupied single particle states. In the 
interests of simplicity, we choose the energy of the target nucleus to be equal to zero 
(Eo=0).
iii) The effective operator tQj((&cj) defined by equations (62) and (65) is a three-body 
operator due to the presence of the struck nucleon-core potential V^=h^-K .^ To make an
unambiguous reduction to a two-body operator it is usual to assume, at intermediate 
energies, that for the evaluation of the energy parameter the projectile scatters from a 
free nucleon. That is, the single particle e„ and the nucleon-core potential are
neglected. This is normally referred in the literature as the impulse approximation. To 
simplify the notation we shall omit the index "f* on the free transition matrix henceforth.
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1.4 Relation between the Watson and KMT formalism
The Watson and KMT multiple scattering formalisms, described in the previous two 
paragraphs, are very simply related in the limit of the single scattering approximation 
[Tan77], In this case, the Watson transition operator reduces to
= + (76)
^ j i
The effective interaction operators and of the Watson and KMT formalisms, 
defined in the previous two paragraphs, are related by
x6) = ^ (^i) 1  x© , (77)6
Upon eliminating in favour of by multiplying from the left with (iW^Pw -), eq.6
(76) becomes
Tffl = x« + x® (78)
and therefore the scattering amplitude becomes
T = Ç t® = X  p ‘’ + x ® P o | E T < i ’) ,  (79)
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where we have used the fact that, because T is symmetric, we may substitute for the 
projection operator in the ground state in eq. (78) We finally write this
equation, as
T = A Xqi + (A-1) Tqi Pq 7 T . (80)o
Defining the auxiliary KMT scattering operator, according to equation (41), we finally 
obtain the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation for the scattering amplitude
T™^ = (A-1) Xoi + Po ; T = ^ T ^  (81)A-1
which is the KMT LS equation in the single-scattering approximation. We conclude that 
the Watson single scattering transition amplitude, eq. (76) is formally equivalent to the 
KMT single scattering amplitude eq. (81).
1.5 Relation between the KMT and G-matrix formalism
In this paragraph we show that KMT optical potential is equivalent to the
optical potential obtained by the G-matrix formalism [BRI77, Ger87, Mah83], if we 
expand the G-matrix to second order in the free NN transition amplitude. In this 
formalism, the optical potential for the elastic scattering is given by
u  = Z  ^«l>a(0)(t.„(l)|G(co)|<t),(0)(t)„(l)>j ,^ (82)
a
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where the sum runs over all occupied single particle states and the two particle state for 
particles 0 and 1 is assumed antisymmetrized according to
l<!)a(0)<l>a(l)>  ^ [l<l)a(0)<!>„(l)> - l<t>a(0)<l)a(l)>l • (83)
The effective G-matrix is related to the free NN transition amplitude by the exact relation
O -1G(co) = t(©) + t((o)-^^G(co) ; e=co-K+i£ (84)
where Q> is an operator that projects into the unoccupied target states,
Q> = 2  I a p x a p l . (85)
a<p unocc
If we expand the G-matrix to second order in the free t matrix then
«^}>a(0)({>a(l)|G(CO)|({>a(0)(l>a(l)>js«^  = j%<<4)a(0)4)a(l)|t(G))|(|)a(0)4>a(l)>jX+
^,(0)(t>„(l)|t(ai) t(o))IWO)<j>„(l)>^. (86)
The first term of this expansion reduces to the matrix elements of the antisymmetrized free 
NN transition amplitude
^«l>a(0)<!>a(l)|t(CO )|< |>a(0)(l)„(l)>j^ =  |  «|)a(0)(|>„(l)|(l-Poi)t(0))(l-Poi)l<l)a(0)<l)a(l)>
= <(>a(0)Wl)IW(l-Poi)l'>a(0)Wl)>. (87)
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where Pqi is the particle exchange operator. The second term can be rewritten in terms of 
the projections into the occupied single particle states for each nucleon in the interacting 
pair
= - i  «|>a(0)(t>„(l)l(l-Poi)t(a)) t(m)(l-Poi)l4)a(0%(l)>.
(88)
The contribution to this equation from P<(0)P<(1) can be neglected since it involves an 
intermediate state in which there are no high-energy particles, leading to
jar«l>a(0)(|)„(l)|t(<O) t(m)|(|)a(0)W l)> u /
= - 1  <(l>a(0)<t)a(l)|(l-Poi)t(CO) 5s^^^S^t(C8)(l-Poi)|(|>a(0)<|>„(l)>. (89)
After interchanging the two particles in the P<(0) term we finally obtain
^«t>a(0)<l>a(l)|t(<a)%^t(CO)l(t>a(0)(i)„(l)>^
P 11)= - «l>a(0)<î>a(l)l(l-Poi)t(œ) t(CO)(l-Poi)!<j>a(0)(j)a(l)>. (90)
Thus to second order in the NN free transition amplitude,
U  =  X  ^ « l> a ( 0 ) 'l> a ( l ) I G (O » l 'l> a ( 0 » a ( l) > j» '=  %  «l>a(0)< t>a(l)|t(W )(l-Poi)l< |)a(0)< |)a(l)>
a  aP 11)
-  2  « t> a (0 )< |)a ( l) l( l-P o i) t(« ))  t(C0)(l-Poi)l<i)a(O)<t>„(l)>. (9 1 )
a
which is equivalent to the KMT optical potential +Up  ^in the nuclear matter limit, i.e. 
when (A-l)/A «1.
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As shown in the previous paragraph, the Watson SSA which makes use of an effective 
interaction in which the struck nucleon is projected outside the ground state in all 
intermediate states is identical to the KMT SSA. Thus, it does not contain Pauli blocking 
modifications to the free NN transition amplitude.
2 Adopted conventions
i) Through out this work we adopt the following normalization conventions
<r'|r> = 6(r-r') ; <k'|k> = 6^-k') , (92a)
J dr j r x r  1 = 1 ; J dk |k x k | = 1 , (92b)
and the change of representation is thus made through the relation
<llM> = exp(ik. r ) .  (92c)
ii) We define the spin spherical harmonics for spin S according to
y%(6) = 2  (LA 8o I ÏM) Y^(É) (93)
Ao
and the angular momentum basis states lk(LS)JM> by
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Ik> = - \ / l ” X  |k(LS)JM> , (94a) ^ JLSM
with normalization
<k'(LS)JM I k(LS)JM> = |  . (94b)
In the configuration space representation
<r|k(LS)JM> = jL (k r)y & r). (94c)
iii) We define the Associated Legendre Polynomials [Abr72] according to
P“ (cos8) = sin“^  ^^Pi(cos0), (x=cos0), (m>0) (95)
which satisfy the orthonormality relations [BOA83]
I  Pi (x) Pp (x) tix -  ^_m); u^* (96)
3 The Lippmann-Schwinger equation -  method of solution
The multiple scattering expansion of the optical potential to any order is nonlocal due in 
first instance to the nonlocality of the NN transition amplitude. For nonlocal potentials 
one faces the difficult task of solving an integro-differential equation in configuration
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Space. There are some numerical methods for this problem [Bar69, Ree69] that are 
particularly useful when the Coulomb force needs to be treated accurately. However, 
non-local potentials are more easily handled in momentum space. In this paragraph, we 
describe the method of solution used to solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for 
1/2x0 scattering from a nuclear potential. The inclusion of the Coulomb interaction is 
discussed in the Chapter IV.
The Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the elastic scattering problem, for the potential U 
is
T’ = U + U Go T ', (97)
with the Green's function Gq defined by
Go = [E-Ko+ie]-'. (98)
In order to solve this integral equation, we introduce the partial wave decomposition, 
equation (94a), leading to
OO
(k,ko) = (k,ko) + 1  fdp p2 ÜL^(k,p) Go(p) T'L^(p,ko) , (99)
where Gq(p) is the Green’s function in the momentum representation.
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and h± -  L±.l/2 denotes the eigenvalues of the total angular momentum J. It is more 
convenient to work with the principal value form of the Green’s function, by the equation
lim (x+ie)'^ = (x)p - i7c5(x) (101)e->0
where (.. .)p indicates the principal value. We obtain for the Green's function
Go(p) = Go(p) - iJC ^  S(koV ) = Go(p) - m , (102)
where we have used the general property of the Dirac delta function
5[g(x>] = ^  5(x-Xj) ; g(xj)=0, g'(Xj)?<l. (103)
j '
Substituting equation (102) in the partial wave expansion eq. (99), we get
Rj^(k,ko) = Ui_/k,ko) + 1  f dp p2 UL^(k,p) Gg(p) RLj^(p,ko). (104)
where the partial-wave R-matrix is related to the partial-wave T matrix by the Heitler 
equation [ROD67]
= T yk ,ko ) l - i ^ J ÿ ^ k o T 'L j k c k o ) (105)
From this equation, it follows immediately that the on-shell T-matrix^ T’^ ^(kQ,ko), is 
given by
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with pe =2p^^ko/h^. In the KMT multiple scattering formalism, the transition amplitude 
for elastic scattering, T, is related to the transition amplitude associated with the potential 
U, through the relation T~A/(A-1)T'. Defining the normalized T-matrix and R-matrix 
according to
Tj^(k,k-) = - PgT^(k,k') ; R jJkX ')  = - PsRL±(k,k«), (107)
respectively, we obtain
A RL+(ko,ko)
Tu,(ko.ko) = A-1 7—  
and thus from equations (105) and (106) the normalized half-off-shell T matrix
AT^(k,kg), is given by
Tl± W  = Ru(k.ko) + i Tj^(ko,ko)] . (109)
These normalized on-shell transition matrix elements are related to the nuclear phase shifts 
according to [GOL67] page 226-237t
t N.B.
=^ Tj^ (GoIdberger-Wa(son) 
Pe = ÿe(Goldberger-W atson)
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TL+(ko,ko) = —  ^= exp(iÔL±) sin(ÔL±), (110)
and the reflection coefficients are
|exp(2i5L±)l = |2i fj^(ko,ko)+H (111)
Suppose now that the incident energy is so low that an excited target state is below
Athreshold. We would expect that that transition amplitude T to be expressible as in 
equation (110) with the phase 6 real so that XmT=|Tp, i.e. |Sp=j2iT+lp=l. However, the 
KMT optical potential would be complex complex even when there is now open channel 
for flux to go into. This is because T=A/(A-1)T' and so clearly ImT'=)T'p. To see how 
this can be understood, we return to equation (43) for the KMT optical potential. To first 
order in the non hermitian effective NN transition operator t, U=(A-1)t. The operator r  
can be related to the operator z' defined by
x’ = v + v ~ i : '  (112)o
through the exact relationship 
P.+ (113)
This new operator is hermitian below the inelastic threshold. The N-A transition 
amplitude for the the two previous effective NN transition operators is related though the 
KMT factor according to
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In Other words we need to multiply the N-A transition amplitude associated with the 
nonhermitian effective interaction by the KMT factor in order to obtain the N-A transition 
amplitude associated with an hermitian operator below threshold
We shall omit, from now on, the partial wave labels in order to simplify the notation. The 
numerical solution of the partial wave form of the LS equation, eq. (104), involves the 
evaluation of the principal value of the integral together with a discretization and 
truncation of the range of the momentum variable p. We now describe briefly the method 
used in LPOTPS [LAN82, CRE91b] to solve the LS equation.
1) The principal value is calculated using the Haftel-Tabakin method [HAF70, EIS76, 
Lan82]. This consists of subtracting a smooth integrand whose contribution to the 
integral is zero, i.e.
R(k,ko) =U(k,ko)
P U(k.p) R(p.kn) - ko^U(k,kn) R(kn,kn) 
ko^ -
(115)
2) The discretization of the momentum integral is achieved by introducing N Gaussian 
quadrature points {kj; j=l,N} each weighted by w^ . All N integration points, are 
required not to be equal to kg. The discretized version of the previous equation 
reduces to
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N
R(ki,ko) = U(ki,ko) + 1  ' V  ^  Wj kjZ Ui ki.ki)R(kj,k„)
Ammd n *^ 0 *■j=l
Ns
L j=i
2P na 2 Wj
ko^-kj^ U(ki,ko) R(ko,ko). (116)
Calling kf\^ +i=ko, we obtain the following system of N+1 linear equations:
N+l
2  F(ki,kj) R(kj,km) = U(ki,km), 
j=l
(117a)
or, symbolically
M(n+i)x{n+i)P^]n+i — [U]n+i > (117b)
with
F(ki,kj) = 6ij + U(ki,kj)Wj, (118)
(119a)
(119b)
ni=l
At intermediate energies and for the nuclear systems studied, ^®Ca, only a
relatively small number of grid points is necessary to reproduce configuration space 
calculations. Therefore, standard linear algebra methods, such as matrix inversion, can be
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used to solve this system of (complex) linear equations. Using equation (108) the on- 
sheU transition matrix elements Tj^(ko,ko) and hence the phase shifts can be determined
from the on-shell R-matrix elements.
To conclude this paragraph, we note that an accurate evaluation of the principal value 
using the Haftel-Tabakin method, requires the upper limit of the N integration points to be 
chosen sufficiently high. The momentum grid points must be also chosen symmetrically 
about the on-shell value, kg.
4 Optical potential -  partial wave decomposition
For a spin 1/2x0 scattering the potential can only have a central and a spin-orbit term 
[GOL64]:
<k'l U |k> = <k’| U  ^|k> + i o.n <k'| |k> ; n = kxk' . (120)
According to the last paragraph, in order to solve the LS equation, we need to know the 
partial wave decomposition of this potential. We note that the quantity U®^',k) (where a 
stands for c and Is) is invariant under rotation of the coordinate system and therefore, 
introducing the partial wave decomposition, eq. (94) we have:
u % '.k )  = |S j^,L (É ')U ^(k 'dc)J'jî,'* '(Ê ) (121a)JLM
= I X  y £*(Ê') U^(k',k) Y^:'+(ê) (121b)LM
= ^  S  (2L+1) u2(k',k) PL(cos0k'k) , (121c)
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where is the standard spin spherical harmonic, equation (93), Thus,
UL(k',k) fd£2kdQk'YL'^(Ê')U“(k’,k)Y Î‘(Ê) (122a)
M1
= j  d(cos0kkO PL(cos0kkO U \k ',g  (122b)
- 1
It is shown m Appendix B that the partial wave decomposition of the spin-orbit 
component is given by
i o .(M ') U'^(k'.k) = I  E  Wu(k',k) (123)
with
Wu(k',k) = ^  [ul^i(k-,k) - U2%(k',k)] (124)
and
Cu = <JL| L.o|JL> = [ J(J+1) - L(L+1) - 3/41. (125)
Using the recurrence relations for the Legendre polynomials [ABR72], we can show that
(z^-l) {Pu,l(z) - Pu-i(z)}. (126)
From equations (124-125), we finally obtain
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U u(k‘,k) = U2(k\k) + C u  (127)
with u2(k',k) given by equation (122) and defined as
2 1
^L(k ,k) = LÇL+1) J d(cos8]^') sin^ 6jjjj.« PL(cos0tk*) U^ ®(k’,k ) . (128)
As a final remark we mentioned that the numerical program LPOTPS [CRE91b] requires a 
potential of the starting form
<k'| U |k> = <k’| |k> + <k’| |k> g.n (129)
with
n = kxkVlj^’l = k x k V sin 0 N A  (130)
This potential is then internally modified to
- i  <k’l |k>’<k'| U |k> -  <k'i U*" lk>+
sin0NA ia .n  (131)
In Appendix A we collect the formulae for the 1/2x0 elastic scattering observables.
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In this chapter we discuss the off-sheU behaviour of the NN transition amplitude derived 
from the Paris potential.
1 The NN interaction
Within the non-relativistic potential picture, a system of two nucleons interact via a two- 
body potential. Such a picture cannot however be used for NN energies higher than 
350MeV since pion production and other relativistic effects become important.
The question of the nature of the force between two nucleons is still a field of intense 
investigation in physics. The most significant advance from the theoretical point of view, 
started when Yukawa [YUK35] proposed his meson theory of the nuclear forces. It is 
now well known, that the exchange of one pion-% (see figl) generates most of the NN 
interaction at distances greater than 3 Fermi [BRE62]. The corresponding one-pion 
exchange potential OPEP is given by
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+ Si2 ( l  + I  + 0 ^  (1)
where m is the pion mass, M the nucleon mass, (Ti.tg) is l(-3) for isotopic spin 1(0) and 
x=|iT with p=mc/h«0.7fm“^  The range of the OPEP is therefore of order 1.4fm.
Figure 1: One Pion exchange
Within a phenomenological approach to the NN interaction, several potentials have been 
proposed, such is the Hamada-Johnston [Ham62], Reid [REI68], and Sprung and de 
Tourreil [SPR73] potentials. The Reid potential is perhaps the most widely used and is 
parametrized to fit each of the low angular momentum (J<2) phase shifts, the J>2 phases 
being assumed to be generated by the OPEP only.
In this last decade, a theoretical approach, based in field theory, was developed by the 
Paris group [LAC80]. The derived potential contains a theoretical long and medium range 
part (r>0.8fm) due to one-pion, two-pion and parts of the three-pion exchange 
contributions. The two pion-exchange contribution was derived via dispersion relations 
from pion-nucleon phase shifts and pion-pion S and P -wave amplitudes. The co and Aj 
mesons were included as parts of the three-pion exchange contribution. This long and 
medium range part of the potential (Lr+Mr) is in satisfactory agreement with the 
phenomenological potentials, like the Hamada-Johnston and the Yale potentials, for
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intemucleon distances r>0.8fm. It was found that the central component of the Lr+Mr 
potential has a weak but significant energy dependence and that this energy dependence 
is, to a very good approximation linear.
In order to obtain the short range (Sr) part of the potential, the mid range part was taken 
to go over smoothly to a flat core in the interior. The height of the core was adjusted to fit 
the deuteron parameters and aU the known phase shifts (K6 up to 330MeV) at each 
energy. For consistency with the Lr+Mr part of the potential the central part of the Sr 
potential also exhibits a linear energy dependence.
The derived potential was parametrized in a way which is convenient enough to facilitate 
its use in many-body calculations. The coordinate representation of the potential was 
fitted by a finite set of Yukawas, since their forms are simple in both momentum and 
configuration space [Lac80]. In this parametrization of the potential, the linear energy 
dependence of the central component was transformed into an explicit momentum 
dependence. As a consequence, the potential in momentum space representation has 
strong off-diagonal components. For example, as was shown in die work of E.F Redish 
and K. Stricker-Bauer [RED87b], in the ^Sg state the matrix elements of the NN potential 
V(k,k') for k fixed at Ifm"^ peaks at the value of k‘=22fm"^ This means that when 
solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in momentum space, the quadrature points 
must be chosen carefully to deal with this strong off-shell behaviour. The parametrized 
form of the Paris potential is collected in Appendix C.
The Paris potential gives a much better reproduction to the pp and np scattering data than 
does the Reid potential. Nevertheless the Reid potential gives a veiy good fit to the phase 
shifts. This suggests [VIN82] that it is more decisive to compare theoretical predictions 
with experimental observables directly rather than to go through phase shifts.
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2 Evaluation of the NN transition amplitude
2.1 Partial wave decomposition
In the past few years, a considerable effort has been made to build up transition matrices, 
both on and off-shell, from realistic nucleon-nucleon interactions. Indeed, it is widely 
known, that the off-shell properties of the NN t-matrix are necessary for studies that 
range from the analysis of bremsstrahlung from proton-proton scattering [DRE68, 
WOR86], the definition of the effective interaction responsible for elastic, inelastic and 
rearrangement collisions with nuclei [RED87a, ARE90a, ELS90a, CRE90a] and the 
calculation of binding energies of 3-body systems [ST078], The NN transition operator 
satisfies the integral equation
tgi(E) = voi + voi — toi(E) , a (2)
where Vqi is the NN interaction and l/a=jE-]^-ki+ie]"^ the intermediate state propagator. 
Defining the NN relative momentum by k=^-k^)/2, and the total NN momentum 
P=^+k^ for equal mass particles, then by analogy with the previous chapter, the matrix 
elements of the NN transition operator in momentum space, satisfy the integral equation
<k’| toi(a>) |k> = <k’lvoi|k> + ^ d k "  <k’|voilk''> 1
0) - —k"^+ie 2(1
<k"|toi(co)|k> (3)
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with CO = E - \i-mJ2 the reduced mass and M=2m the total mass of the pair of
nucleons. From our normalization condition of the plane wave (<r|k>~(2ît)“^ ^^exp(ik.r)) 
it follows that the elastic scattering amplitude, M(k', k) is related to the antisymmetrized 
matrix elements of toi(co) (i.e. toi(l-Poi)) by
M ^ ’, k) = - <k’| toi(co) |k> . (4)
The solution of the t-matrix equations is carried out as usual, by introducing the partial 
wave expansion of the potential. Assuming the potential to be given by the general form 
V=JO, where f  is a form factor and O an operator in the spin space of the two interacting
nucleons, from the definition of partial wave basis, equations (1.94), we have for the 
matrix elements of the potential in momentum space
<k'|V|k> = | X  XJLSM J'L'S'M'
<jL'(k’),(L’S')rM'l f  O I jL(k),(LS)JM>J(,L‘^ (£). (5)
Using the fact that the operator O conserves spin and total angular momentum i.e. 
<(L’S’)J’M'l O I (LS)JM>=0^ ôjj. 6ss' S^m’ we can write
<E'I V |k> = I  X  V ^Jk’.k) , (6)
JLL'SM
where
( k ' . k )  = < j L '( k ' ) | /  Ü L (k )>  of, . (7)
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For a local form factor, using relation (I.94c), we have for the matrix elements
<JL<k’)I f  ÜL(k)> = J  dr r^ jL’(k ’r) f  (r) jL(kr) (8)
The partial wave matrix elements of the parametrized Paris potential can be find in the 
work of Redish and Stricker-Bauer [RED87b], After the introduction of the partial wave 
expansion, equation (6) we are then lead to the system of coupled equations
t ^ ( k '.k ) = v ^ ( E \ k )  +X/"L"+ 1  Y  fdk" k"^ (k',k") Go(k") tL„[(k",k) (9)
More precisely, for the singlet spin state, S=0, we have a single uncoupled equation for
tjj J. For the triplet state, S=l, however, for each value of
total momentum J, we have an uncoupled transition amplitude
[C l (10.)
and the set of coupled transition amplitudes
r  JS=iT i r  js= iT T  Lt+1J+iJ L T + lJ - lj
r  JS=1TT r  JS=1T1 _ uj-ij+i j rj-ij-iJ
(lOb)
By time reversal, the off-diagonal (J±1,J+1) on-shell components are identical. Also, the 
partial wave components of the transition matrix satisfy the symmetry relations
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A, A, TCT Af A*t„p(k,k‘) = Ç j(k ',k ) ; a ,p = JJ+ l,M  (11)
where, it is assumed that a  and p run over all possible combinations. Unitarity [Mac88] 
leads to the following result for the imaginary parts of the off-sheU t-matrix, namely
Im (k’.k)] = - ^ k o X  t*Lx^o.k) ; w=fiV/2M. (12)
A  T ft
Thus, for uncoupled states at least, if the real part of the t matrix is zero at some half-sheU 
value of k, then the imaginaiy part of the t-matrix has a nodal line for aU k' at that value of 
k.
In order to deal with the principal value of the propagator in equation (9), as in the 
previous chapter, the R-matrix equation is introduced
R ^ ( k ’,k) = V ^ (k ',k )  +
X
oc
fdk" k”Z (k’.k") G^(k") R'f,% (k’’.k) . (13)
L"
Pwith Gg(k") the principal value of the Green's function. The R matrix and t matrix are
related by the Heitler equation [RED87b]
TST ^ ^ Ï^ T ^(k’.k) = R ^  (k’.k)
- 2 inko X  (k'.ko) [1+ 2i|ik" R^ ®’^ (ko.ko)] L x- (E).k)
L" L"'
(14)
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where we have written 1 for the unit matrix.
2.2 The Lippman-Schwinger equation-Method of solution
In this paragraph we describe briefly the method of solution adopted by E.F Redish and 
K. Stricker-Bauer [RED87b] to solve the Lippman-Schwinger equation, eq. (13). The 
principal value is evaluated using the Sloan method [SL068] which consists of using a 
symmetric quadrature in the neighbourhood of the pole. The infinite upper limit of the 
integral is handled by using a cutoff momentum K, which is outside the region where the 
dominant contributions occur, and a Gauss-Laguerre rule for the integration region 
beyond that cutoff. The momentum integration k" in equation (13) is therefore divided 
into 4 bins as shown in Figure 2:
i) a symmetric bin of half-width A about the on-shell momentum kg,
ii) a semi-infinite bin from the cutoff K to <»,
iii) a/inear bin from 0 to kg-A,
iv) a linear bin from kg+A to K.
2A
r-----------------\
i
0 E, K oo
Figure 2: Bins used in the momentum space integration 
of the NN Lippman-Schwinger equation
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2.3 The scattering amplitudes
A general form of the two nucleon scattering amplitude, eq. (4), consistent with space 
reflection and rotation is
M = A + B Gi.n C2.n + C (ai+CT2)*n + D a^.m ao.m + E a i .Î  Oo.t
+ F [0[ .î <J2.m + Oj.m02*^ 1 (15)
where [ ^ n ,f  ] are unit vectors. These form a right handed coordinate system, defined by
n = C = W  (16)”  Ibk'l -  |k+k'| -  “  “
with (k, k) the (initial, final) NN relative momenta, as shown in Figure 3. The scattering 
amplitudes A, B, C, D and E, are complex functions of energy, transferred momentum, 
q, and total momentum Q. They depend on the isotopic spin, so for example, making use 
of the short notation, A=A(co,q,Q),
A = Aot + Ap X X.X2 (17)
The matrix element of A, taken between T=0 states of the colliding nucleons is:
aT=o^ <T=0| A„ + Ap21-Î2 IT=0> = A g-3 Ap (18)
and similarly the matrix elements for T=1 states is
A^“  ^= <T=1| A(jj + Ap X1 .X2  |T=1> = Aqj + Ap . (19)
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Since p-p and n-n scattering occurs only in T=1 states we can write
^nn = ^
The n-p system exists in T=0 and T-1 states with equal weight, so that
Apn- 2
(20)
(21)
Inverting equations (18) and (19) and substituting into eq. (17), we can therefore write 
A = 1  [3 A-T'I+aT-O] + 1 [aT=i.aT=0] X1.T2 . (22)
m
Figure 3: Elastic scattering coordinate system
Using the orthogonality of the unit vectors, eq. (16), it follows immediately that
A = 4 tr(M) (23a)
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B = t^r(M Oi.n 02-n), (23b)
C = |tr(M (0 ]+02 ).n) , (23c)
D = ^ tr(M0i.m02-^) ) (23d)
E = ^ (M oi. Î 02-Î). (23e)
F = ^(M (O i.t O2 .A + 0i.mO2'î)) (23f)
where, the trace over the 2 particle spin space is implied. Using these relations, the 
scattering amplitudes A, B, etc, can be expressed in terms of the spin matrix elements of 
the scattering amplitude which refer to the scattering of a nucleon-nucleon system 
from triplet spin projection v' to projection O), and Mgg which refers to singlet scattering, 
i.e.
M^ .^ = <SDiM |SD‘> ; (S=l) (24a)
Mss = < 0 0 |M |0 0 >  (24b)
We choose the representation where the axis of quantization is taken to be in the direction 
of the incident beam [GOL67] since it was the representation used by Redish et al to study 
the off-shell behaviour of the NN transition amplitude. It is shown in Appendix D that
A(co,k’,k,0) = [2Mii(co,k',k,0)+Moo(co,k',k,0)+Mss(co,k',k,0)]/4 , (25a)
B(co,k',k,e) = [-2Mi.i(®,k',k,e)+Moo«o,k',k,6)-Mss(co,k',k,e)]/4 , (25b)
C(0),k’,k,e) = i ^  [Mio(o),k',k,e)-Moi(co,k',k,0)] (25c)
D(0),k',k,6) = [ 2(p+2a-l)Mii(co,k’,k,9) - 2-\/^[Mio((B,k',k,6)+Moi(co,k’,k,0)] 
2pMi.i(0),k',k,e) + (2P-l)Moo(o),k',k,e) - M;:(a),k',k,8) ]/4 (25d)
E(m,k',k,8) = [ 2(a+2P-l)Mii(<B,k',k.0) + 2V^[Mio(to,k',k,8)+Moi(to,k',k,8)] 
2aMi_i(o),k’,k,0) + (2a-l)Moo(o),k’,k,0) - Mss(co,k',k,0) ]/4 (25e)
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F(©,k’,k ,0) = VÔM M n(œ,k\k,0)-M oo(cô,k\k,0)-M ^
+ (a-p)[Mio(co,k’,k,0)+Moi(co,k',k,0) ]/V2 (25f)
where 0 = cos‘^{k.kV|k.k'|} is the scattering angle in the NN centre-of-mass system and
a  = N  k'^sin^O, (26a)
P = N  (k + k‘ cos0)^, (26b)
with.
N = l/|k+k’r. (26c)
In the diagonal case (k=k‘), only four o f  the triplet scattering amplitudes M^t)'(œ,k) are 
independent; it can be shown [GOL67] that they satisfy the relation
Mi_i(CD,k) = (Mii(co,k)-Moo(a),k)) - *>/2(Mio(co,k)+Moi(o),k)) cot0 (27)
Using this relation, it follows that in the diagonal case the amplitudes D and E reduce to 
[GOL67, KER59]
D(co,k) = ^ [(Mii(co,k)+Mi.i(co,k)-Mss(co,k))-sec0 (Mii(co,k)-Mi.i(o),k)-Moo(co,k))] ,
(28a)
E((0,k) = ^  [(Mii(co,k)+Mi.i(co,k)-Mss(a),k))+sec0(Mii(co,k)-Mi.i(o),k)-MQo(co,k))] ,
(28b)
and F(œ,k) = 0
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The scattering amplitudes can be obtained from the partial wave decomposition
of the scattering amplitude [Pae84, G0D78], according to
M;, = 2<85^PL(e) (2L+1) , (29)
L
Mil = ‘8’X pl(6) {(L+2) + (2L+1) + (L-1)
L
- [(L+1)(L+2)]1'2 M j i i f  ^  - [(L-l)L]^z , (30)
Mio = V 2 » ^ P ^ (e )  '
L ^ ^
(31)
Mi-1 = - i ^ M i f =' +
L
- t(L+l)(Li-2)]-i« M { Jif 1 - [(L-1)L]->'2 , (32)
Moi = V 2 '@ g p l(e )  { -  + ^ ^ M i f =1 +
(33)
Moo = 2‘^ X p l (0) {(L+1) + L
L
+ [(L+1)(L+2)]»'2 + [(L-1)L]1'2 ') }  • (34)
In equations (29-34),the P^(0) is the Associated Legendre function, eq. (1.95), and 
according to our partial wave conventions ^ I M tc^ . The sums run over all partial wave 
components that satisfy the generalized Pauli principle (L+S+T=odd). In Table 1 we
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reproduce those 2S+U 2T+1 NN scattering amplitudes satisfying this principle for total
angular momentum
J S=0 S=1
0 's?
1 *P?, ®S}-^Di
2
3
4 lG |
5
Table 1: The 2S+U 2T+1 NN scattering amplitudes satisfying the Generalized
Pauli Principle (L+S+T=odd)
From eq. (25) and (29-34) it follows that the central and spin-orbit components of the 
scattering amplitude are given by the following expressions, more convenient for use in 
numerical calculations, if these are the only required amplitudes;
(2 1 + 1 ) P l (cos0 )  ,
c = £  (2J+1) C u  M il  P^(cos6) 5;SIus
C u = [ (J(J+1) - L(L+1) - S(S+1) ] .
(35)
(36)
(37)
It is instructive to derive the expression for the central component of the transition 
amplitude in terms of the its partial wave decomposition, directly from equation (23a). 
We have
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4A = M l2Si2S2>
= X X éS i^ S jS M s) (Is^SzlS'M 's) <SMg| M  |S"M's>S1S2 SMg ^ ^ ^  ^
S'M's
=  E  < S M s | M  [S M s>SMg
= 1  X X <SMs|JLS'Mj> M [^ U jL'S'Mj|SMs>
 ^ LL^
= 1  X X X  -dLASM s|]M j>^'A'SM s|]M j>YLYt'M g_,
SMs JMj AA'i r
= À X ( 2 J + 1 ) M l l Pl(cos0)271 u s
A = 2  (21+1) Pl(cos0) (38)[271:; us
The on-shell partial wave scattering amplitudes Mj| .^(kQ,ko) are related to the NN phase 
shifts Ôl and mbdng parameter e according to
jy ^ is  1 -J^cos^e e^ ^^  sinô^ + sin^e sinÔL+2 
ko
(39)
^ U 2U2 “  {  cos^e sm5L+2 + sin^e e^ ^^  sinS^} , (40)
and,
M u2l   ^= 5 “ sin2e {e^^^ sind^ - sinÔL+2}  • (41)
ko
The systematic analysis of the off-shell transition amplitudes [RED87b] shows that the 
NN scattering amplitudes exhibits the following two important features:
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i) The two-body matrix element <k'(t(co)ik> is a function of four scalar variables. 
One possible choice of these variables are the incoming relative NN momentum k, 
the outgoing relative momentum k', 0 (the angle between k and k) and the energy 
CO. Another choice is the momentum transfer q, the total momentum Q, the angle 
between these variables <j) and the energy co. It is shown, that for relative momenta 
less than 3fm"  ^ and 50MeV<co<2QOMeV, the off-shell central and spin-orbit 
amplitudes, A and Cfsin^, are nearly independent of the variables (f> and co,
ii) The half-shell NN transition amplitudes are stable against the underlying NN 
interaction, for momenta less than 3jm^. Since the half-shell transition matrix is 
determined by the relative nucleon-nucleon wave function [TAY72], provided the 
wave function produced by different potentials are similar, their half-shell 
amplitudes will be similar. This is likely to be the same with the off-shell 
amplitudes also. Since the potential models are well determined outside about 
Ifm, and since realistic models have short range suppression inside of l/2fm, we 
expect to see differences in momentum space only at momenta corresponding to 
distances of about 0.5fm or less. Using the rule kr«7t/2 gives momenta of about 
3fm"l where we might expect to observe differences. In the multiple scattering 
expansion of the optical potential the NN transition amplitude appear multiplied by 
the target density which eliminates large transfer momenta. Thus, it is expected 
that proton-nucleus scattering calculations will be more or less stable against the 
potential used to generate the nucleon-nucleon transition matrices.
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3 Analytical representations
In order to avoid the calculation of the system of coupled equations, equation (9), some 
simplifying assumptions are frequently introduced in the current literature. The matrix 
elements of the antisymmetrized nucleon-nucleon potential can be generally written as:
<k’| voi |k> = jd 4  exp(-ik'.r) Voi[l+êP^ exp(ik.r)
= V (|k '-||)+ év(|k ’+ ÿ) , (42)
where P* is the space exchange operator which changes r-»-r on the right and the 
operator è has the matrix elements +1 or -1 depending on the symmetry of the NN partial- 
wave. Therefore, if we think in terms of lowest-order Bom approximation, it is assumed 
reasonable to express the matrix elements of the antisymmetrized transition matrix in the 
form
<k'| toi(E) |k> = fjdk'-ki) + è (43)
The functions fj and f2 tend to be large only when their arguments are close to zero. 
Therefore, for small angle scattering, and assuming that the important contributions come 
from momenta near the on-shell value, only f^(|k'-k|) should be important. One procedure 
is to assume a functional form to f^  and to fit the experimentally deduced on-shell 
scattering amplitudes (in the range O<0nn<7u/2) as a function of the momentum transfer q 
i.e.
M(q) M(0^^). (44)
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In the work of Johnson and Martin and Ahmad and Johnson, a gaussian parametrization 
of the form
A(q) = (a+bq^) exp(-cq^), (45a)
C(q) = = (a+bq^) exp(-cq^), (45b)sinu]^
was assumed for the spin-isospin averages of the central and spin-orbit components 
respectively of the NN scattering amplitude. The values for the fitted parameters, for the 
energy ranges 100MeV^2o)<300MeV and 400MeV^2co^lOOOMeV can be found in 
references [MAR71] and [AHM75], respectively .
One attempt to introduce the non-locality of the NN transition matrix, was developed by 
Love and Franey DLOV81, LOV85], hi this work, the NN transition amplitude is assumed 
to be given by equation (43) where the analytic function is given by a sum of Yukawa 
forms, the ranges and strength of each term being determined by fitting the (on-shell) NN 
scattering data. This transition amplitude is usually referred as a pseudo-T-matrix (pTm) 
[Re d 88] since it is not constructed from a potential model. Due to the particular functional 
form in equation (43), the partial wave matrix elements of this pseudo transition matrix 
violate the unitarity relation [M ac88] equation (12) badly. Caution must therefore be used 
in the interpretation of nonrelativistic elastic and inelastic calculations [K el89] which 
make use of the Franey-Love NN transition amplitude.
More recently, von Geramb et al [GER90b] have used a local representation of the 
transition amplitude, which comprises central, tensor, spin-orbit, quadratic spin-orbit and 
quadratic angular momentum terms. The fbrni factor for each term being given as a sum
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of Yukawa factors. In this case however the strength and range of each of these terms is 
obtained by fitting the on- and ojf-shell t matrices obtained from a potential model (e.g. 
Paris potential) for all the relevant partial waves.
4 Numerical results
The calculations were carried out using modified and extended versions of the numerical 
programs developed by E.F. Redish and K. Stricker-Bauer, These include all the NN 
scattering amplitudes A , E  [CRE90d]. For the Paris potential the parameters for the 
integrations (section 2.2) were taken to be, A=0,5 and K=30fm"  ^was chosen in order to 
deal correctly the strong off-shell behaviour of the Paris potential. The quadrature points 
in each bin were divided according to 32=5+6+15+6 and the maximum value of the 
quadrature points was taken to be lOOfm"^  to properly take account the off-shell 
behaviour of the S wave. We included all the amplitudes given in table 1. The phase 
shifts obtained for laboratory energy of 135MeV, are reproduced in table 2.
In Figure 4 we show the isoscalar (4a) and isovector (4b) components of the 5 NN 
scattering amplitudes defined in paragraph 2.3 for Eiai,=135MeV where the x (transfer 
momentum) and y (total momentum) axis range from 0 to 3fm"i.
In Figure 5 we show the isoscalar on-shell scattering amplitudes at Eigy=300MeV. The 
dotted points, taken from the KMT parametrization [KER59], are in qualitative agreement 
with the Paris potential calculations.
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We note that the simple gaussian parametrization cannot reproduce the exchange 
contribution for the central isoscalar scattering amplitude at large angles. As we shall see 
in Chapters V and VI, the exchange term does not in fact contribute significantly to proton 
nucleus elastic scattering, because as we mentioned previously, the NN transition 
amplitude appears multiplied by the nuclear density, which cuts off high momentum 
transfer contributions from the NN amplitude.
In Figure 6 the real and imaginary parts of the isoscalar scattering amplitudes with the 
angle cj) between the NN transfer and total momentum fixed at the on-sheü value <j>o=ît/2 is 
shown by the (soHd lines) and (dashed lines) respectively. The plus and solid dots points 
are the corresponding curves with <()=ji:/4 as a function of the total NN momenta for 
transfer momenta q=lfm"^ atEiab=135MeV, Figure 7 shows the corresponding isovector 
components. As shown in the figures, the D and E amplitudes exhibit some dependence 
upon the angle ^  for small values of the total momentum. By contrast, the other 
amplitudes are relatively stable against changes in this parameter. For calculations that 
favour the diagonal components of the NN scattering amplitude such as proton-nucleus 
(NA) elastic scattering calculations it is therefore reasonable to assume the angle <|) fixed at 
<|)o=7t/2. In this case the F scattering component vanishes. This is the approximation we 
shall use later.
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s L L' J 8L(d%) ^ 2
(deg)
e
0 0 0 16.263
1 1 0 6.773
0 1 1
18.166
1 1 1
16.207
1 2 0 1
16.052
32.791 2.413
0 2 2 5.384
1 2 2 22.846
1 2 1 2 1.015 13.812 -2.896
0 3 3 -3.062
1 3 3 -2.18
1 4 2 3 -1.681 2.128 4.816
0 4 4 0.677
1 4 4 3.474
1 5 3 4 0.193 0.894 -0.825
0 5 5 -0.818
1 5 5 -0.517
1 6 4 5 -0.256 -0.243 1.197
0 6 6 0.165
1 6 6 0.784
Table 2: Calculated Paris potential phase shifts for NN scattering at
E,rt=135MeV
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Figure 4a: Isoscalar components of the Paris NN scattering amplitudes, as a function of 
the momentum transfer q, total momentum Q, for ^ =n/2, at Eiay=135MeV.
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Figure 4b: Isovector components of the Paris potential NN scattering amplitudes, as a 
function of the momentum transfer q, total momentum Q, for <j>o=7t/2, at Eiab=135MeV.
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Figure 5: On-shell isoscalar scattering amplitudes for the Paris potential as a function of 
NN centre of mass angle at Eigy=300MeV. The points are taken from the KMT 
parametrization [KER59].
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Figure 6: Real (solid lines) and imaginary (dashed lines) for the isoscalar scattering 
amplitudes for the Paris potential as a function of the total momentum Q with the angle <|> 
fixed at <j)o=7c/2. The plus and solid dots points are the corresponding curves with <{>=71/4.
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Figure 6: (cont)
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Figure 7: Real (solid lines) and imaginary (dashed lines) for the isovector scattering 
amplitudes for the Paris potential as a function of the total momentum Q with the angle <{) 
fixed at <{>o=7t/2. The plus and solid dots points are the corresponding curves with ({>=71/4,
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Figure?: (cont)
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The analysis of electron scattering by a nucleus is widely used to extract information 
about the charge distribution of target nuclei, because the interaction is purely 
electromagnetic and thus well known.
For light nuclei, for which o tZ « l, (where ot=l/137 is the fine-structure constant and Z 
the target charge number) the Bom approximation, gives a reasonable description for the 
scattering. In this approximation, the cross section for scattering by a charge density 
Pch(r), is given by
da Ala^ . , 2
dco (1)
where pch(q) is the Fourier transform of Pch(£)> he.
Pch(q) = I  exp(iq.r)pch(r ) d^r . (2a)
For a spherical nucleus of course
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Pch(q) = j r Sin(qr) p^^Cr) dr (2b)
where the radial charge density pch(r), is assumed to be normalized to unity, i.e.
4tc j  r^dr p(r) = 1 (3)
In equation (1), (da/dco)j^ is the Mott cross section [BAR79], describing the scattering of 
an electron by a fixed point nucleus and given by
_ (27js?B'f  _ ( q h c f Y ________1
Mc^
where M is the nuclear mass. The third factor in this expression takes into account the 
recoil of the nucleus, assuming this motion is nonrelativistic. Therefore, once pch(q) is 
determined through the analysis of the experimental cross section data, the radial charge 
density pch(r) can be determined through
PchW = ^ 7  J  q sin(qr) p<.h(q) dq (5)
However, expressions (1-5) can only used to extract qualitative information about the 
charge density, since eq. (5) requires the knowledge of pch(q) and hence da/do) for all 
values of q, and because the Bom approximation is not accurate enough for a quantitative 
analysis.
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I Model dependent analyses of electron scattering
In model dependent analyses of the electron scattering data, two main approaches can be 
adopted. In the purely phenomenological approach, a simple functional form for thé 
charge density pch(r» aj, a2, a ^ )  is assumed, where the parameters aj, a2, ..., a  ^are 
adjusted in order to reproduce the experimental cross section. In sections 1.1 and 1.2 we 
discuss briefly the representations most frequently used. In a semi-phenomenological 
approach, it is assumed that the nucleus is well described by the shell model, where each 
nucleon moves in the average potential created by the core formed by the other nucleons. 
The harmonic oscillator and Woods-Saxon forms normally assumed for this potential are 
discussed in section 1.3. In this last approach, the charge density is evaluated numerically 
in terms of the nuclear single particle radial wave-functions.
1.1 The two-parameter Fermi distribution
This charge distribution is a functional form of two parameters, pgh(r, a, R), given by 
p2ppW = Po 1 + exp(r-R)/a ’ 
where for the normalization adopted, eq. (3) [ELT61]
-  4tcRS 1 + • 2 (7)
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with a is the diffuseness of the nucleus, its radius, with ro~1.3fm and A the
target mass number. The Fourier transform, equation (2b), can be calculated analytically 
and is given by [JOH62]
PzppW = Po (i.e-2“ >2)2 |î t ( l+ e  f  ( l - e  ^"^)cosqR| +
S îta V ^ ^  I _ -R/a
( T T S f l ’ ■ “ 4+q^a^
-2R/a+ 0(e ) k  (8)
1.2 The three-parameter Fermi distribution
More flexibility to reproduce the experimental data is achieved, with the introduction of 
the three-parameter Fermi distribution (3pF), Pch(r, a, R, co), given by
. .  l+oor /^R^
Psppfr) -  Po 1 + exp[(r-R)/a]
The high momentum transfer data for ^ *^ Ca [SIN73] and [SlC70], cannot however be 
reproduced by this parameterization. More precisely, the second diffraction minimum 
predicted by a 3pF distribution occurs at too small momentum transfer for both nuclei. 
The method used to fit the high momentum transfer components of the data for these two 
nuclei [SIC70] is a modification of the method proposed by Bellicaid et al [BEL67] and 
consists of adding to the 3pF distribution an additional three-parameter distribution Ap(r) 
with a gaussian shape, i.e.
Ap(r) = Po exp(-poV/4). (10)
We refer to this distribution as the modified 3-parameter Fermi distribution (M3pF)
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(11)
In Table 1 we reproduce the parameters of this M3pF distribution, obtained by fitting the 
data for and ^ ®Ca, taken from Sick and McCarthy [SIC70] and Sinha et al [SIN73]. 
The effect of Ap is essentially to reduce the charge density in the centre of the nucleus by
PqA'.
Nucleus <r2^i/2
(fm)
c
(fm)
a
(fm)
W A‘
Po(fin'^ )
qo(fm-l)
q-range
(fm-1)
16q 2.730 2.608 0.513 -0.051 0.102 
0.35 2.76
1.05-3.97
40Ca 3.482 3.766 0.586 -0.161 0.0814 
0.43 3.14
0.53-3.25
Table 1: M3pF parameters for and taken from references 
[SIC70] and [SIN73] respectively (see eq,9 and 10),
1.3 Shell model distribution
The shell model is based on the assumption that the motion of each nucleon inside the 
nucleus can be described as the motion of a nucleon in the average potential created by the 
core of other nucleons.The Hamiltonian for the nucleus is therefore assumed to be of the 
form
H = 2  Ti+Vi
i=l
(1 2 )
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and the total wave function is a Slater determinant
where a  denotes the single particle wavefunction of nucleon i, ct>a(ri) which satisfies the 
Schrodinger equation
pi+Vfri)] <|)„(ri) = e„(|>„(ri). (14)
e„ is the binding energy for the nucleon in state a  characterized by principal quantum 
number n^ t, angular momentum 1^  and total angular momentum ja. The single particle 
states can be written
W l)  = ['C >“ ({) X x rA ]]7
= R S d a  2  da 1  m, I m J  (f) (15)
where is the spin (isospin) function and the radial functions j„(r) are
orthogonal for different n^  ^and are assumed normalized to unity i.e.
J dr R”i](r) R^ JCr) = 6„„.. (16)
These single-particle wave functions, in momentum space are defined by
<p:mja> = 2 < 1 «  mi„ 1/2 m, | j„ m„> R % .( p )  y |^(^) x ^ “ (17)
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where the radial wavefunctions in momentum space are obtained from the
coiresponding configuration space wave functions according to
R % .(P )  = p d r  j,„(pr) R % .( r )  (18)
For a target nucleus described by a Slater determinant, the nuclear matter density is 
simply expressed in terms of the occupied single particle wave functions. Assuming the 
nuclear matter density is normalized to unity we have
1 ^  1 p(r) = ^  «j>ol 2  6 (r-£i) l(j)o> = % <a(l)| 8(r-r j) |a(l)>, (19)
a
which gives
P(r) = s à X  (2ja+l) > (20a)
a
where the sum runs over all occupied states. In momentum space from equation (2b) we 
have similarly
P(q) = X  (2 ja + 1 ) jr^dr [R% % a(r)]^ jo(qr) . (21a)
a
In the absence of spin-orbit forces and for a closed j-shell nucleus, these charge densities 
assume the form
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P(r) = x è  X  (2L + 1) . (20b)
a
P ( l ) = i  (2L+1) p d r  [R % (r ) ]^  jo(qr) . (21b)
In the interest of simplicity we omit in the following text the isospin index from the radial 
single particle wavefunctions. We now discuss two forms for the shell model potential: 
The harmonic oscillator and the Woods-Saxon potentials.
i) Harmonic oscillator (HO) model
In the Harmonic oscillator model, the interaction has only a central piece
V(r) = - Vo + | m  coo r^  ^, (22)
where m is the nucleon mass and cOq die angular frequency. The radial HO wave 
functions in configuration space have simple analytic forms [EIS723, for example, the 
RlL(r) and R2L(r) states, normalized to unity are given by
RlL(r) = It"'"* <x^ '^  ((zI T D!!) (® )^  ^exp(-(ar)^/2) , (23)
R2L(r) = ît‘1"' a^'2 0^2+3),;) ( < w ) ^ - («r)^j exp(-(otr)^/2) , (24)
with OG=(m%%"^ )^ ^^ . In particular we have, with a=l/a
Rlo(r) = Nioexp(-r2/2a2);Nio = 2 r ^ J " '  , (25a)
Rii(r) = Nil r exp(-A2a^) ; N n = 2 (  -  iqY *^* , (25b)£9 7t a j
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Ri2(r) = Ni2 r2 exp(-A2a^) ; Nj2 = 4
^ 20(1“) = ^20 32 - exp(-r^/2a^) ; N20 = 2^ \ / 49 7C a'
(25c)
(25d)
The HO radial wave functions in momentum space are obtained from equations (18) and 
(25), using the integrals [SNE61] of Appendix E. We obtain
Rio(P) = Nio exp(-pV /2) ; Njo = N jq , (26a)
Rii(P) = -i N il p exp(-pV /2) ; N il  = N il a^  ,
R i2<P) = - N i2 P  ^exp(-pV /2) ; N 12 = N12 a^  ,
R2o(p) = N20 [ - |  + (ap)^j exp(-pV /2) ; N20 = N20 s?
(26b)
(26c)
(26d)
Using once again the integrals of Appendix E and equations (21) and (23) we can 
determine the Fourier transform of the matter density directly. In the case of the target 
nucleus ^^ O and "^ ®Ca, these densities normalized to unity at q=0, are
P(q)= | l  - |(qa)^|exp(-qV /4),
P(q) = | l  - ^qa)^  + ^qa)"^jexp(-q^a^/4).
(27)
(28)
ii) Woods-Saxon (WS) model
In this model, it is assumed that the target nucleons are moving in a Woods-Saxon 
potential composed by a central and spin-orbit nuclear interaction in addition to the
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Coulomb interaction for a proton moving in the field produced by the core of the other 
target nucleons, i.e.
V(r) = Vc - Vf(r,Ro,ao) + \ (29)
with f(r,Ri,ai) is the Woods-Saxon form factor,
f(r,Ri,ai) = { l+exp((r-Ri)/ai)].*^ ; R^  = (30)
The Coulomb potential V^, is normally taken as due to a uniform spherical charge density 
of radius R^
Vc(r) *- 2 R r ^ “ R 2 I (81a)
Ze^ r>Rc (31b)
with the same radius parameter as the central interaction, i.e. Rc=ro. In equations (31), 
p=(A-l)m/A where m is the nucleon mass. The strengths V and Vg^  for the central and 
spin-orbit parts of the potential are, in general, taken to be the same for all occupied 
single-particle levels. The parameters are varied in a fitting procedure, subject to the 
constraint that the single-particle energy of the least bound proton agrees with the 
experimental separation energy, until the resulting charge distribution gives a best fit to 
the electron scattering cross-section.
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2 Single particle calculations for O^ g^ gen
The advantage of single particle calculations is that they provide the wave functions for 
each of the occupied states of the nucleus which can be used in reaction calculations. In 
particular, we are interested in the evaluation of the S and P states of which appear 
explicitly for example in the multiple scattering expansion of the optical potential, if we 
assume that the target is described by a Slater determinant of occupied states. Single 
particle calculations for which achieve various degrees of success in the reproduction 
of the experimental data for electron elastic scattering, can be found in the literature. We 
discuss briefly some of these calculations.
As discussed in the Chapter I, the requirement of the antisymmetrization of the A nucleon 
system introduces the subsequent difficulty of taking into account the centre-of-mass 
motion of the nucleus. In the simple harmonic oscillator (HO) shell model the motion of 
the c.m. factorizes and is described by an S-state with frequency (Oq/A where cOq is the
frequency of the target nucleons motion [ELL55]. In this case, the centre-of-mass 
correction to the target density p(q) is [BAR77]
p'(q) = exp(-q^/4Aa^) p(q) (32)
In our work, we generate the single-particle wavefunctions from the experimentally 
deduced relative motion frequency. In order to be consistent in the evaluation of the 
proton-target scattering optical potential we do not consider the c.m. corrections both in 
the first and second order term of the optical potential.
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Donnelly and Walker [DON69] used a Woods-Saxon potential, with the same depth and 
geometry for the S and P shells, and fitted the data up to q=4fm’^ They include a spin- 
orbit and Coulomb interaction. In the fitting procedure, the depth of the potential is fixed 
in order to reproduce the binding energy of the lPi/2 nucleon and the fitting routine 
searched on the radius and the diffuseness of the potential. In Table 2 we reproduce the 
searched values, hi Figure (la) we compare the Fourier transform of the deduced charge 
density with the best HO oscillator density, also obtained by Donnelly and Walker. As 
follows from equation (27), the HO does not predict the second diffraction minimum of 
the form factor. Also clear from the figure is that this single shell WS potential description 
fails completely to reproduce the form factor at intermediate momentum transfers and that 
the second minimum, which occurs at 3.1fm"\ is not correctly predicted. In Figure (lb) 
we show the corresponding configuration space charge density as a function of radius. 
Evident from the figure is that the HO and single shell WS models fail badly at the interior 
of the nucleus. This means that the models fail to predict the correct behaviour of the S 
wave in the interior of the nucleus.
D.W. V To a Vse ^eor
lPl/2 50.6 1.3178 0.5 6 11.63
1P3/2 50.6 1.3178 0.5 6 15.14
IS 1/2 50,6 1.3178 0.5 - 28.43
Table 2: Woods-Saxon shell model parameters for taken from
Donnelly and Walker (D.W.) [DON69]
Elton and Swift [Blt67], using a different depth for the S and P shells, fitted the data up 
to qz=2fm"\ They also included a spin-orbit and Coulomb interaction. In Table 3 we 
reproduce the searched values obtained in this reference. In Figure (2a) we compare the 
Fourier transform of the corresponding charge density with the best HO oscillator density
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obtained by Donnelly and Walker. In Figure (2b) we show the charge density as a 
function of radius. It is shown that allowing a different depth for the S shell, improves 
the agreement with the experimental data.
E.S. V To a Vse ^eor
lPl/2 52.0 1.41 0.65 13 12.3
1P3/2 52.0 1.41 0.65 13 18.7
IS 1/2 68.0 1.41 0.65 - 43.8
Table 3: Woods-Saxon shell model parameters for taken from
Elton and Swift (E.S.) [ELT67]
In order to obtain a better description for Oxygen, within the single particle model, we 
followed a similar approach to Elton and Swift. In the fitting procedure for a given 
radius, diffuseness and spin-orbit depth, the depth of the S (P) shell central interactions 
are fixed to reproduce the binding energy of the lSi/2 (lPi/2). The radial functions and 
the charge density is evaluated, using equation (20), and a fitting routine [T0S91] then 
adjusts the radius, diffuseness and spin-orbit depth parameters in order to reproduce the 
modified 3 parameter Fermi distribution given in paragraph 1.2. The procedure is 
repeated until a chosen % error per point is reached.
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Figure 1. (a) Fourier transform of the charge density for as a function of momentum 
transfer, using a M3pF distribution (solid line), an Harmonic Oscillator model (dashed 
line) and Woods Saxon model obtained by Donnelly and Walker (DW) (solid line with 
dots), (b) Charge density for as a function of radius, obtained from a M3pF 
distribution (solid line), and the DW fit (solid line with dots).
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Figure 2. (a) Fourier transform of the charge density for as a function of momentum 
transfer, using a M3pF distribution (solid line), an Harmonic Oscillator model (dashed 
line) and Woods Saxon model obtained by Elton and Swift (ES) (dots).(b) Charge
density for as a function of radius obtained from a M3pF distribution (solid line), and 
the ES fit (solid line with dots).
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3 Numerical results
In Table 4 we reproduce the searched values obtained by the procedure described in the 
previous paragraph. In Figure (3) we compare the Fourier transform of the obtained WS 
charge density with the best HO oscillator density obtained by Donnelly and Walker. In 
Figure (3b) the corresponding charge density is plotted as a function of radius.
FIT V To a Vse ^eor
lPl/2 47.8 1.37 0.61 1.16 12,4
1P3/2 47.8 1.37 0.61 1.16 13.01
IS 1/2 87.21 1.31 1.66 - 44.00
Table 4: Woods-Saxon shell model parameters for ^^ O obtained by
fitting the experimental data as described in the text
Notice that, in comparison with the Elton and Swift results, we obtain a much smaller 
spin-orbit interaction, and a better reproduction at intermediate transferred momenta close 
to the second minimum of the form factor. Figure 4 compares the single particle radial 
wave functions for the S and P shells, resulting from our fit (solid an dotted lines) and the 
HO radial wave functions in the absence of the Coulomb interaction.
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Figure 3. (a) Fourier transform of the charge density for as a function of momentum 
transfer, using a M3pF distribution (solid line), an Harmonic Oscillator model (dashed 
line) and Woods Saxon model obtained by fitting the experimental data (solid line with 
dots).(b) Charge density for as a function of radius obtained from a M3pF 
distribution (solid line), and the fit described in the text (solid line with dots).
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Figure 4. Single particle radial wave functions in the absence of the Coulomb interaction, 
(a) S state (solid line) resulting from the fit as described in the text and the corresponding 
HO state (dashed line), (b) Pi/2, Ps/2 state, (solid an dotted lines) and the HO P state 
(dashed line).
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Recent developments in the application of the multiple scattering formalism to the study of 
proton nucleus scattering problem has stimulated a renewed interest in momentum space 
methods for solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. Although traditionally one 
usually solves the Schrddinger equation in configuration space, when dealing with 
strongly non-local potentials is more advantageous to solve the scattering problem in 
momentum space. The most common approach is to add the momentum space 
representation of the Coulomb interaction to the nuclear interaction. Because of its 
infinite range in coordinate space, the Coulomb interaction has a 1/q^ singularity in 
momentum space, making such calculations troublesome.
To overcome this difficulty, several methods have been proposed in the literature. In one 
of the approaches, developed by Alt, Sandhas and collaborators [Alt80, Alt85], the 
long range Coulomb force is suitably screened by a decreasing radial function. The zero 
screening limit is taken to be the stable result obtained by increasing the screening radius. 
Another method was developed by Elster et al [ELS90]. Both of these methods are 
however difficult and computationally lengthy to implement.
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Approximate methods have also been proposed in the literature [Vin74, Pic84, Pae88, 
Ott91], and are examined in detail here. We also discuss the subtracted momentum space 
method [CRE90b], an alternative approximate, simple and stable method which yields 
accurate calculations for scattering observables.
1 The elastic scattering amplitude
In the scattering of a spin 1/2 charged particle from a spinless target, the scattering 
amplitude in the presence of the Coulomb interaction can be written, as shown in 
Appendix A
f(e) = A(e) + ia .ôC (0) (1)
where A and C are the central and spin-dependent Wolfenstein amplitudes
A(6) = fg(0) + i  2  exp(2iOL)[(L+l)TL.,(N) + LTi,(N)]Pl(cos0) (2)
0 L=0
and OO
C(0) = 2  exp(2iOL)[TL+(N) - Tl-(N)]pJ.(cos0) . (3)^L=l
In equation (2), fc(0) is the Coulomb scattering amplitude due to a point charge, and kg 
is the asymptotic wavenumber of the projectile in the nucleon-nucleus (N-A) centre of
Amass frame. The Tl^CN) are the Coulomb modified nuclear partial wave transition 
amplitudes, where L± denotes the orbital and total angular momenta, J-L±^. The Ti^fN)
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measure the deviations from point Coulomb scattering resulting from short ranged nuclear 
interactions, and from the Coulomb interaction of the target of charge density p, Wq, 
They are defined through, see eq. (1.110)
A exp(2iÔLj^(N)) - 1Tl±(N) = ----------4---------- (4)
where 0lj.(N) are the Coulomb-modified nuclear phase shifts. In configuration space, the 
nuclear partial wave amplitudes are defined by the asymptotic relation
¥L±(r) P L W  + Ti^(N) Ht(koT), (5)
where HL(kor)=[GL(kor)+iFL(kor)], and G l are the regular and irregular Coulomb 
functions with Sommerfeld parameter T|=Ze^|i/hko with p the proton nucleus reduced 
mass, and the solution of the radial Schrddinger equation for potential V=Vn+Vc.
2 Approximate methods
In the crudest approximation, when calculating the Tl^(N) in momentum space, it has 
been assumed that the dominant effects of the Coulomb interaction are contained within 
the Coulomb-nuclear interference, introduced in equations (1-3), and in the Coulomb 
phase factor exp(2iOL) entering in equations (2) and (3). Thus, it has been suggested 
[Pae88] that one could evaluate
( 6 )
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where Tl^(Vn) is to be calculated in the complete absence of the Coulomb interaction.
AThat is Tl^ ( V in configuration space, is defined through the solution of
+ T^,(VN) Ê+(koT) (7)
where 6^ “ u  1L &%^d %  are the Riccati-Bessel and Neumann functions,
etc., and \(f^(r) is the solution of the radial equation in the presence of the nuclear
interaction alone. We denote this method (I).
An attempt to include, to some extent, the Coulomb interaction effects in the calculation of
Athe T£^(N), method (II), has been suggested by Hcklesimer et al [PIC84]. They make the 
replacement
= T^(VN+Vc-Vg) (8)
where T^(N ) is defined in configuration space as in equation (7) with >l/^(r) calculated 
from the entirely short range interaction V^+Vc-Vc^
A more sophisticated technique, method (III), for the evaluation of the Tl^(N) was 
proposed by Vincent and Phatak [VIN74]. The method to be used in momentum space 
uses the short range cutoff Coulomb potential defined as
^C;RcutW “ ®(^ cut"^ ) (9)
where 0 is the Heaviside step function defined by 
0(x) = 1, x>0
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0(x) = 0, x<0 . (10)
In momentum space, and writing q = |k'-k|, then
Ze^I c^;Rcut 1 “ ^ C;Rcut(fi) “ [p(9[) “ ^^ (^qRçm)] (11)
where the cosine term arises from the cutoff in configuration space. Vc;Rcui(Q) is no
longer singular, indeed, for a realistic charge density of harmonic oscillator type, see
equations (in.27-28),
p(q) = [1 - Yq^  - aq"^ 3 exp(-Pq^), (12a)
Hm Vc;Rcut(q) = ^  ["P " (12b)
1/3and for a uniform spherical charge density of radius Rc=l,3A
p(q)^.3j7gRc) (13a)
ItaVc;R,„(q) = g [ - ^ R o '  + ^ ]  . (13b)
The cutoff radius is chosen such that, for r>Rcyt, can be assumed to have vanished
and Vc to have its asymptotic form Vc(R)=Ze^/r.
The requirement that the solution calculated with the short range potential Vj^+Vc.Rcut 
should match smoothly with the exact solution, equation (5), at the cutoff radius R^ut i e.
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V ^ (r ) ^  j\(koRc»t) + Ti^(Vn+Vc;Rc„.)
<ra: u,FL(koRout) + T f '(N ) Ht(koRe„t) (14)
then determines the transition amplitudes T ^ (N ) according to
A
A Tl^(VN+Vc;Rc„t)[FL.fiü + [FL.ÎÜ 
[ Î lH lI + T|L±(VN+Vc;Rcu,)[fiLflÜ( N )  =  .A  „  .  a ' ( i s )
where the square brackets denote WronsMans, evaluated at the cut radius, e.g.
[ F l . J l 1 =  [ j l ^  -  • ( 1 6 )
Recently, a modified version of this method was developed by Ottenstein et al [Ott91]. 
In this method the Coulomb singularity at q^=0 is eliminated by adding a fictitious shell 
of charge -Ze outside the nucleus, such that the effects of the shell can be renioved in a 
subsequent stage. This fictitious shell is chosen to be generated by a gaussian density, 
with its maximum at a distance Rg|^  from the nucleus, i.e.
P s h (r )  = Po e x p [ - ( r - R , h ) ^ / a s J  . ( 1 7 )
For |r-Rsi,|>4asi,, this sheU charge density is negligible (10'^ or less). The parameters of 
this distribution are chosen such that it gives a negligible overlap with the strong 
potential. In other words, if the strong interaction effectively goes to zero for distances 
r>Ri, then they must satisfy jR -^Rg  ^ In momentum space, the fictitious shell
potential takes the form
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V.h(q) = -^ F 3 h (q )/q 2 , (18)
where for Rsh/agh»!» FshW is given by
Fsh(q) = (1 + Psh)"‘ [cos(qRs|,) + Psh sin(qRsh))qRsh ] sxp(-q% /4), (19)
with Ps|,=2Rj|,/asi,. Note that in the limit of zero momentum transfer, Vg (^q) cancels the
Coulomb potential. The Ottenstein et al method proceeds by calculating the partial wave 
amplitude Tj^j_(V^+Vc+Vgh) in momentum space. Choosing a point R2 such that the
fictitious shell has cancelled the Coulomb interaction, they calculate the wave function at 
this point, by matching to plane waves
J L(koR2) + Ti^(VN+Vc+V,h) A+fkgRz). (20)
The Schrddinger equation in the presence of is then solved by integrating from
R2 inwards to R^, which has the effects of the strong and Coulomb interactions only. The
Aon-shell transition amplitude T^^(N) is then given by matching to
V ^ ( R |)  FlOtoRi) +Ti^(N) HÎ(koRi). (21)
This method appears to be moderately successful for high angle scattering 0>5O°, in the 
case of proton scattering from ^ ®Ca at 200MeV.
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3 The subtracted momentum space method
We now describe an alternative method, method (IV), for treating the Coulomb 
interaction in momentum space. Like Vincent-Phatak, we proceed from calculations of the 
partial wave transition amplitudes Tj j^.(VN+Vc.Rcut)> calculated in the presence of the
cutoff Coulomb interaction. We define the nuclear phase by
L^dtCN) = 5[j.(VVc;Rcut) - ^(Vc;Rcut) > (22)
where V^ jRcut is the point charge Coulomb potential cut off for t>Rcut i.e.
Vc*cut(<l) = = ^ ^ 3  [1 - ■ (23)
Therefore, using (4) with Sl .^ substituted by the nuclear phase 6l±(N)> we obtain 
immediately
~ '^ L-fc(^N+Vc;Rcut) - Ti^(Vg;Rcut)
Note that this method reduces to method (II) if one assumes the additivity of phases, i,e.
bL±(VN+Vc;Rcut) - îRcut) ^LiC^N+^CiRcut “ ^CRcut)
=  8l±(Vn+V c -V?Î) (25)
The fact that these two methods give very different quantitative results, shows of course 
tliat the addition of phases is a bad approximation.
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4 Numerical results
In order to assess the numerical accuracy and stability of the various approximate 
methods it is very desirable to be able to perform both the configuration and momentum 
space calculations for the same system. For simplicity, we thus make use of the local 
proton-target optical potential of Johnson and Martin [JON62], to be discussed in detail in 
Chapter V, that is
<k'| Un |k> = ^  [t^(m,q) + a .n  t^ ®(cû,q)] [Ap(q)] ; q = k ‘-k . (26)
The Coulomb potential is assumed to be generated by a uniform spherical charge 
distribution of radius R*,. As a specific example, we apply the methods to p-"^ ®Ca at 
200MeV incident energy. We will show only the calculated proton analysing power Ay, 
which displays the most sensitivity to the accurate inclusion of the Coulomb interaction.
We first investigate quantitatively the methods (I) and (II) outlined above. The solid curve 
in Figure 1 shows the result of the exact (configuration space) calculations, obtained with 
the computer program CHUCKS [COM84]. The dot-dashed curve is the result of the 
nuclear interaction only approach, method (I) while the dashed curve results from the 
Picklesimer et al prescription, method (II). As is clear from the figure, these 
approximations do not in any way reproduce the exact calculations.
In the case of the Vincent-Phatak method we find that, while for low partial waves the 
treatment is very accurate, the method is numerically inaccurate in the higher partial
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waves. Similar conclusions were drawn by Picklesimer et al [PIC84]. Even when the
Acutoff Coulomb transition amplitudes TLi(VN+Vc;Rcut) were calculated with high 
precision in configuration space, the T ^ (N ), obtained using equation (14), proved
numerically unreliable. Specifically, they showed significant departures from the exact 
calculations in the L=20-30 partial wave region of importance to the p-^®Ca system at 
200MeV considered here. In addition, this instability leads the calculated observables to 
be sensitive to the particular choice of Rcut- We demonstrate these numerical results in
Figure 2. The figure shows the percentage error in the approximate partial wave transition 
amplitudes from those of the exact calculation, AT=|T^(N)-T^^(N)|/|T^^(N)|, as a 
function of L for J=L+^. The circles show the results from the Vincent-Phatak method,
when using the cutoff radius of Rcut=8fm, and as discussed above, the calculations are in 
considerable error in the higher partial waves. We present the Rcut=Sfm calculations as 
these yielded the best agreement with the exact Ay obtained using the Vincent-Phatak 
method. The analysing power (dashed curve) is compared with the exact calculation 
(solid curve) in Figure 3. Also shown (squares) in Figure 2 are the percentage errors 
obtained using the Picklesimer et al approach, leading typically to 10% errors for partial 
waves with values L=15 onward.
We now consider the subtracted momentum space method, method (IV). The percentage 
errors in the calculated T^^(N), for a cutoff radius Rg t^=8fm, are represented by the solid
line in Figure 2 and the associated Ay by the dot-dashed curve in Figure 3 with a 
significant improvement over the Vincent-Phatak calculation. While the error in the 
smaller partial waves is greater than that of Vincent-Phatak our method is stable across the 
entire partial wave range. The apparent rise in the errors at large L arise automatically
Afrom our definition of AT, due to the radially cutoff, and consequently L cutoff, partial 
wave amplitudes entering in equation (24). Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the stability and 
convergence of the method as a function of cutoff radius used. The dashed, dot-dashed
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and solid curves show the percentage errors in the T ^ (N ) obtained with a cut radius 
Rcut=b, 8 and 10 fm, respectively. The corresponding analysing powers are shown by 
the short-dashed, dot-dashed and long dashed curves, respectively, in Figure 5. In the 
latter case, Rcu^=10 fm, the agreement with the exact result, solid curve, is excellent up to
70° in the centre of mass. We are able to reproduce these results accurately using both 
configuration and momentum space methods.
We now study the reliability of our method in applications with nonlocal potentials. We 
make use of the nonlocal proton target optical potential to be discussed in detail in the next 
chapter
<k'| Un |k> = ^ + a.A t*®(o),q,Y)] [Ap(q)] ;Q = . (27)
In Figure 6 we show the convergence of the calculations in the evaluation of the analysing 
powers for p-^^O at 200MeV, using a cutoff radius R^ut^Sfm (dashed line) and 
Rcm=10fm (solid Hne). As shown in the figure the two calculations agree reasonably well 
up to 80 degrees, and then deviate for larger angles. Therefore, the results of calculations 
using the value of Rcu^-lOfm can be applied with confidence in the analysis of the 
scattering observables up to 70°.
5 Conclusions
The presented subtracted amplitudes method in momentum space is simple to incorporate 
in momentum space calculations, although it does require a prior calculation of the cutoff 
point Coulomb amplitudes, T j^.(Vc;Rcut)) for the system under study. The method is
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Stable and the agreement with exact calculations improves systematically with increasing 
radial cutoff
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Figure 1. Calculated vector analysing powers Ay for p-^®Ca elastic scattering at 200 
MeV. The solid curve includes the Coulomb interaction exactly. The dot-dashed and 
dashed curves are obtained using methods (I) and (H) of the text respectively.
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Figure 2. Percentage errors AT=|T^(N)-T^(N)|/|T^(N)| in the (J=L+^) partial wave
transition amplitudes calculated using method (H) (squares), method (III) (circles, 
Rcut=8fm) and method (IV) (solid line Rg^^=8fm).
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Figure 3. Calculated vector analysing powers Ay for p-^Ca elastic scattering at 200 
MeV. The solid curve includes the Coulomb interaction exactly. The dashed and dot- 
dashed curves are obtained using methods (III) and (IV) of the text, respectively, with
Rcut=8fm.
V'
30 350 5 2510 2015
Figure 4, Percentage errors in the (J=L+2) partial wave transition amplitudes calculated
using method (IV). The dashed, dot dashed and solid curves show the results obtained 
with cutoff radii of Rcut=6, 8 and lOfm, respectively.
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Figure 5. Calculated vector analysing powers Ay for p-^^Ca elastic scattering at 200 
MeV. The short-dashed, dot-dashed and long dashed curves were obtained using method 
(IV) and a cutoff radius Rcut“6, 8 and lOfm, respectively. The solid curve includes the 
Coulomb interaction exactly.
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Figure 6. Momentum space calculations of vector analysing powers Ay for p-^^O elastic 
scattering at 200 MeV, using a nonlocal optical potential as described in the text, with 
Rcut-Sfni (dashed line) and Rcut=10fm (solid line).
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The first order term of the KMT optical potential is given by the expectation value of the 
NN transition amplitude in the target ground state. It involves the folding of the target 
density with the matrix elements of the NN transition matrix off the energy shell, and is 
called ûiQ full folding potential. In this form the optical potential involves a 3 dimensional 
integration, complicated by the fact that the integration variable appears both in the relative 
momenta of the projectile and target and in the propagation energy. The behaviour of the 
target density matrix, as a function of the integration variable, suggests the use of an 
approximate expression, the so called optimal factorization. In this form, the optical 
potential is simply given by the product of the target density and the NN transition 
amplitude. This expression also requires the NN transition matrix off the energy shell.
Calculations based on this approximate form [PiC84] are far from satisfactory in their 
description of experimental cross section and analysing power data. Therefore it is 
important to study the accuracy of the optimal factorization, which would also lead to 
great simplifications in the evaluation of higher order terms. In this chapter we discuss the 
effect of full folding calculations in the elastic scattering of protons by closed shell nuclei 
[CRE90a]. Two other groups (Arellano et al. [ARE89, AJRE90a] and Elster et al. [ELS90]) 
have also reported calculations of full folding potentials.
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The outline of this chapter will be the following. Firstly, we derive the matrix elements of 
the first order optical potential and clarify the approximations that lead to the optimal 
factorization. We compare the off-shell with the on-shell and zero range forms of the 
optical potential. We then derive analytical expressions for the full folding potential for 
and ^^Ca assuming an HO model for the target nucleus and using a NN transition 
amplitude with energy fixed at half the beam energy. We show that in this form, the 
optimal factorization is a good approximation to the full folding calculations in their 
description of elastic scattering observables.
1 The matrix elements of the fîrst order term in momentum 
space
According to Chapter I, the first order term of the KMT multiple scattering expansion of 
the optical potential is
= (A-1) <(j)o I toi(co) l<j>o>, (la)
where toi(œ) is the antisymmetrized free NN transition amplitude evaluated at the 
appropriate energy co in the NN centre-of-mass frame, to be discussed in this paragraph. 
The matrix elements in momentum space, represented schematically in Figure 1,
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A
Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the first order term 
of the KMT optical potential
can be written
<k'| |k> = ^ 2  <k'a!toi(co)|ak> ,
a
(lb)
where we have assumed that the target ground state is described by a single determinant 
of occupied single particle wave functions |a>. Introducing the unit partition for the 
nucleon Hilbert space, we obtain
<k'l |k> = J d^p d^p* <alp'> <k’ p'| toi(co) |kp> <p|a> (2)a
where toi(co) is the transition amplitude for the scattering with a struck nucleon. 
Momentum conservation implies that p+k=p'+k'. Therefore p'=p-q, where q is the 
momentum transfer q=k'-k. Therefore,
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<k’l |k> = ^  X  J d^p <a|p-q> <k’(p)I tbi(<o(p)) |k(p)> <p|a> (3)a —  “  -
where, k (k') is the entrance (exit) channel NN relative momentum
k (p) = (k - p)/2, k’ (p) = - p + q)/2 (4)
and CO the NN relative energy, given by, (see equation (1.65) and discussion afterwards)
(5)
We make the change of variable P = p-^, which leads to
k ' l =  J d ^ P  < a lP - |x k '(P ) |to i((o © )|k ® > < f+ ||a>  (6)
with
k ®  = 2 ( k - P - | ) k ’ 0  = 5 ( r - P + I )  (7)
and
“ ®  = E -;^ l(k+ k ')/2+Pp. (8)
If we introduce the momentum transfer for NN scattering, q, and the total NN 
momentum, ^  according to
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q= k'-k = q , ^  i  {k'+k} = \  {k'+k - 2P} , (9)
then we can express the NN transition matrix in terms of these variables, to obtain the 
alternative form for the optical potential
<k'( )k> = ^  X  X  r  d^P <a|P-S;m'sm\>
<m'sm‘-ç| toi(co(P),q,^P)) jmsniT;> <P+|;msm^|a> (10)
where we have introduced explicitly the spin isospin unit partition.
2 The optimal factorization
Assuming a single particle determinant for the target nucleus, the evaluation of the matrix 
elements of the optical potential, to any order, involves the evaluation of terms of the 
form
<k'| 1^ = J  d^ P toi(co(P),q,Q(P)) <a|P-|> <P+|p> (11)
with |a>=|nojlojo^m^>, where a sum over spin and isospin indices is implicit. The product
of the radial parts of the single particle wave functions peaks for P=0, in the diagonal case 
a=p. This is not however the case when as discussed by Redish et al [RED83]. 
Assuming that the NN transition amplitude is a slowly varying function of both the 
energy and total momentum, we can fix the transition amplitude at P=0 and evaluate the 
integral over the product of the single particle wave functions. In order to obtain an
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estimate of the eiror introduced, especially in the off-diagonal case, we introduce a Taylor 
expansion of the transition amplitude about P=0, i.e.
toi(co(P),q,Q(P)) = toi(o)(P=0),q,Q(P=0)) + P.Vp[toi«o(P),q,Q(P))]p.o + (•••)• (12)
Therefore,
<k'| |k> = <k'| Ûgg |k> + |k> + (...) (13)
where the zeroth order term is given by the product
<k'| |k> = toi(co(P=0),q,Q(P=0)) J  d^P <a|P-|>  <P+|p>
= toj(co(P=0),q,Q(P=0)) J  d^r < a |r>  <r|p> - ,  (14)
and
<k'l uip' |k> = [vptoi«o®,q,Q(P))]p=o • J  d^P P <a |P-|>  <P+||P> • (15)
Therefore, the leading correction term involves the evaluation of integrals of the form
I%(q) = I  d ^ P  P  < a | P - | >  < P + | P >  • (16)
In the diagonal case a=p, for a closed j-subshell nucleus making the change of variable, 
P -> -P and summing over j^m^ we find that the last integral and therefore, the first order
correction term is zero in the diagonal case. This is not however true in the off-diagonal 
case. For the product of S and P state single particle wavefunctions, the integral is
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nonzero. We shall return to this point later, when discussing the second order terms of 
the optical potential.
If in the evaluation of the NN relative energy we fix the incoming and outgoing projectile 
momenta at their on shell value kg. It follows that the required NN transition amplitude 
should be evaluated at NN centre of mass energy 0)=E/2, corresponding to free NN 
scattering at half the beam energy. If we retain only the zeroth order term of the 
expansion, we say that the matrix elements are given by the optimal factorization 
approximation, i.e.
<k'| U„p |k> = <k'| |k> = toi(co,q,Q(P=0)) J  d®r < a |r > <r|p> e'*3-£, (17)
with
Q (P=0)=i(k’+ y  . (18)
3 The off-shell factorized approximation
Under the assumption of the optimal factorization the first order term can be written.
<k'| U( )^ Ik> = ^  X  X  X  toi(o>,q,Q(P=0)) (msm^>
a  s
J  d^r <a|r;m 'gm \> <r;mgm^|a> e"^  ^-  . (19)
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The factorized form of the first order optical potential, equation (19), called the ojf-shell 
factorized approximation (OSFA), is expected to be less accurate for incident and 
outgoing NA momenta such that k'+k«0, because, as we saw in Chapter n , the central 
component of the NN transition matrix peaks for ^ 0 .  We proceed now with the 
evaluation of the integral in expression (19),
XmsPir (q) = X . d r^ <a|r;m'gm\> <r;msnLja> e"^  ^-  . (20)m sm'x “ ^
Introducing the partial wave expansion of the plane wave and writing the nuclear single 
particle wave function, equation (IE. 15)
W£) = C “aiaW [C  (^ ) * xHzir (21)
we obtain
(q) = V%F Z  £  f  i>* (-)“  f r^dr [R % « (r) ]^  j,(qr) Y“ (^)a “ 1 m
(L  1 -«111. 0 .0 1 0 1 1 .0 )  (1. è  “ s 1 i .  “ . )  (1. S .  5  I j .  ” . )  • (22)
We assume that the shell model interaction has no spin-orbit component and hence that
the radial single particle wavefunctions are independent of the total angular momentum. 
For a closed j-subshell nucleus summing over j^m ^,
. ^  (1. "h . 2 ® J  j .  ® .) (1. “ 'l. 2  <  I j .  ™.) = - (23a)Ja™a
(1. 0 1 0 11„ 0) £  (1„ jn,„ 10 i m,„) = (21„+1) Sj o 8„ o , (23b)
Ja“ la
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and thus
(q)=Xn^m  ^(q) /  8m^~ (21„+1) f r^dr [R„„i<jj„(r)]^ jg(qr)mginx “  msmx A m ad  ^ Ja
(24)
Upon substituting back in the matrix elements of the first order optical potential, after 
evaluating the trace over the spin of the struck particle, we obtain
<k'l U( )^ |k> = ^  toi(co,q,y) pi(q) (25a)
i=n p
where pi(q) is the matter density normalized to the number of protons (neutrons) for i=p 
(i=n), and toi((0) is the spin averaged NN transition matrix. If we do not distinguish 
between protons and neutrons in the target, then
<k'l u(^) |k> = ^ |[ton(co ,q ,§^) + top(co,q,^)] [Ap(q)] (25b)
with p(q) is the nuclear density normalized to unity, see eq. (0.21). It follows that
<k'l U( )^ |k> = ^ t o i ( c o ,q ,2 ) [Ap(q)] , (26)
where tgi is a spin-isospin averaged NN transition amplitude (see eq. II.22)
to i= ? (3 to J '^  + toi’‘''®). (27)
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tgi remains an operator in the spin of the projectile, whose matrix elements (see eq, II.4, 
n.l5) are given by
<k'| toi(cù) |k> = - [<k'| Âoi(co) |k> + a ,n  < k‘| Coi(co) |k>] , (28)
with |X the NN reduced mass, a  the Pauli spin operator for the projectile and
A = -  = ■ (29)
k k’sin0NN ^ h’sm0NA
Here 0nn(0na) is the NN (NA) scattering angle. The first order optical potential can thus 
be written has an operator in the spin space of the projectile of the general form
<k'l |k> = U“(k',k) + i a n  U‘*(k',k), (30)
with
U % ',k) = - ^ - ^ Â o i ( m ,q .§ )  [Ap(q)] . (31)47C |X —
U"(k',g) = - ^ ^ C o i ( t O , q  5 ) [Ap(q)] . (32)
We saw in Chapter II that the central and spin orbit components of the NN transition 
amplitude, À(œ,q,Q,(j)) and C’(co,q,Q,({>)=C(©,q,Q,(j))/sm<j) are essentially independent of 
the angle ^  between the transferred and total momentum. We therefore fix these two 
amplitudes, in equations (31) and (32), to the on-shell value of (<j)o=7r/2). The central 
and spin-orbit components of the single scattering optical potential then reduce to
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U \k ',k )  = - ^ ^ C o i(C O ,q ,f ,( j)o )  [Ap(q)] . (34)
In conclusion, for a spin 0 nucleus, under the optimal factorization approximation the first 
order optical potential is expressed in terms of two basic ingredients: the nuclear matter 
density and the NN transition amplitude.
4 Local approximations
Let us consider the optimal factorization form of the first order optical potential, eq. (26). 
If we assume that the two interacting nucleons are on-shell, i.e |k|=|k'|=|^|, the total NA 
momentum Q is uniquely determined by the the momentum transfer according to
<1> = cos (g'Q/qQ) = ^  > (35a)
Q^ = 4 k o ^ -q 2 - [^ ^ 4 :o J -q ^  (35b)
Therefore, under these on-shell constraints, the optical potential becomes local and we 
obtain the on-shell factorized approximation given by
<k’| |k> = ^toi(CO,q) [Ap(q)] . (36)
Hence, according to eq. (28), we can write
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<k'{ |k> = - Y [ Â(co,q) + c.n  C(m,q)] [Ap(q)] , (37)
with
A-l 2
(2jcyA (38)
The range of physical momentum transfers over which on-shell NN transition amplitude 
is defined is significantly less than the range of momentum transfers accessible in NA 
scattering. In fact, with the NN relative energy oo fixed at half the beam energy, the on- 
shell NN relative momentum is approximately half of the on-shell NA momentum for a 
heavy target Therefore,
kn^q  ^= 2 kg  ^(1 - cosGna) = 2 kg  ^(1 - cosGnn) « ^  (1 - cosGnn) , (39)
and NA scattering at an angle of Gna~60°, corresponds to information in the NN 
transition amplitude deduced from free NN scattering at an angle of 0nn«18O°.
In some applications, a more approximate form for the first order optical potential is 
considered. This consists of evaluating the on-shell transition amplitude in equation (37) 
at zero momentum transfer. This is normally referred to as the on-shell forward scattering 
approximation or the zero range limit :
<k'| uC) |k> = ^t'o i((0 ,q=0) [Ap(q)] . (40)
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Figure 2a) shows reflection coefficients for proton scattering from in the absence of 
the proton nucleus Coulomb interaction, at I35MeV. The calculations use the optimal 
factorization first order optical potential where the NN transition amplitude, derived from 
the Paris potential, is calculated off-shell (solid line), on-shell (dashed line) and zero 
range (dotted line). Figure 2b) shows the corresponding differential cross section. As 
shown in the figure, in the intermediate energy region and at large angles it is important to 
include the off-sheU information of the NN scattering amplitude at large angles. The most 
striking feature of these calculations, is that it is very important to keep the angular 
information of the NN transition matrix. Indeed, it is well known [MUL64, MAR71] that 
the zero range approximation produces a 'rotation' of the graph of the differential cross 
section underestimating this observable at small angles in comparison with the on-shell 
approximation. This is due to the fact that the angular average of the NN transition 
amplitude decreases the depth and increases the mean radius of the optical potential and is 
responsible for increasing the differential cross section at small angles. Figure 2c) shows 
the calculated analysing power Ay at the same incident energy using the ofr-sheU (solid 
line) and on-shell transition amplitude. Once again, the off-shell effects manifest 
themselves primarily at larger angles, with only comparatively minor modifications at 
smaller angles. This is in agreement with the results obtained by Arellano et al 
[ARE89,90]. Rather different results were obtained by Elster and Tandy [EL S89], who 
perform a fhst order calculation using the Bonn NN potential, and relativistic kinematics. 
Their results indicate substantial modifications to the spin observables at smaller as well 
as larger angles. As has been shown very recently, by Ottenstein et al [OTT91], this result 
is due to a bad treatment of the Coulomb interaction in that case.
As we mentioned previously, the on-shell factorized approximation results in a local 
optical potential. As a result, we can use the Fourier transform of this potential in 
standard configuration space calculations to investigate the accuracy of the momentum
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space calculations. In order to obtain the optical potential in configuration space, some 
additional approximations need to be made in the spin orbit component [Mar71]. We 
write
0.6= a  ------ o . - ^ ^ = o .  ■ (41)
“  “  ~  k  k ’s in 0 N N  ”  k  k  s i n e ^ A  -  k g ^ ^ sW N N /Z
We then obtain
<k'|U<')|k> =-Y[Â(q) + o.(kxk') C(q)] [Ap(q)] (42a)
= - Y [ À(q) + G.n (k k' suiGna) C(q)] [Ap(q)] , (42b)
where C(q) is related with the conventional spin-isospin averaged Wolfenstein amplitude 
C(q) according to
2 C(q) 
kg^sinO^C( q) =- - 2— (43)
Following reference [R]E56] the Fourier transform of the potential of eq.(42) is
U(r)=U%) + o J U ‘'‘(r) (44)
where the central component, obtained by folding the central Wolfenstein amplitude with 
the target density, is
U V )  = - Y J  dq exp(iq.r) À(q) [Ap(q)]
= - 4tcy J  qdq À(q) [ Ap(q)] (45)
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and the spin-orbit component is given by the radial derivative of the folding of C(q) with 
the target density, i.e.
U^ ®(r) =  - i ^ Y J  dq exp(iq.r) C(q) [Ap(q)]
= - 4ryi ^  J  qdq fqcos(qr) - C(q) [Ap(q)] . (46)
In the zero range limit, equation (40), the central and the spin-orbit potentials are 
proportional to the density and the derivative of the density, respectively.
5 The reactive content of the optimal factorization
In the first order optical potential, it is the imaginary part of ih&free NN transition 
amplitude that gives rise to the absorption in proton nucleus scattering. In order to 
understand the mechanism that gives rise to this absorption we notice that, for NA 
scattering in the intermediate energy region, the most likely situation is that a proton is 
scattered by a single nucleon inside the nucleus. The struck nucleon wül recoil with a 
fraction of the momentum of the incident projectile. But, because of the presence of the 
other A-l nucleons, it cannot recoil to aU possible states. This results in a reduction of the 
incident flux. The information about the loss of flux is given by the reaction cross 
section. In Figure 3 we show the calculated values of the reaction cross section as a 
function of the incident laboratory proton energy. We use the first order optimal 
factorization potential, with the Paris NN transition amplitude. In tlie description of the 
target nucleus we do not distinguish between protons and neutrons, and assume an HO 
model with oscillator parameter a=1.55fm and a=1.77fm, for and respectively as
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described in Chapter in. The Coulomb potential was included by using the subtracted 
momentum space method described in Chapter IV. The most striking result is that the 
calculated first order reaction cross section significantly overestimates the deduced 
experimental values for the reaction cross section. This result suggests that higher order, 
Pauli blocking terms must be taken into account in order to describe these integrated cross 
sections.
6 Full folding
In order to simplify the notation, in this paragraph we do not distinguish between protons
and neutrons in the target nucleus. We return to eq. (3) of the first paragraph and made 
the change of variables P=p+k, so that
= ^  £  £  I d^P <a|P-k';m>
a  occ mgrn's
<k'(P);m'sl toi(o>) |k(P);m g> < ^ -k ;m g |a>  , (4 7 )
where it is implicit that the NN transition amplitude is averaged over isospin, i.e. 
loi=[ton+lop]/2. The NN relative momenta are now given by
k(P) = k - | ,  k ' ( P ) = k ' - | .  (48)
We assume that the shell-model interaction has no spin-orbit component and hence that 
the radial single particle wave-functions are independent of total angular momentum, i.e. 
Rnoticga(p)=Rnaia(P)- ^^r a closed shell nucleus like and '^ ^Ca, we can sum over the
total angular momentum and projection of the struck nucleon, jam<x, then
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2  <a|p ';m ’s> <p;nis|a> =
a
Z  R*üaIa(P') Rn„l„(P) Y % (# ') Y}^(^) x
ûa la M-
2  <1« |i  s nig I ja  ma> <1„ 11’ s m's | m«> ,
Ja ™a
R*W.(P') Rnat.(P) Pl.(cos®) 5a, , (49)s
na la
where © is the angle between p and p'. The factor of two arises because of the equal 
number of protons and neutrons. We now introduce the one-body density
p(p’,p) = X  <ct|p';m's> <p;mg|a> 
a
= 2 X  ^  R*»ala(P') Rn«la(P) Pl„(COS0) . (50)
oa la
Upon taking the trace over the transition amplitude we obtain the full folding (FF) 
expression for the optical potential
<k'| lk> = ^  I d®F <k'(P)l toi(co) ||(P)> 2 p(P-k',P-k) , (51)
with toi(o)) is the spin-isospin averaged NN transition matrix. The momentum transfer 
for nucleon-nucleon (N-N)scattering -q and the total nucleon-nucleon momentum-Q are
q = = q (52a)
9 = 2  = 9  ■ I  (32b)
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where Q is the total NA momentum. By introducing a new change of variable of P to Q 
(d ¥  = -8 d^Q), then
<kluW |k> = ^ 1 6  J d ^ Q  toi(o),q,Q) p(k-2Qk'-2Q). (53)
The full folding optical potential can now be reduced to the standard form
<k'| |k> = U j,^ ',k) + c.n U ^% ',k). (54)
We analyse, in the next two paragraphs, the central and spin-orbit components. As in the 
case of the optimal factorization, in the NN scattering amplitude we fix the angle between 
the momentum transfer and total momentum to the on-shell value (jig.
6.1 The central full folding optical potential
The central component of the full folding optical potential, equation (54)
U?f(k',k) = ^  16 j  ÿ d Q  À«o,q,Q,<j)o) J  p(k-2Q,k’-2Q), (55)
can be written as
% % k) = = ^  8 J  Q d^Q À(Q),qÂ<l>o) X  ^  (56)
n„ 1a
where, according to eq. (50) the integrals given by
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Kola = J dÛQ Rn„i„(lk-2Q1) Rn„i„(|k’-2Q|) P,„(cos6^). (57)
Here 0^ is the angle between the vectors k-2Q and k'-2Q. In the case of we need to 
consider only the IS and IP levels. For ^®Ca the ID and 2S levels also need to be 
considered. These integrals can be evaluated analytically if we consider the radial wave 
functions to be given within the HO model. The integrals are calculated by taking 
^ [k + k ’]/|k+k’| as the polar axis. For the IS and IP levels we obtain
Its = Nio G(k,k',x) jo(z) , (58)
IiP = N il G(k,k\x) { (k.k'+x^) jg(z) + x|k+k*{ iji(z)}, (59)
where jo(z) and j'i(z) are spherical Bessel functions, x=2 Q , z=i2Yx|k+k'|, y=a^/2 and
G(k,k',x) = 4tc exp[-y(k^+k’^ +2x^)]. (60)
The ID and 2S contributions are best evaluated together in which case cancellation of 
terms simplifies the calculation. We find
5 IÎD+ I |s  = G(k,k',x) {  N i o [ |-  3Y(k^+k'2+2x2)]jo(z)
+ Nf 2 T  [(S-k'+x^)^ + x2|k+k'|2] jo(z) - Nlo Mk+k'l iji(z)
+ N?2 §x|k+k'l [2(k.k'+x^) + y-l] iji(z) }  (61)
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6.2 The spin-orbit full folding optical potential
In order to calculate the spin-orbit potential component we start by writing
,3% _axQA.d"Q C(co,q,Q,(])o) p(k-2Q,k'-2Q)- Q q  -  - -  -
^ 1 6 ct. Jo^dQ C'Cco.qÂW dQ ô¥^P(k-2Q ,k '-2Q ) (62)Q q -  -
where C  is related with the conventional spin-isospin averaged Wolfenstein amplitude C 
according to C'=C/sin<j>. As before we take ^  as the polar axis and describe the 
orientation of Q through |i= [ q . q ]/QQ and the azimuthal angle 'F.
It can be shown that the two-body density for a 3-dimensional HO filled shell is 
independent of the azimuthal angle 9^  [J0H91]. To evaluate the remaining azimuthal 
integration in equation (62), we express the vector qxQ in a spherical basis. We have
2n 2n
Jd>P [  gxQ]i^ = - i V 2 ^ q Q %  (l% l3)2|li))Y ^'(^ f d'PY^(Q)
— 271 Q.Q ii) (63)
and therefore,
2n
dW qxQ = 2ti(x qxQ ^  . (64)
a:J
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Thus,
a.6u>f(k',y axQA-l - Q q  A- a. 16 Jq^dQ C'(Ê,q,Q,(|>o) 2n jd p  \l p(k-2Q,k’-2Q),
and
la
with the integrals given by
(65)
U|(k'.k) = ^  8 I  ^dQ  C'(i,q.Q,<l)o) %  C ia  (66)
C. = 23C J dp p R .„,„{|k-2Q |) R ..k .(|k '-20l) P,„(cos65) (67)
We obtain for the contributions from the different single-particle levels
lls = -Nîo G(k,k’,x ) iji(z ) , (68)
l'ip= - G(k3c',x) {  (k.k '+x^+y') iji(z) + x|k+k'| jo(z)} , (69)
5 + % = -G(k,k',x) { -  Nlo 6yjo(z)
+ N L 15 x|k+k'| ri+M jo(z) + n 1o^ ^ -  3Y(k2+k-^+2x2))iji(z)
+ N i2 15 ^.k'+x^)^+l<k.k'+x^) + ^ iji(z) }.
(70)
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6.3 A check to the full folding calculations
Let us consider again the full folding expression for the first order optical potential, 
equation (53),
<k’| |k> = ^  16 J d^Q toi(®,q,Q,«t>o) p(k-2Q,k'-2Q ). (71)
The density matrix p ^ -2 Q k '-2 ^  peaks for Q=Q/2, as can be seen easily if we assume 
the target nucleus is described by a Slater determinant of occupied single particle wave 
functions, equation (50). Assuming the total NN momentum in the transition amplitude to 
be fixed at this maximum value, we obtain the optimal factorized form of the optical 
potential
<k’| 1^  = ^  toi(to,q,|,<l)o) [16 J  d^Q p(k-2Q,k'-2Q)] (72)
Thus, one check of the full folding calculations is to evaluate the three dimensional 
integral
P(q) = I  d^Q pfr-2Qk'-2Q) (73)
both analytically and numerically, assuming HO radial wave functions. The results can be 
compared to the results obtained with the matter density expressions, equations (111.27- 
28) for and "^ ®Ca respectively.
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7 Numerical results
In order to study the accuracy of our numerical momentum space calculations, 
calculations were performed using eqs (37) and (45-46) in LPOTPS [CRE91b] and in the 
configuration space program, CHÜCK3 [COM84], using the local parametrization of the 
NN transition amplitude of Martin and Joluison described in Chapter n. We found that 40 
grid points give an excellent convergence to the configuration space calculations. We also 
studied the convergence of the calculations using the nonlocal NN transition amplitude 
derived from the Paris potential. In table 1, we show the integrated cross sections defined 
in Appendix A for p-^^O elastic scattering at 200 MeV, in the absence of the Coulomb 
interaction, as a function of the number of momentum space grid points (NGP) (see 
section 1.3). We conclude that 40 grid points provides good convergence of the calculated 
elastic scattering observables.
The optimal factorization, equations (33,34), and the full folding expressions, equations 
(55,66), for the first order optical potential were calculated in the case of proton elastic 
scattering from and at 200MeV, using the off-shell NN transition amplitude 
calculated from the Paris potential [LAC80, RED87]. The target nucleus HO parameters 
used were a=1.77fm and a-1.95fm, for and ^®Ca, respectively. These parameters 
provide a reasonable description of the charge form factors for small momentum 
transfers, typically q^2fm“l.
In order to isolate those effects originating from the full treatment of the off-shell 
character of the full folding optical potential, we first neglect the proton-target Coulomb 
interaction in the calculation of the observables. In Figures (4) and (5) we demonstrate 
that the optimal factorization calculations of the vector analysing power (Ay) angular
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distributions (dashed curves) are a good approximation to the full folding results (solid 
curves) for both the and ^®Ca systems. The differential cross section angular 
distributions are not shown since the cross section shows little sensitivity to the different 
approaches. In the case of similar results were obtained using the NN transition 
amplitudes derived from the Bonn potential [ELS90]. Small differences between these 
two sets of calculations show in the interference minima of Ay and reflect a residual 
sensitivity to the underlying NN interaction at high momentum transfer and to the 
different oscillator parameters used for the S and P states of the target.
The Coulomb potential was now included using the subtracted momentum space method 
[CRE90b] which has was shown to produce accurate calculations of the scattering 
observables. As is shown in Figures (6) and (7), the inclusion of the Coulomb interaction 
does not enhance the differences between the full folding (solid curves) and the optimal 
factorization (dashed curves) calculations. We find however that if the Coulomb 
interaction is included only crudely, significant changes can be introduced between the 
two calculations. We demonstrate this effect for the system in Figure (8) where the 
Coulomb interaction is included using the method I, described in Chapter IV, and adopted 
by Elster et al [ELS90]. Not only does this technique for treating the Coulomb interaction 
magnify the differences between the optimal factorization (dashed curves) and the full 
folding results (solid curves), it also introduces a deep first interference minimum in the 
calculated Ay which does not arise with the more accurate Coulomb treatment.
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NGP OtCmb) ^elas(^6) ^ieac(^6)
32 511.501 178.961 332.540
40 511.406 178.946 332.460
48 511.405 178.943 332.462
Table 1: Integrated cross sections for ^®0(p,p) at 200 MeV in the absence of the
Coulomb interaction, as a function of the number of momentum space 
grid points
8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented calculations for observables in proton elastic scattering 
from and "^ ^Ca at 200MeV using the the optimal factorization and full folding 
procedures to evaluate the first order optical potential. The fully off-shell free NN 
transition amplitude derived from Paris potential, at fixed energy, and harmonic oscillator 
nuclear single-particle wave functions were used for both systems. We find that the 
optimal factorization approximation provides a very good approximation to the full 
folding results for both the and ^ ®Ca systems studied.
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Figure 2. a) Calculated reflection coefficients in the J=L+l/2 partial wave for p-^^O 
elastic scattering at 135MeV predicted by the off-shell (solid line), on-shell (dashed line) 
and zero range (dotted line) first order optical potential, b) Calculated differential cross 
section in mb/sr using a off-shell (solid line), on-shell (dashed line) and zero range first 
order optical potential and analysing power using a off-shell (soHd line), on-shell (dashed 
line) first order optical potential.
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Figure 3. Calculated reaction cross sections for and as a function of the proton 
laboratory energy, obtained using the first order optimal factorization potential. The 
experimental data are taken from reference [ERN79].
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Figure 4,Calculated vector analyzing powers Ay for p-^^O elastic scattering at 200MeV in 
the absence of the Coulomb interaction. The dashed and solid curves were obtained using 
the optimal factorization and full folding optical potentials, respectively.
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Figure S.Calculated vector analyzing powers Ay for p-^^Ca elastic scattering at 200MeV 
in the absence of the Coulomb interaction. The dashed and solid curves were obtained 
using the optimal factorization and full folding optical potentials, respectively.
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Figure 6. As for Fig. 4, except that the Coulomb interaction is included using the 
subtracted momentum space method.
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Figure 7. As for Fig. 5, except that the Coulomb interaction is included using the 
subtracted momentum space method.
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Figure 8. As for Fig.4, except that the Coulomb interaction is included using the 
technique adopted in Ref [PlC84].
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It is well known that Pauli blocking effects must be taken into account in order to 
understand qualitatively experimental data [Kel89] for proton elastic scattering at 
intermediate energies. These effects are taken into account by the second order term of the 
KMT multiple scattering expansion of the optical potential, involving a double scattering 
between the incident and target nucleons. This term, bilinear in the NN transition 
amplitude, involves two particle correlations in the target nucleus in a crucial way.
The basic problem with the second order optical potential is that it is highly nonlocal. 
Firstly, as in the first order term, nonlocality arises through the NN amplitude. An 
additional nonlocality arises from the propagation of the nucleons in the intermediate state 
between the two scattering events. This complicates the problem enormously. For these 
reasons in previous calculations these nonlocalities have been dealt with by attempting to 
localize the optical potential, using the eikonal approximation for the propagator and 
simple models for the correlation function together with the use of some approximation to 
the NN transition amplitude [LAY78, RAY79]. An attempt to introduce the nonlocality of 
the propagator was made by Feshbach et al [FES70, FES71]. These authors used a 
factorization approximation of the second order potential and solved a system of 2 
coupled equations in configuration space. Another method, that does not employ this
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factorization, was developed by Johnson and Martin [JOH72] and applied to proton 
scattering from Oxygen and Carbon at intermediate energies. This method also results in 
the solution of a system of coupled equations in configuration space, the number of 
coupled equations being determined by the range of occupied quantum numbers of the 
target ground state. Neither of these methods includes fully the folding of the nonlocal 
NN transition amplitude with the target wave function.
In this chapter we address this problem. We develop a method to treat the nonlocalities of 
the optical potential assuming the optimal factorization. Particular importance is paid to 
understanding the importance of each aspect of the nonlocality of the potential on the 
calculated differential and integrated cross sections. We neglect the spin-orbit component 
of the second order optical potential due to the minor contribution of this term to these 
reaction observables. An estimate of the spin-orbit contribution to the polarization 
observables, was made recently by Feshbach [FES90]. In order to simplify the algebra, 
we assume a shell model description of the target nucleus with no spin-orbit forces.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: We discuss the different types of correlations 
that arise in a realistic nucleus. Under the assumption of a Slater determinant for the target 
wave function, we derive an analytic expression for the Pauli correlation function for 
We then present analytic formulae for the second order optical potential for the 
elastic scattering of protons by this target nucleus, both with and without using the 
closure approximation to the intermediate states propagator. We also derive an entirely 
local approximation to the second order optical potential. We then present the calculated 
elastic scattering observables at 135,200 and 300 MeV incident energies.
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1 The second order term and the correlation function for the 
target nucleus
In the KMT multiple scattering expansion of the optical potential, the second order term, 
bilinear in the NN scattering amplitude, is given by equation (1.50), i.e.
U ®  = - ( A - l f  <<])ol toi(E) |(j>0> ^  <<|)ol toi(E) |<j)o> 
°0
+ ^  T  «l>ol toi(E) g  toj(E) |*o> . (1)
A A Awith o=E+ie-Ko“Hy^  and ôo=E+i£-Ko. In the evaluation of the matrix elements of the 
second order optical potential we assume, as in the single scattering term, the optimal 
factorization for the matrix elements of the NN transition amplitude with the target wave 
function. In order to analyse the physical content of the second order optical potential we 
introduce, for the moment, the closure approximation. This replaces 8 by dg in equation
(1), The matrix elements then become
<k|U®lk’> = ^ f d k "  g (k " )
. ?  exp(-iq.^) toj(co,k”,k') exp(-iq’.^) \^q>i j^=l 8(k") <0ol toi(co,k,k") exp(-iq.^) \(^ q>
<<l>o|toj(co,k” ,k') exp(-iq'.^) |(|)o> . (2)
where r^is an operator in the configuration space representation, and q=|k-k"|, 
q*-jk"-k'|. For a spin-zero isospin zero target nucleus, it can be shown [MAR71] that the 
second order potential can be rewritten as a sum of two components
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<k|Uf>|k'> = - ^ J  dk" g(k") P(o),k,k",k’)
J dr d r’ exp[-i(q.r+q',r’)] D (r,r’) , (3)
where p((o,k,k",k') is the spin-isospin average of the product of the NN transition 
amplitudes with D(r ,r') the two particle correlation function for the target nucleus. This 
is discussed in the next paragraph. Similarly, for the second component, we can write
< k |U ® l k ’>  =  (A-1) J  dk" g(k") t o i ( ® , k , k " )  t o i ( r o , k " . k ' )  p(q) p(q’) , (4)
with toi the spin-isospin average of the NN transition amplitude and p(q) the nuclear 
matter density normalized to unity.
2 The correlation function
As we saw in the previous paragraph, the second order optical potential involves the two 
particle correlation function D(r ,£')• hi configuration space this is defined through the 
equation [VOY62]
D(r,r') = A^p(r)p(r') - A(A-l)p(r,r') , (5)
where p(r ,r ’) is the probability density of finding a particle at position r and another at 
position r ', i.e.
Z  5 (r-Ii) 5(r'-Ij) l<t>o> . (6)i#j
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and p(r) is the nuclear matter density 
1p(r) = ^  <(j>ol X  S (r-ri) |4»o> ♦ (7)
We say the system is unconrelated when D(r,r')=0. In addition D (r,r')“ >0 |r - r '|» R c , 
where is the correlation range in the medium. From equations (6) and (7), it follows 
that p(r) and p(r ,r') satisfy the normalization conditions
J dr p(r) = 1, J  dr p(r,r*) = p(r'), J  dr d r ' p (r ,r ')  = 1, (8)
and therefore
S J  dr d r' D (r,r') = 1 . (9)
Other authors [FES71] introduce instead the correlation function C(r,r') defined 
according to
C(r,r') = p(r,r') - p(r)p(r’) . (10)
From the normalization conditions for the densities it follows immediately that
■ J dr d r' C (r,r') = 0 (11)
It is easily seen thatD(r ,r') and C(r ,r') are related through the equation
C(r.r') = [Ap(r)p(r’) - D (r,r ')] . (12)
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We also note that for heavy nuclei, it follows from equations (5) and (12) that 
D(r,r')=A^C(r.r').
2.1 Pauli correlations
If we assume that the nucleus is well described within a single-particle model, then the 
only correlations that arise are due to the Pauli principle. In this paragraph we discuss the 
form of the Pauli correlation functions when assuming a free gas of fermions and the 
shell model description of the target with no spin-orbit forces.
CORRELATION FUNCTION FOR A SYSTEM OF INTERACTING FERMIONS
If we assume that the target nucleus is described by a Slater determinant of occupied 
single particle states, then the probability density p(r ,r ’) is given by
P(l-î') = Z  8 (M i) 5(r'-rj) |(j)o>
= -m i n  { Z < “ (1)P(2)I 8(r-ri) SCr'-rj)] a(i)P(2)>
ap;np
- %<a(l)|3(2)| 8(r-r i) 6( r '-£2)! p(i)a(2)> }
ap;np
= {a^  p(r)p(r') - %<o(i)p(2)| 8(r-r 1) 5(r'-£2)| P(i)a(2)> } (13)
aP;np
It is evident that the second term of equation (13) arises because of the exchange part of 
the target wave function. It follows from eq. (5) that the correlation function D(r , r ') is 
given by
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D (£,r') = % <a(l)p(2)| 6 (r-r i) 8(r'-£2)| P(l)a(2)>
aP;np
= 2 X  4)p(r) (i)|(r’) <{)«(£•) . (14)
Assuming further that the nucleus is described by a shell model with no spin-orbit forces, 
then for a closed j  shell nucleus D(£,£') is given by
x£(1^01p0[L0)2pL(f.f’) (15)
where Pl(£.£') is the Legendre Polynomial. For Oxygen, this last expression reduces to
% .£ ')  = - ^ {  Rio^(r) Rio^(r') + 3 Rn^(r) R ^^M  [1 + 2 P2(f.f')]
+ 6 Rio(r) R„(r) Rio(r') R„(r') P i ( r i ’) } . (16)
The nuclear matter density, assuming a Slater description of the nucleus, was given in 
Chapter HI, equation (IIE.20), From equation (12), it follows therefore that the correlation 
C(£,£') is given by
C(r.r') = 1 6 ^ ^  { - - Rii^fr) Rn^W  [1 + 8 P ;(f.f')]
+ Rio^W Rll^fr') + Rii^fr) Rio^(r') - 8 Rio(r) Ru(r) Rio(r') Ru(r') P i(f .r ')} .
(17)
The Fourier transform of the correlation function for Oxygen, assuming HO single 
particle wave functions, can be shown to be
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D(q,q') = [ l 6 - 4 q.q'/y^ + q^q'^/y'* - 2 (q^ + q’^ )/7^ ]) exp(-(q^+q'^)/4y^) (18)
and
C (q ,q ') =  [Ao q.qVy^ +  A i  q ^ q ' ^ / /  - A 2 ( q .q ' ) ^ / / ]  exp (-(q^ +q'^ )/47^) , (19)
with Aq= 1/60, A  ^= 1/960 and A2 = 1/240 and 7= 1/a. The small values of these
constants indicate that the effects of the second order term are expected to be relatively 
small. We note that the correlation function C(q,q') vanishes for small transfer momenta,
Th e  Pa u u  Co rrela tio n  fu n c tio n  fo r  a  Fer m i gas
According to reference [B0H69, page 149-152] the correlation function D (r,r') for a 
Fermi gas is given by
D(r,r') = \ Pnm  ^Gp2(kf|r-r'|) , (21)
where p^M is the nuclear matter density (of Fermi momentum kf), i.e.
Pnm (22)
and
Gp (kfS) = ^  ji(skf) * (23)
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Note that limGp (kfS) = 1. s->0
2.2 Dynamical correlation functions
The independent particle model gives a first good approximation for the nuclear wave 
function. The residual interactions between the nucleons introduce short-range 
correlations due to the strong and repulsive character of the short-range interaction. The 
effect of these correlations, referred to as dynamical correlations, in proton nucleus elastic 
scattering at high energies was studied by Feshbach et at [FES71], assuming that the 
dynamical and Pauli correlations can be added. The following analytical form for the 
dynamical correlation function was assumed
C(r,r') = p(r)p(r') g°(|r-r'|) , (24)
where g^(|r-r'|) is short range, so that
g^(|r-r‘l) 0 if l£-r’j > r  ^ . (25)
Here r^ . is the correlation length, rg-0.4fm. In order to obtain an estimate of the effects of 
the dynamical correlations it was further assumed that the functional form of the function 
g^(l£-£'l) is
g^(x) = -e ; Y=l/rc  ^ ; x=  |r-r'| . (26)
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It was found that the dynamical correlations are manifest only at large angles. In fact, it is 
expected that the effects are important only for momentum transfers q=^l/r^«2,5fm"^ In 
the intermediate energy region, typically for (O=200MeV, we should expect effects due to 
dynamical correlations only for scattering angles 0>5O degrees. In this angular region 
inaccuracies of the Coulomb treatment, as weU as uncertainties in the description of target 
nucleus are significant. We shaU not consider dynamical correlations further. These 
represent only a small perturbation to our calculations at the largest scattering angles.
3 Nonlocal approximation
In this paragraph we derive the partial wave decomposition of the optimal factorization 
approximation for the second order optical potential. We restrict ourselves to the 
scattering of an incident nucleon by assuming that target nucleus is described by a 
Slater determinant of shell model single particle wave functions. We consider both the use 
of closure approximation and the exact evaluation of the intermediate states propagator. 
We do not distinguish between protons and neutrons in the target nucleus. The detailed 
formulae for the matrix elements of the second order optical potential are derived in 
Appendix F.
3.1 No closure
According to Appendix F, under the assumption of the optimal factorization, we can write 
the matrix elements of the second order optical potential as
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:yuf^lk’> = - ^  J d k ” ^  J dr dr'exp[-i(q.r+q’.r')] g„p(k")
«P;npocc
p(o),k,k'',k') <a(l)|ô(r-ri)lp(i)>  <p(2 )j8 (r'-r2)|a(2 )> ,
:k|Un%'> = ^  J d k ” ^  J dr d r’ exp[-i(q.r+q’.r')] g(k'')
ap;npocc
Y(œ,k,k'',k') <a(l)|6(r-ri)|a(l)> <p(2)|8( r '- r2)|p(2)> ,
(27)
(28)
where gap(k") is the intermediate state propagator given by
(29)
P is the spin-isospin average of the product of the two NN amplitudes. As we mentioned 
in Chapter V, the leading corrections to the optimal factorization for the nondiagonal 
terms a^ î^ P is the second order term are nonzero in general. Corrections to the optimal 
factorization in the second order term will be subject to a subsequent investigation.
For a spin-isospin zero target, it is shown in Appendix F that p is given by
h {a^  + [B^+2C^] (n.n 'f + (m m f  + ( f . î f
( l i 'f + F ^  } , (30)
and.
T = h
2 1 2
JI47U _ {A o^  + Co^(n.A')}, (31)
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with A through F given in terms of the isoscalar and isovector components of the 
scattering amplitude according to
We have adopted an abbreviated notation for the squares of the components of the NN 2transition amplitude A  ^= Ao(co,k,k")Ao(cû,k",k'), etc. The NN scattering amplitude is
expressed at the appropriate energy, in terms of the transfer, total momentum and the 
angle between the latter two variables (J). Since the radial integrals present in the second 
order term strongly favour the diagonal terms k=k" and k"=k' we consistently fixed <{) to 
(})q=7c/2. In this case the F component vanishes. We further approximate p in equation
(30), using a small angle, coplanar scattering approximation in treating the unit vectors in 
the NN transition amplitude. We thus have.
p=
2 10
{A^ + + 2C^ + } = X  [ f ]  - (33)n=:l
The index n in the final equality in equation (33) runs over the 10 NN amplitudes, being 
the isoscalar and isovector components of the five KMT amplitudes A to E and thus the 
auxiliary function such that F^=[h^/p47t^] Aq, F^=‘\/3[h^ /jj,4TC^ ] A ,^ etc. We also have.
Y = _\x4k\  ^ {Ao^ + Co^} = X  (34)n=l
We note that the introduction of all the components of the NN transition amplitude 
significantly enhances the value of p and consequently of the first component of the 
double scattering optical potential. Indeed in the zero range limit, for a projectile energy of
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135MeV, we find (q=0)=(0.05+i0.41) while P(q=0)/ [h^/(|i4jt^)] (0.85+10.52), a
factor of 17 bigger than A .^
The matrix elements of the first component of the second order optical potential are given 
by
:yU®|k'> = - ^ 2E  y ,  fdk" gocpCk") [ f
apocc
Jdr exp(-iq.r) < a |r>  <r|P> Jdr'exp(-iq '.r') <P|r*> <r'|a> . (35)
Upon introducing complete sets of spin eigenfunctions we obtain
:klU®|k'> = - ^ 2Ë  X
«Pocc
Jdr exp(-iq.r) <a[r;nis> <r;nig|P>
me
X , Jdr' exp(-iq'.r') <p|r';m'g> <r';m’g|a> . (36)
m'e
From the definition of the single-particle wave functions eq. (HI. 15), assuming no spin- 
orbit forces in the target nucleus, it follows that for a closed shell nucleus
X  X  <«|r;ms><r;mslP><Plr*;m’s> <r';m'gla> 
ja“ aip“ p
= 2 X  RnalaW RnplpW y J I ’C?) Rnplpfr') J ( f ’) R„„^(r') Y” '“( f ')
(37)
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and therefore
10
< y u ® i k '> = - ^ 4 E  2 ,n=l ap
Jdr exp(-iq.r) R„„i„(r) y '^ ”’“(Î) Rnpip(r) Y™P(f)
Jdr- exp(-iq'.r’) R.p,p(r') Y j“‘P(f') R,„,„(r') Y” ‘“(f') . (38)
Here {aP> represents the set of quantum numbers {nQjl^mj j^nplpmip}. After some
algebra, it can be shown that the partial wave decomposition of this optical potential term 
is given by
10
(u P ) ,( k «  = - X  X  fk-'dk" V ^ ,p u (k .k " ) gyp(k") V w p u (k " ,k ') ,
(39)
where
Vwpu(k.k") = E  C , y  f%(®,k,k") Iii,2,„i„(k,k") , (40a)
VwpLj(k".k’) = E  f  ”^ (®.k",k') (k",k') , (40b)
and where Fj(co,k,k") is the 1-multipole expansion coefficient of the NN scattering 
amplitude element T^, i.e.
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f > ,k ,k " )  = I X, Y[(6) f^(m,k,k") Y^^(É") (41a)
X<6 II
i.e.
fj(w,k,k") = [ d(cos9tk,) P;^(coseHj”) F ”(w,k,k”) . (41b)
- 1
llalfiLJThe geometric coefficient CJ ^ is given by
[ fa fp î lÎ2^^^/ Î ]  OaOlpOILO) (LOI2OH1O) (X01i0|10) (I2OXOIJO) 
W(Ll2lW iJ). (42)
The Racah coefficient in this equation restricts the combinations of quantum
numbers to those that satisfy the triangle equalities [BRI68] ^(Lfyli), Aftyll), ACl l^J), 
A(LJ1). The integrals Iiii2iaip(k,k") are given by the expression
^lll2lalp('^’*^ ") = J  jli(kr) ji2(k"r) Rn„i„(r) RnpipW ■ (43)
If we expand the radial wave functions RnaiaW terms of Bessel functions then these 
integrals can be evaluated analytically as shown in the work of Mehrem et al [Meh90].
We now consider the matrix elements of the second component of the second order 
optical potential:
:k|U®|k'> = ^ ^  Jdk"<kaltoi(®)|o^"> g(k") <fc"Pltoi(®)IPk > . (44)
ap;npocc
Under the same assumptions that led to equation (39) we obtain
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<k|U<f|k’> = ^ 4 Ê  X  Jdk" g(k")
^  ”=1
OCC
Jdr exp(-iq.r) <a]r> <r|a> jdr'exp(-iq’.r') <pjr'> <r’lp> . (45)
Upon introducing the unit operator in spin-space
2<kiu®ik'>=^ E X J<%" [«”]^ g(k")«=1 ap
Jdr exp(-iq.r) [R„„i„(r)]2 Y \” ‘“(f) Y,” ‘P(f)
Jdr' exp(-iq' .r') [R„pip(r')]2 y '''JP(Î') y ”'“(Î') , (46)
and, after some algebra, we obtain for the partial wave decomposition of this second 
component
(U®)j(k,k') = E  J k""dk" g(k")1=1E  IlllHal„(k,k") î t “(®,k,k")
E  Irii'iipip(k">k') cl'iipv K^,(®.k",k') , (47)
ipi'iV
the geometric coefficients being.
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3.2 Closure approximation
We now consider the closure approximation in the intermediate state propagator. This 
replaces the single particle energy differences e„-ep, in the first component of the second
order optical potential, equation (29), by some average energy, which we take to be zero. 
An independent way of evaluating the analytical expressions for the partial wave 
expansion of the second order optical potential is to start directly from the definition of 
correlation function. For the correlation function D(r,r') can be written as:
D(r,r') = 7 ^  X  fjM(r) fjM(r') P j(r.r ')  (49)
J < 2  M
with
foi(r) = fo2(r) = ;^R ii^(r), fyo(r) == Rio(r) Rn(r), f2o(r) = R n^(r). (50)
Thus the partial wave expression for the first component of the second order optical 
potential can be written as:
A-1 2
10
V  V  Jk "2dk" V j’^ j^(k,k") g(k") VjJ^L(k.k") , (51)
11=1 JM L
where
= E  IjM lil2(k,k") d^^^f= (® ,k .k") . (52a)
h h
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= E  IjMlil2(k".k’) f  J(®.k",k') , (52b)
h h
where
cfliix = [ t  1 ^^/î] (JOI2OH1O) (ÎLOI2OILO) (XOliOllO) W(Jl2lX;liL) , (53)
and
IjMiibCk'k") = I r^ dr j^(kr) ji2(k"r) . (54)
We note that using closure in the intermediate state propagator, the dominant isoscalar 
central Aq, and isoscalar spin-orbit Cq component of the second order optical potential is 
proportional to C(q,q'), Since the single particle wave functions favour low transfer 
momenta and C(q,-q)->0 when the transfer momenta approaches zero, it is expected the 
second order corrections to be a small perturbation to the SSA of the optical potential,
3.3 Nonlocalities in the optimal factorization second order term
As discussed previously the evaluation of the nonlocal second order potential of the 
previous paragraph proceeds by expressing the transition amplitude at the appropriate 
energy, in terms of the momentum transfer and total momentum, the angle between these 
two variables being fixed at the on-shell value (})o i.e.
tQi(0),k,k") -4 toi((0,q,%4)o) • (55)
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To assess the impoitance of the nonlocalities arising from the NN transition amplitude to 
the optimal factorization form of the second order optical potential, we will also consider 
three analogous but more approximate calculations. We first consider the situation where, 
in the evaluation of the second order term, we assume the NN transition amplitude to be 
on-energy shell (see Chapter V), leading to a local amplitude, a function of energy and 
momentum transfer only, i.e.
toi(®.q. 2.<l>o) . (56)
The nonlocal potential obtained in this way treats explicitly the nonlocality due to the 
intermediate states propagator and the folding of the angular distribution of the transition 
amplitude with the target wave function. The differences between this and the nonlocal 
case provides an estimate of the importance of the nonlocality of the NN transition 
amplitude. If we consider the more simplified situation where the NN transition amplitude 
is fixed at its on-shell zero momentum transfer value (the zero range limit), we obtain 
what we shall refer to as the zero range potential. In this case, we replace
toi(0),q) tQj(œ,q=0), (57)
This approximation will be expected to overestimate the second order optical potential 
since we assume the maximum value of the transition matrix for all values of the N-A 
scattering angle, A comparison of the zero range with the previous potential, provides an 
estimate of the importance of the folding of the angular distribution of the transition 
amplitude with the target wave function.
In the next paragraph we discuss the additional approximations needed to arrive to an 
entirely local expression for the second order optical potential.
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4 Local approximation
In this paragraph we derive a local approximation for the matrix elements of the first 
component of the second order optical potential. Similar steps can be found in the work 
of Layly and Schaeffer [LAY78]. According to the first paragraph, assuming the closure 
approximation in the propagator, the matrix elements of the first component of the 
second order optical potential can be expressed as
<k|U®|k'> = .  ^  J dk" P(®,k,k",k') g(k")
Jd r Jdr' exp[-i(q.r+q'.r')] D (r,r') . (58)
In order to obtain a localized form of this expression, it is generally assumed that the 
function D(r,r') has the approximate form suggested by the nuclear matter results (see 
eq. 21-23). The extension of this result to finite nuclei is made through the local density 
approximation, i.e. the correlation function is approximated by
D(r ,r') = ^ p ^ (R ) Gp2(û(R) (r-r'l) ; R=|r+r'l/2 (59)
where p(R) is the nuclear matter density normalized to unity, A the number of target 
nucleons and Ê(R) is the local Fermi momentum, assumed to be position dependent 
according to the Thomas-Fermi approximation
ê(R) = [3fAp(R)/2]"^ . (60)
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Other forms for ê(R) can be found, for example in the work of Campi and Bouyssy 
[Cam?8]. In order to obtain a simple form of the correlation function we fix the 
momentum é(R) to ^o=[37i:^Ap(R=0)/2]^^. A further simplification in the calculations is 
achieved by taking the zero range limit of all the NN amplitudes in p to yield pQ, and 
hence
<k|U|^)|k'> = - Po J  d r  J  d r ' exp[-i(k.r+k'.r')] D (r,r ')
j dk"exp[ik".(r-r ')]g (k") . (61)
We now evaluate the integral over the intermediate state momentum, k" in the propagator 
[Gol67] and introduce the change of variables to x=£-r' and R. Defining the momentum 
transfer q=k-k' and the total momentum K=(k+k')/2 we obtain
<k|U<^ >|k'> = A(A-l) F(q) Jdx exp(-iKx) Gp(x)^ , (62)
where F(q) is the Fourier transform of the square of the matter density (normalized to 
unity) i.e.
F(q) = JdR exp(-iq.R) p^(R) . (63)
If we now introduce the eikonal approximation, i.e. we assume that only forward angle 
scattering is important, so the total momentum is replaced by the on-shell nucleon-nucleus 
value Icq, to give
Jdx — exp(-iK.x) Gp(x)^ « Jdx — exp(-ikQ.x) Gp(x)^
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= ^  Jdx exp(ikox) sin(kox) Gp(x)^ , (64)
and we neglect the principal value part of the Green's function, leading therefore to
^ i  Jdx sin^(kox) Gp(x)^ « ^ i  Jdx Gp(x)^ = ^ i R f , (65)
where Rf is the Fermi correlation length Rf = ^  taken to be 1.38 fm. The eikonal
approximation is expected to be a better approximation as the incident beam energy 
increases. The local approximation to the second order term is finally expressed in the 
form
<k|U<2>|k'> = i A(A-1) ^  ^  I  Po F(q) • (66)
For a Harmonic Oscillator matter density with a single range parameter a the matter
density, normalized to unity, is given by the general expression
p(r) = p(0) [ l  + exp[(-r/a)2] : p(0) = > (8?)
where ot=(Z-2)/3 (a=2 in the case of ^ ^O). Using the integrals shown of Appendix E, the 
Fourier transform of the square of this density is
F(q) = exp(-q^/4f){ 'y* + 1  aj + ^  a.
with 7^=2/a^, a2=2a/a^, a3=a^/a'^.
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To reiterate, the approximations made in obtaining the local approximation to eq. (66) for 
the second order optical potential are:
(1) the closure approximation and the eikonal approximation are used in the 
intermediate states propagator,
(2) the correlation function is taken from nuclear matter and applied to the finite nucleus 
case through the local density approximation,
(3) the zero range approximation is used in the evaluation of the NN transition 
amplitudes.
It is the implications and accuracy of these assumptions on the evaluation of the medium 
effects that we want to investigate. The effect of this second order term can be estimated 
qualitatively in the following way. Assuming the NN transition amplitude to be spin- 
isospin independent and expressing the central component of the NN transition amplitude 
in its real and imaginary components Ar and A;, the local second order term decomposes 
into
:k|U®lk-> = i A(A-1) ^  ^  + 21ArAi] F(q)
oc - 2ArA] exp(-qV/8) + i [Ag^-A,^]exp(-q%8) . (69)
As is shown in Figure 1, through the 50-100MeV NN energy range 
AR(®,q=0)>Ai(co,q=0). Therefore, for proton beam energies in the 100-200MeV energy 
range (m=E/2) the local second order optical potential increases (decreases) the real 
(imaginary) part of the optical potential. Consequently, in this energy range, it is expected 
that the absorption cross section will decrease with the introduction of Pauli blocking
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effects. At higher energies however, the local second order potential predicts the opposite 
effect, namely that the medium effects increase the imaginary part of the optical potential. 
This is in contradiction with the predictions of Clementel and Villi, [CLE55] who suggest 
a reduction of the imaginary part of the potential by a factor (l-aj^f), where fe/f=kf/kfo 
describes the local Fermi momentum relative to the saturation value, taken to be 
kfo=1.33fm’^  and where and a; is a factor which depends upon the incident energy.
Because the second order potential is proportional to the Fourier transform of the square 
of the density, it wül favour larger momentum transfers and the differential cross section 
is expected to increase at large angles.
5 The radial integrals
In order to evaluate numerically the matrix elements described in the last paragraphs, we 
need to evaluate, as accurately as possible, integrals of the type
Illl2la'p(k,k") = J  r^dr j,j(kr) R„„i„(r) R„p,p(r) (70)
over the range of momenta required. Because of the presence of the spherical Bessel 
functions, the integrand becomes highly oscillatory for high momentum values and the 
integrals are difficult to calculate with the desired accuracy. Davies et al [Day 8 8 a, 
DAV88b], developed a method to evaluate efficiently and accurately integrals that contain 
products of spherical Bessel functions and functions that can be continued in the complex 
plane. This method, although very useful in many situations [DAv88a, DAV88b], has
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limitations when applied to products of Bessels with gaussian functions. The evaluation 
of the integrals is then approached in the following way:
i) The radial integrals for the low momentum components, 0^ k <10fm“\  are 
calculated numerically using a gaussian quadrature integration, with weights Wj 
and pivots q. The infinite range of the radial integral is handled, by introducing a 
cutoff in the r space, r^ax» beyond which the single particle wave functions, 
become negligibly small. In addition, an intermediate cutoff, r ,^ is introduced. In 
tiie region Oâ<ri, we use a linear quadrature and in the region ri^<rmax we use 
increasingly spread quadrature points. The integrals reduce to
h ri2j,j(kri)ji2(k"ri) R,„(ri) Rip(ri)
Wax+ X  W; r;2 jii(kTi) jijCk"!;) Ri„(rj) R,p(ri) (71) 
i,+l
For the low momentum components, we found that r^=6fm, ii-120,
imax=lb8, gives good convergence for the integrals,
ii) The high momentum components, were simply not calculated. In fact, 
convergence studies show that only a small part of the whole momentum space is 
relevant to the calculations. When evaluating the radial integrals, eq. (70), the 
contributions from integrals with k,k">10fm“^ , and A(k-k")>5fm“\  are 
negligible, in the evaluation of the elastic scattering observables for proton 
scattering with incident energy less than 3GGMeV. The inaccuracy of the integrals 
at high momentum, makes the evaluation of the Pauli blocking medium effects at 
higher energies extremely difficult.
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In order to evaluate the matrix elements of the second order optical potential numerically, 
we decompose the propagator into its principal value, and Ô function part ( see equation 
(1.77)), The principal value contributions are evaluated using Haftel-Tabakin method as 
described in Chapter I.
6 Numerical details
The numerical evaluation of the partial wave decomposition of the second order optical 
potential is computer time consuming, because of the large number of quantum numbers 
combinations involved. In order to reduce CPU time, we constrain the quantum numbers 
to vary accordingly to the restrictions imposed by the triangle equalities, resulting from 
the algebric coefficients of the second order optical potential. We also compute only the 
number of partial waves of the 2nd order optical potential necessaiy to give convergence 
in the elastic scattering observables. We found that to achieve complete convergence, for 
proton scattering from Oxygen with incident energies less than 300MeV, we need to 
calculate only 20 partial waves. A nonlocal calculation takes typically l/2hour on the Cray 
XMP at the Rutherford & Appleton Laboratory, to be compared with the time of 0.6 
minutes for a first order optimal factorization calculation.
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7 Numerical results
The Optical potential calculations were carried out in momentum space [CRE91b] for 
proton elastic scattering from at 135, 200 and 300 MeV, using the off-shell NN 
amplitudes calculated from the Paris potential, as described in Chapter n.
In this work we are addressing, in the first instance, the effects of the second order 
optical potential on the differential and integrated cross sections. We neglect the spin-orbit 
component of the second order optical potential since it does not contribute significantly 
to the reaction cross section. Table 1 shows a comparison of the integrated cross sections 
with and without the spin-orbit interaction component for first order calculations for 
proton scattering at 300MeV. These calculations do not include the Coulomb interaction 
and use HO oscillator target wave functions. It is evident that the spin-orbit component 
does not significantly change the calculated reaction cross section. On the basis of this 
calculation, the second order spin-orbit contributions may be neglected in the first 
instance.
Calculations Ot(mb) ^elas(^^) r^eacC^b)
spin-orbit 396.076 103.497 292.579
No spin-orbit 384.090 88.558 295.532
Table 1: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 300 MeV using 
the first order optical potential, with and without spin-orbit 
component, in the absence of the Coulomb interaction.
To estimate the validity of the closure approximation in the intermediate state propagator, 
we present in Figure 2 the reaction observables calculated using the zero range optical
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potential at 135 MeV in the absence of the nucleon-nucleus Coulomb interaction and in 
table 2 the corresponding integrated cross sections. The figure shows that the closure 
approximation (dashed line) provides an excellent approximation to the optical potential 
calculated without making use of this approximation. In the results that follow we 
therefore make use of closure.
Calculations at(mb) ^elas(^^) ^reac(^^)
no closure 637.327 353.680 283.647
closure 638.950 354.467 284.483
TaWe2: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 300 MeV using 
the zero range second order optical potential in the absence 
of the Coulomb interaction. The NN transition amplitudes 
were evaluated using closure and nonclosure in the 
intermediate states propagator.
To obtain a first indication of the importance of the nonlocal medium corrections on the 
absorptive nature of the optical potential we present in Figure 3, the calculated reflection 
coefficients T| as a function of the nucleon-nucleus partial wave. The calculations shown 
use HO target wave functions. To isolate the effects of the treatment of the nonlocalities in 
the nuclear component of the second order NA optical potential these calculations were 
performed in the absence of the nucleon-nucleus Coulomb interaction. We see from the 
figure that at all energies the nonlocal calculations (solid curves) reduce the absorption 
present in the lower partial waves in comparison with the first order calculations (dotted 
curves). The long dashed curves, representing calculations with the NN transition 
amplitude is on the energy shell, show that the contribution from the nonlocality of the 
NN transition amplitude to the evaluation of the optimal factorized form of the second 
order optical potential is negligible at these intermediate energies. The zero range (dashed
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curves) and local (dot-dashed curves) calculations on the other hand, generate 
considerably less absorption near the grazing partial waves and make clear the need of an 
accurate description of the folding of the angular distribution of the NN transition 
amplitude with the target wave function, within the second order term. The effects 
associated with the nonlocality of the intermediate state propagator are by comparison 
small, and reduce the absorption compared with that of the local second order optical 
potential.
Figui'es 4 and 5 shows the elastic differential cross sections at the three energies under 
consideration and tables 3-8 show the corresponding integrated cross sections. In Figure 
5 the nucleon-nucleus Coulomb potential has been included using the subtracted 
momentum space method, assuming a uniform density charged sphere of radius 
Rç=1.3A^^^ and a cutoff radius Rgm=10fm. The effects of the nonlocal second order 
potential terms on the elastic cross section are small, as is seen by comparison with the 
first order calculations. The curves have the same meaning as in Figure 3. The zero range 
and local second order potential calculations by contrast, drastically overestimate the 
(Pauli blocking) medium effects at large angles, as might be expected from the use of the 
zero range approximation to the NN transition amplitude. Figures 6 and 7 show the 
corresponding analysing powers.
Figure 8 shows the calculated and experimental reaction cross sections over the energy 
range of interest. Here the solid and dashed curves show the results obtained from the 
nonlocal calculations when using Harmonic Oscillator and Woods-Saxon wave functions, 
respectively. The dot-dashed and dotted curves show the corresponding calculations for 
the first order potential only. The dots represent the experimentally deduced values and 
are taken from reference [REN72]. It is evident that the second order nonlocal potential
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calculations result m a significant reduction in the reaction cross sections compared with 
those obtained from the first order term.
The fact that the second order optical potential introduces significant changes in the 
nucleon-nucleus transition amplitude, in particular in the lower partial waves, suggests 
modifications to the elastic scattering wavefunctions. In order to have a preliminary 
estimate of the effect of the Pauli blocking medium effects on the scattering wave function 
we show, in Figure 9 the real part of the half-shell transition amplitude, TL^(k,ko) in the 
L=0 partial wave, as a function of the momentum k. Figure 10 shows the corresponding 
imaginary parts. As shown in the figures, the nonlocal calculations (solid curve) 
introduce significant modifications from first order calculations (dashed curve) for 
momentum values less than the on-shell value. As expected, the effects decrease with 
increasing incident energy.
Calculations Gt(mb) Ceias(nib) ^reac(^^)
1st 679.977 293.672 386.305
2nd Local 730.009 418.638 311.372
2nd zero-range 638.941 354.459 284.482
2nd Nonlocal 650.226 295.485 354.741
Table 3: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 135 MeV - No
Coulomb
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Calculations 0t(mb) ^elas(^b) ^reac(^^)
1st 511.406 178.946 332.460
2nd Local 488.338 193.837 294.552
2nd zero-range 444.916 166.432 278.484
2nd Nonlocal 483.976 170.223 313.753
Table 4: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 200 MeV - No 
Coulomb
Calculations 0t(mb) r^eacC^ )^
1st 396.076 103.497 292.576
2nd Local 370.861 94.756 276.096
2nd zero-range 350.514 84.148 266.366
2nd Nonlocal 379.915 99.415 283.500
Table 5: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 300 MeV - No 
Coulomb
Calculations G^ .(mb) deias(mb) ^reac(^^)
1st 679.977 293.672 386.305
2nd Local 730.009 418.638 311.372
2nd zero-range 638.941 354.459 284.482
2nd Nonlocal 650.226 295.485 354.741
Table 6: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 135 MeV - with
Coulomb
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Calculations 0t(mb) aeias(mb) r^eac(^^ )^
1st 519.609 184.734 334.874
2nd Local 504.138 204.266 299.873
2nd zero-range 463.268 180.029 283.239
2nd Nonlocal 495.089 178.459 316.630
TaWe7: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 200 MeV - with 
Coulomb
Calculations 0t(mb) 0elas(mb) ^reac(^^)
1st 401.032 106.986 294.046
2nd Local 377.803 99.595 278.207
2nd zero-range 357.321 89.132 268.189
2nd Nonlocal 385.174 100.232 284.942
Tables: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 300 MeV - with 
Coulomb
Calculations Ct(mb) ^eias(^^) ^reac(^^)
1st HO 511.414 178.950 332.464
IstWS 513.251 175.923 337.328
2ndZRHO 444.916 166.432 278.484
2ndZRWS 448.289 163.303 284.986
2ndNLHO 483.678 170.195 313.483
2ndNLWS 486.023 167.412 318.611
Table 9: Integrated cross sections for ^^0(p,p) at 200 MeV - No 
Coulomb
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Figure 1. Calculated real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed line) central component to the 
NN scattering amplitude as a function of NN the centre-of-mass energy
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Figure 2. Calculated differential cross section and analysing power for ^^0(p,p) 
scattering at 135 MeV in the absence of the Coulomb interaction without making use of 
the closure approximation (solid Une) and using closure (dashed line).
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160(p,p) 135MeV 16O(p.p) 200MeV
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Figure 3. Calculated reflection coefficients in the (J=L+l/2) partial wave for ^^0(p,p) 
scattering at 135, 200, SOOMeV, predicted by the first order (dotted), second order 
nonlocal (solid), nonlocal with on-shell transition amplitude (long dashed), zero range 
(dashed) and local (dot-dashed) optical potentials.
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Figure 4. Differential cross section for ^^0(p,p) scattering at 135, 200, 300MeV, 
predicted by the first order (dotted), second order nonlocal (solid), zero range (dashed) 
and local (dot-dashed) optical potentials in the absence of the Coulomb interaction.
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Figure 5. As for Figure 4, except that the Coulomb interaction was included using the 
subtracted momentum space method
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Figure 6. Analysing powers for ^^0(p,p) scattering at 135,200, SOOMeV, predicted by 
the first order (dotted), second order nonlocal (solid), zero range (dashed) and local (dot- 
dashed) optical potential in the absence of the Coulomb interaction.
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Figure 7. As for Figure 6, except that the Coulomb interaction was included using the 
subtracted momentum space method.
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Figure 8. Reaction cross sections for ^^0(p,p) scattering as a function of incident 
laboratory energy predicted using the first order optical potential with HO (dotted curve) 
and Woods-Saxon (dot-dashed curve) target wave functions. The dashed and solid 
curves are the nonlocal calculations with HO and WS wave functions, respectively.
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Figure 9. Real part of the half-shell nucleon-nucleus transition amplitude, T;^ (k,kg) in the 
L=0 partial wave, as a function of the momentum k. The curves were calculated using the 
second order optical potential (solid line) and the single scattering potential (dashed line) 
at 135,200 and SOOMeV.
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Figure 10. As for Figure 9, except that the curves represent the imaginaiy part of the half­
shell transition amplitude.
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8 Conclusions
We conclude that to obtain a correct estimate of medium effects we need to treat carefully 
the folding of the transition amplitude with the target wave function. The contribution of 
the nonlocality of the NN transition amplitude to the evaluation of the optimal factorized 
second order potential is negligible in the intermediate energy region. We also conclude 
that the nonlocal medium effects introduce a significant reduction in the NA absorption 
which is most significant in lower partial waves. These results suggest that the medium 
effects give rise to modifications of the elastic scattering wavefunctions in low partial 
waves. This may have implications for distorted wave calculations for proton induced 
reactions at these energies. The modifications introduced by the 2nd order term to the 
elastic scattering wave function are discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Many reaction mechanisms such inelastic scattering (p,p’) and (e,e'p) require the 
knowledge of the elastic scattering wave function of the proton, being very sensitive to its 
behaviour at the nucleus interior. To study the effects of Pauli blocking corrections to the 
SSA for the optical potential on the elastic scattering wave functions, it is useful to 
generate them in configuration space representation from our momentum space 
calculations. This will permit us not only to visualize the order of magnitude of the 
effects, but also to study the implications of our results in other reaction mechanisms.
The outline of this chapter will be the following: We firstly describe the method used to 
generate the elastic scattering wave functions in the absence of the Coulomb interaction 
[LAN82, EIS76]. We then compare our results to those obtained from a configuration 
space calculation using a local optical potential. Finally, we study the effect of the 
medium Pauli blocking corrections to the optical potential in the elastic scattering wave 
function, paying special attention to the effects in the nuclear interior.
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1 Generation of the scattering wave functions in the 
absence of the Coulomb interaction
In the absence of the Coulomb interaction, the scattering wave function, can be
constructed from the Moller operator according to the relation
|'F«> = aW|ko>,  (1)
where |ko> is the incident plane wave. The Moller operator is related to the NA 
transition amplitude T by
aW  = l+GoT.  (2)
We define the partial wave decomposition of the scattering wave function, in 
configuration space, according to
= Y*^(Êo) (LX 1/20 |JM) u (r) , (3)
" LAJM
where is defined in eq (1,93). The radial wave functions u^^(r), where L± denotes 
the orbital and total angular momenta, J=L±l/2 have the asymptotic form, see eq. (IV.7)
+ - (4)
From eq. (1) the scattering wave function, in configuration space, is related to the matrix 
elements of the Moller operator, in momentum space, by
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“ <r I |(T^> = J dk' exp(ik’.r) <k' | | a
= ^ 4 j t  Y*^(êo) (LX 1/20 |JM) (L Jk'^dk'jL(k'r) « « (k '.k o ) .
LXJM
(5)
Comparing this equation with equation (3), we conclude that the radial wave function can 
be expressed in terms of the half off-shell matrix elements of the MoUer operator by
Ui^(r) = kgr Jk ’^ dk' j^(k'r) (6)
In the KMT multiple scattering formalism, we deal however with the auxiliary transition 
amplitude T' = [(A-l)/A] T. Therefore, we introduce the MôUer operator associated 
with this auxiliary transition amplitude according to
Q'W = 1 + OqT', (7)
where T', satisfies the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the NA optical potential (see 
eq. (1.97))
T' = U + U Go T '. (8)
From equation (7) it follows immediately that is related to T by
£2'W=l + G o ^ T ,  (9)
and therefore.
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^ [ n ' W - l ] = G o T .  (10)
Combining this equation with equation (2) we obtain the following relation between the 
two Moller operators
+ a q 'W] . (11)
In the numerical evaluations of NA scattering what we solve is the LS equation for the R' 
matrix satisfying the integral equation (see eq. (1.104))
R' = U + Go U R', (12)
pwhere Gq is the principal value of the Green’s function. This equation has the formal 
solution
R' = U(1 - GoU)-l = (1 - GoU)-iU . (13)
We now define a new Moller operator Q’ for the R' matrix such
R’ = U 12’ . (14)
From eq. (13), it follows immediately that the Moller operator 12' is defined in terms of 
the optical potential U according to
Û' = (1 - GoU)-' . (15)
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In order to express the radial scattering wave function, eq. (6), in terms of the half off- 
shell matrix elements of this operator, we make use of the fact that the half off-shell 
matrix elements of and Q' are related through the phase relation
COSÔU Q'L±(k.ko) =
(16)
where in the last equality we make use of the Heitler, equation (1.81) and where 
R^(k,k')=-peR^(k,k'). Therefore
- Gkkg + A 1 - i Rij.(ko,ko) Q ’L±(k,ko) (17)
In order to evaluate numerically the radial scattering wave function from equation (6), we 
introduce the same N point integration formula used to solve numerically the LS for the 
R' equation (see Chapter 1.3) with points Iq and weights wp Thus equation (6) reduces to 
[EIS76, LAN82]
UL±(r) -  k o r ^  k^  ^wj O^(ki,ko) ,
i
= kgr]^jL(kir) 6W(k,,ko) , (18)
with
Ûj^(ki,kNi) - §iNi + A 1 - i &L±(kNi'kNi) (19)
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where the matrix eq. (1.117) is obtained by inverting the LS equation for the
R' equation.
2 Numerical results
2.1 Numerical checks
In order to study the numerical accuracy of the scattering wave functions, generated from 
a momentum space calculation, by the method described in the previous paragraph, we 
compared our results with those obtained from a configuration space calculation. To 
achieve this we have made use of the local interaction,
<k‘| Un |k> = ^  [t^(m,q) + a .n  f^(m,q)] [Ap(q)] ; q = k’-k , (20)
where t^ (co,q) (a=c,ls) are the parametrized transition amplitudes of Johnson and Martin, 
described in Chapter H.
The wave function we obtain using the KMT potential in a configuration space 
calculation, is related to the auxiliary KMT amplitude, in the absence of the
Coulomb interaction, through
= (1 + G gT ^) |ko> . (21)
The scattering wave function
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|T> = (1 + GoT) |ko> , (22)
can be easily deduced from if we introduce in this equation the relation between
the two transition amplitudes
l'P> = ( l  + A  ®oT ') |ko> = (|ko> + GoT' |ko> - i  lko>) (23)
and therefore
To allow a comparison between a momentum and a configuration space calculation we 
use instead a NA transition amplitude without being multiplied by the KMT factor. We 
found that scattering wave functions generated from a momentum space calculation 
reproduce, with excellent accuracy, the configuration space calculations. Typically we get 
an error of the order 0.01%.
2.1 Medium effects in the elastic scattering wave function
In Figure 1 we show the calculated S State elastic scattering wave function for ^ ^0(p,p) at 
135 MeV, using HO single particle target wave functions and a free NN transition 
amplitude deduced from the Paris potential. We used 40 grid points due to the present 
storage and CPU constraints in the evaluation of the second order optical potential. This 
number of grid points predicts a slightly inferiour convergence to the corresponding 
configuration space calculations. As shown in the figure, the Pauli blocking medium
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effects essentially increase both the real and imaginary parts of the scattering wave 
function in the nuclear interior and that these effects are of order 10%. This is understood 
since, as we saw in the previous chapter, the 2nd order potential reduces the absorption 
of the optical potential. We see also that the 2nd order term introduces an overall phase 
shift in the scattering wave function.
3 Conclusions
We conclude that the 2nd order medium Pauli blocking effects introduce a significant 
increase in the real and imaginary part of the scattering wave function, consistent with the 
reduction in the absorption induced by this term in the optical potential. It also introduces 
an overall phase. The order of magnitude of the effects suggest that important 
modifications (10% level) may occur in the prediction of the observables in (p,p’) and 
(e,e'p) reactions.
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Figure 1. Calculated S wave scattering wave function for '*0(p,p) at 135MeV in the 
absence of the Coulomb interaction, for the real (solid line) and imaginary (dashed line) 
parts of the wave function obtained from a 2nd order potential. The dashed-dotted and the 
dotted lines show the corresponding calculations using the SSA for the optical potential.
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We have calculated the first and second order contributions of the KMT multiple 
scattering expansion of the optical potential in the momentum space representation paying 
particular attention to the nonlocalities inherent of the potential. We have also developed 
an approximate method for dealing with the Coulomb interaction in momentum space 
calculations for the elastic scattering observables.
We have shown that it is important to consider the off-shell information of the NN 
transition amplitude t^N to interpret the large angle region of the elastic scattering 
observables. We have also shown that with tjsj^  evaluated at a fixed NN centre-of-mass 
energy, the optimal factorization gives a good approximation to the full folding 
expression of the first order optical potential in the description of the observables.
We have also shown that the contribution of the nonlocality of the NN transition 
amplitude to the evaluation of the optimal factorized second order potential is negligible in 
the intermediate energy region. The nonlocal medium effects introduce a significant 
reduction in the NA absorption which is most significant in lower partial waves. As a 
result, the 2nd order medium Pauli blocking effects introduce a significant increase in the 
real and imaginary part of the scattering wave function.
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[VIII] F in a l  C o n c l u sio n s  a n d  O u t l o o k
The results obtained so far encourage further developments to the presented work. In 
particular a better correlation function should be investigated. In addition, a calculation of 
the leading corrections to the optimal factorization in the second order term is needed in 
order to clarify the reliability of our estimate of the effect of the nonlocalities of the NN 
transition amplitude in the evaluation of the optical potential. The description of the 
analysing powers requires the evaluation of the spin-orbit contribution of the 2nd order 
term of the optical potential. We note that the order of magnitude of the 2nd order effects 
in the elastic scattering wavefunctions suggests that important modifications may occur in 
the prediction of the observables in (p,p‘) and (e,e’p) reactions. To have a preliminary 
insight into this problem we need to develop a method to calculate the scattering wave 
functions in configuration space in the presence of the Coulomb interaction. These 
scattering wavefunctions can then be used, for example, in standard DWIA codes. 
Finally, in the course of this work we have developed the necessary skills to approach 
related problems such as microscopic calculations for (p,p') reactions.
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Appendix A____________________________________
In this Appendix we collect the formulae for the elastic scattering observables. In the 
scattering of a spin 1/2 charged pairicle from a spinless target, the scattering amplitude, in 
the presence of the Coulomb interaction, can be written as
f(e) = A(0) + i anC (0 ) (A.1)
wheienis the unit vector normal to the scattering plane, â=^71kxk'|. In this equation, 
A(6) is the central Wolfenstein amplitude
A(0) = ig(0) + fN(0), (A.2)
where Ç(0) is the Coulomb scattering amplitude due to a point charge [ROD67, JAC70],
^ '(8) = - — — ^  2 - -  exp[-lY log(sin^0/2) + ioo] , (A.3)^ jCq sin
and t^(8) is the Coulomb modified nuclear scattering amplitude
fN(8) = exp(2iOL)[(L+l)TL.(N) + LT^(N)]Pl(cos0) (A.4)
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with ko the asymptotic wavenumber of the projectile in the nucleon-nucleus (N-A) centre 
of mass frame and Gl the Coulomb phase shift. The spin-dependent scattering amplitude 
C(0) is given by
C(8) = Î5 S  exp(2iaL)[TL+(N) - Ti,CN)]P[(cos0), (A.5)
Awhere Ti^(N) are the Coulomb modified nuclear partial wave amplitudes that measure the 
deviations from point Coulomb scattering resulting from the short ranged nuclear 
interaction and from the Coulomb interaction of the target. They are related to the phase 
shifts according to equation (1.110). These amplitudes can be determined in momentum 
space calculations according to an approximate treatment described in detail in Chapter 
rv. Notice that the factor A/(A-1), required by the KMT formalism, is already included in 
the scattering amplitude.
In the scattering of a spin 1/2 particle for a spinless target, there are three independent 
observables: the differential cross section da(0)/dQ, the outgoing polarization P and the 
spin rotation parameter Q. The differential cross section is given in terms of the A and C 
amplitudes according to
^ 0 )  =|A(0)|2 + |C(0)P d&2
= |f^'(0)p + |fN(8)P + 2Re{f^(0)% (0)} + |C(0)P (A.6)
Notice that in this equation, the Coulomb term |f^(0)p is infinite, see eq. (A.3), and the 
Coulomb nuclear interference term is a rapidly oscillating function at very small angles. 
The polarization is given by
200 -
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and the spin rotation^ is defined
2 Re(C*A) 
|A(6)p + |C(6)|'Q = - ,. (A.8)
One of the integrated cross sections that can be extracted from the data is the reaction 
cross section Gieac* Another is the removal cross section defined as
%
Or = %otai - 2n J  { |fg(0)P - 2Re[f^\e)*fN(6)]} sinO d9 (A.9)
0
where from the optical theorem
^Totai = ^  Iinfc (0) + ^  ImfN(0). (A. 10)
Based on the work of Cooper and Johnson [Coo76], Ray [RAY79b] derived expressions 
for these two cross sections that contain neither the Coulomb term |f^(0)|^ nor the 
Coulomb nuclear interference term. Following this work, from the definition 
^Total~^ elas**'^ reac One gets
1 The program LPOTPS is consistent with the definition o f scattering amplitude defined by 
Landau [LAN82] i.e. f(0) = A(6) + i a .n  g(8) with n=nsin0. Therefore, the expressions used in the 
numerical calculations are obtained from the one deduced in this paragraph by making the substitution 
g(0)=C(0)/sin8.
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Oreao = f ^ I n 4 ‘(0) + f^ImfN(0) - 2k f  ^ 6 )  sine d6 , (A.ll)0 *-0 J  dQ
and, substituting the differential cross section, equation (A.6), we obtain
n
= ^Im fN (0) - 2it I { |fN(e)p + 2R c[^‘(e)*fN(0)] + |C(6)P} sin0 d0 (A. 12)
Following Cooper and Johnson [C0076] one then defines the amplitude
fN(8) = [ (L+1)Tlh.(N) + LTi,(N)]Pl(cos0) , (A.13)0 L=0
from which it follows that [RAY76]
2jc j  2Re[f^(0)»%(8)] sin0 d 0 = #  {lmfN(0) - Im T # )}  . (A. 14)
The reaction cross section can therefore be written as
Oreac =|^Im fN (0)-2% J {  |fN(0)P + |C(0)F} sin0 d0 , (A.15)
and from equations (A. 12) and (A. 14) it follows that the removal cross section can be 
written
It
Or = On,ac + 2it j { 11^(0)^ + |C(0)p} sin0 d0 , (A.16)
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or using equation (A.15)
Using the orthogonality relations for the Associated Legendie Polynomials eq. (1.72) we 
can express the integrated cross sections in terms of the Coulomb modified transition 
amplitudes. We have:
Or = S  [ (L+l) ImTL.(N) + L ImTL.(N)] (fm^), (A. 18)
^ 0  L=0
Oalas = 2w I  { |%(8)p + |C(6)P} Sine da
0 
oo
= ^  X  [ (L+1) 1Tl.(N)P  + L |Ti^(N)p] (fm^) , (A.19)
L=0
r^eac ~ " ^elas • (A.20)
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In this Appendix we derive the partial wave decomposition of the spin orbit term of the 
NN transition amplitude, defined according to
0.(14') u '“(k’,k) = 1  WL,(k',k)^j'i^(é) . (B.l)JLM
Thus,
WuCk'Jc) = dÉ i o.(gxg') U'*(k’,k)^ ,t(lc) . (B.2)
Expressing i g .(^Ê ') in terms of spherical coordinates
i c . ( ^ ' )  = %  (-)^ Si_^ ( | 4 ’)in
= ^  X  (-)t‘ (lUi IH2IIH) Y f ( ê )  Y f(û ')  (B.3)
r  Hi Hz
and using the Wigner-Eckart theorem [ROS57, BRI68] for the matrix elements of the 
spherical components of the spin operator,
<S Msl Si_p, |S M's> = VS(S+1) (S M's l-)i|S Mg) (B.4)
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we obtain for the partial wave interactions Wu(k',k)
Wu(k',k) ( - f  ( llii  W2IIH) (L M l S Ms|J M)
(L M'l S M'sIJ M) (S M's 1-h|S Ms)
j  dÉ dÊ' Y ^'4) Y^(ê') Yl ’*-(ê) y ” ^ \ ic') u "(k ',k ) (B.5)
and therefore, summing over the spin projections Mg and M'g
Wu(k'.k) = ijizlln) d u  LM'lILMl) W(1SLJ;SL)
J  dÊ dÈ' Y^'(Ê) Yf(Ê') Yl'•(Ê) Y ^ '-V ') U'*(k',k) (B.6)
which reduces to
W u (k '« =  ^ [ u l l i ( k ',k ) - U L - i ( k ',k ) ]  (B.7)
with
C u = W(1SU;SL) P  (B.8)
For S=l/2 and therefore J=L±l/2 the function Cjj can be rewritten according to
C u = [ (K M )  - L(L+1) - S(S+1) ] (B.9)
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In this Appendix we collect the parametrized form of the Paris potential given as a sum of 
Yukawa form factors. For the two isospin values T=1 and T=0, the potential is expressed 
in terms of the usual nonrelativistic invariants [Lac80]:
^(£>p^)= ^ 0  + ^l(^»P^) + ^LsW  ^LS + ^ t (^ ) + ^SOzW ^S02 (C . 1)
where
Qo = [1 - gi'G jM  , (C.2a)
= [3 + Gj^ .G2]/4 , (C.2b)
^LS = L.S , (C.2c)
^  ^  •£ ?2-£ - gi'g2] = 6T^ (C.2d)
^S02 ~ G2*L + G2'L Gj.LJ/2 . (C.2e)
where Tr= (S. r)^-2/3. The central components contain a velocity dependent part and Vq 
and Vi are defined as
Vi(r,p2) = W )  + (p2/m) V"(r) + v \ r )  (p^/m), (i=0,1) (C.3)
where V'’(r) (V^(r)) is the component of the potential V; which has (has not) the velocity 
dependent term, and where
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i f
Lr d f " " (C.4)
m=938.2592MeV for T=l, and 938.9055MeV for T=0. Each component V(r) is then 
assumed to be given by a sum of Yukawa factors,
V(r) = % g j F(m^r) , 
j=i
(C5)
where gj are the coupling constants, Xj=nijr and
F(x.) = A(Xj) for Vq and Vj, 
F(xp = B(x.) - A(Xj) for V^g, 
F(Xj) = B(Xj) forV^,
F(Xj) = C(Xj) forVgo2.
(C.6a)
(C.6b)
(C.6c)
(C.6d)
We make use of the auxüiaiy functions [RED87b]
-X
A(x)
-X
B(x) = (l+ 3 /x  + 3 /x ^ )^ ,
-X
C(x) = (1 + 3/x + 3/x^) ^  .
(C.7)
(C.8)
(C.9)
The first term (j=l) corresponds to the OPE and appears only in Vq, Vj and Vj.
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In this Appendix we derive the scattering amplitudes A, B, etc, in terms of the spin matrix 
elements of the scattering amplitude which refer to the scattering of a nucleon-
nucleon system from triplet spin projection i)' to projection d, and Mgg which refers to 
singlet scattering. The axis of quantization is chosen in the direction of the incident beam 
as shown in the Figure 1. The unit vectors [m,n,î] defined in Chapter n  assume the form
Figurel: Axis of quantization
n = (nx,Hy,ng) = (-sintj), cos(|), 0)
= (no,n+i,n_i) = (0, -ie^ "**/^ , -ie"^ */V2)
(D.l)
(D.2)
Î = ( l„ I y ,y  = (VNk'sin0cos<l), V N k'sines# , VN(k+k'cos0)) (D.3)
= (I0 .I+1.I-1) = (VN(k+k'cos0), -VNk'sin6e*'l'/V2, VNk'sinBe '^/VZ) (D.4)
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m = (mx,my,m%) = (-'v/^i(£+£'cos0)cos<{>, -'N/^Æ+£’cos0)sin<}), "\/Nk'sm0)) (D.5)
= (mo,m^i,m.i) = (V ^ k'sW , VN(k4-k'cos0)e^/V2, -■\/w(k+k'cos0)''‘**/V2) (D.6)
where we have defined the variable 'n/n  = |k+k'r\ and where ng^ng, n+i=+(nx±iny)/V2, 
etc. In the diagonal case (k=k') the unit vectors f  and m reduce to [GOL67]
t  = (lx,ly,lz) = ( sin^ cos(j), sin^ sin<j), c o ^ ) , (D.3b)
m = (mx,my,mg) = ( -cos^ cos(j>, -cos— sin(|), sin^). (D.5b)
The NN transition amplitude and the conservation of total angular momentum
We now derive some useful general relations for a system that conserves total angular 
momentum. Consider the transition operator T, satisfying the integral equation
If the interaction V conserves the total angular momentum, then it follows that the 
Hamiltonian and therefore the transition operator also conserve the total angular 
momentum. In other words the transition amplitude is invariant under rotations, i.e.
T = ©^(au) T D(au), (D.8)
where D(au) = e is the rotation operator about the u axis and a  the angle of
rotation. This equation implies for the spin matrix elements of the transition amplitude
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<k',v' ITI k,v> = <k',v I -  T -  |k,v>
= Y . DvV”*(“ H)<R(aH)E>'"|T|R(au)k,v'"> D®,,^(au) (D.9)
v"v"'
where R(au)k, R(au)k’ are the rotated incoming and outgoing momentum vectors and
S .V A.D^,,y(a u) the rotation matrix elements for spin S. Defining the matrix T (k\k) such 
<k',v'l T !k,v> = [T(k',k)]^^ then the previous equation can be written as
T(k',k) = D®(au)'l' T(R(au)k',R(au)k) D®(au). (D.IO)
In particular for a rotation about the z axis, taken to be into the direction of the incoming 
momentum, then R(aeg)k= k and
<Sv" I D®(ote )^ I Sv > = <Sv" | | Sv > = S ^ .. (D. 11)
Thus
<4’,V ITI k,v> = ■'''^<R(aej)k',v' | T | k,v> . (D.12)
Choosing the rotation such R(-(j>eg)k‘=(k*sin0,O,k'cos0) then we can write
<k’,v' I TI k,v> = ) Tyv(k',k,0). (D.13)
Suppose now we want to evaluate the trace
Y=Tr[T(k',k)S.n] ; n = - ^  (D.14)-  Ikxk'l
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If we introduce a rotation in the income and outgoing momentum k-^R(au)k, 
k‘-^R(au)k', from our previous result, equation (D.IO) we have
y  = Trp>®(au) T(R(au)k',R(au)k) D®t(au) s .n ’]
= Tr[ T(R(au)k',R(au)k) D®’!'(au) S.n' D®(au)] (D.15)
Since S.n' is a scalar in the spin space, defining the two eigenkets |1"> = D (au) |T>
and !<))'> = B^(au) l<j>>, we have
<Y'| S.n' |t'> = <T| S.n |t> ^  D®'*'(au) S.n' D®(au) = S.n (D.16)
So, the trace, equation (D.14) is invariant under a rotation of both the incoming and 
outgoing momenta. This result is of course valid for any product involving a transition 
amplitude and a scalar quantity in the spin space.
The NN transition amplitude and time reversal transformation
It can be shown that under the time reversal operation
T_v..v(k’,k,0) = (-r'''Tvv(k',k,e) . (DAI)
We now proceed to the evaluation of the 6 scattering amplitudes, which involve the 
evaluation of Tr(M0) where M is tlie scattering amplitude diagonal in (S=(CTi+a2)/2).
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Evaluation of the trace of (MÔ) when M is diagonal in
Since M is diagonal in in S  ^we can writte M=PoMPo+PiMPi where Pg projects into S=0 
and S=1 spin states. Thus,
Tr(MO) = Tr(MPi0Pi) + Tr(MPo0Po) (D.18)
We consider three different possibilities for the spin operator O
I) O = (Oi + 02).A
We firstly note that we can write 0=2S.A, The singlet contribution PoOPq=0 since 
SiPo=0 (i=x,y,z). For the triplet contribution, and the spin matrices for S=1 [ROS57], 
writing
S.A = ^ ( - ) ^  A.^ =
A q A-i 0 - r 1 0 0 I
- Aj 0 A-i ; 1= 0 1 00 ■Ai "Ao. - 0 0 1 .
(D.19)
and using this result for A=^ then from equations (D.2) and (D.14) it follows that 
C = |lr(M  (ai+02).n) = ^ tr(M S.n) = i ^  [Mio(to,k',k,e)-Moi(<a,k',k,e)] . (D.20)
n) Ô = Çi. A + 02-A
It is not difficult to show that
O = aj.A + 02*A = 2(S.A)-1 (D.21)
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As in the previous case, the spin part of O does not contribute for singlet contribution. So 
we have PoOPo=-l. For triplet spin using equations (D.17) and (D.19) it follows that
Tr(MPiOPi) =Mii(0)[4(Ao^-AiA.i)-2]+ [Mio(0) + Miq(0)] [-2AoAi+2AoA_i]
+ Mi_i(0)[2Ai^+2A_i ]^ + Moo(0)[“4AiA_i-1] , (D.22)
where it is implicit that the phases arising from the vector A cancel the phases of the spin 
matrix elements of the scattering amplitude (see equation (D.13)) since the trace is 
invariant under rotations of both the incoming and outgoing momenta about the z axis. 
Applying this results to A=f, m, using equations (D.4) and (D.6) we finally get
D ( c o ,k ',k ,9 )  =  [  2(P+2a-l)Mii(<B,k’,k,e) - 2 - \ / ^ [ M i o ( Q ) , k ' , k , e ) + M o i ( ® , k ' , k , e ) ]
2pMi.i(w,k',k,e) + (2P-l)Moo(M.k',k,e) - Mss(®,k',k,6) ]/4 (D.23)
E ( ® ,k ' ,k , 0 )  =  [ 2(a+2p-l)Mii(®,k',k,e) +  2 - \ / ^ [ M i o ( ® , k ’,k ,0 )+ ]V to i(W ,k ’, k , 0 ) ]  
2aM i.i(w ,k',k ,0) + (2a-l)M oo(®,k',k,0) - M;;(m,k',k,0) ]/4 (D.24)
where we have defined
a  = N k ’^ sm^0, (D.25)
P = N ( k  + k 'co s0 )^  (D.26)
I D )  Ô  =  c J i . A  0 2 - A
Defining S'=(0i~02)/2, it is not difficult to show that
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Ô = 01.A 02.B+01.B 02.A = (S+S’).A (S-S‘).B + (S+S‘).B (S-S’).A , (D.27)
and that
(S‘.A)( S.B) - (S.B) (S’.A) = i S’.AxB (D.28)
and hence
Ô = (S.A) (S.B) + (S.B) (S.A) - [(S'.A) (S'.B) + (S’.B) (S’.A)] (D.29)
We therefore require the evaluation of Ps(S.A) (S.B)Pg and Pg(S’.A) (S’.B)Pg for 
S=0,1. We now consider separately the cases of singlet and triplet spin.
For the singlet spin case, the contribution of the termPo(S.A) (S.B)Pq is zero (SiPo=0). 
We then have only to consider Po(S*.A) (S'.B)Pq. Since Po(S'.A)Po=Pi(S'. A)Pi=0 by 
symmetry under the change of particles 1 and 2 then, Po(S'.A) (S'.B)Po=Po(S'.A) 
Pl(S' .B)Pq. Using the result
<lM s I S'. A 100> = (-)"' A_m, , (D.30)
we get
Po(S'.A) Pi (S'.B)Po = 2  |00> <00|S'.A |lM s> <1M;| S'.B |00> <001
= Aw, B.M, Po = (A.B )Pg . (D.31)Me
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and therefore the singlet contribution PqOPq for the operator O given by equation (D.29) 
is
PoOPo = 2(A.B)Po (D.32)
We now consider the triplet contribution. Since SiPo=0 we have for the first term in 
equation (D.29)
Pi(S.A) (S.B)Pi = Pi(S.A) Pi (S.B)Pi =
For the second term we have
A q A_i 0 
-A i 0 A_i 0 -Ai ”Aq _
B q B_i 0 1
-B 1 0 B_i
0 -B 1 ~Bq
(D.33)
Pi(S’.A) (S'.B)Pi = Pi(S’,A) Pq (S'.B)Pi
= % |lMs> <lMs|S'.A|00> <00|S'.B|1M > <lM'g
MsM's
= %  |1M,>
MsM's
-A_iBi -A^iBq -A_iB_i "
= Pi A qB i AqB q A qB .i Pi-AiB 1 -A iBq -AiB_i (D.34)
Collecting results
AqBq-A^iB i AqB_i A_iB_i
=P1 -A iBq -A iB_i-A_iE 1 -A_iBq Pi
.  A iB i AqB i -AiB_i+ AqBo_
-A_iBi -A_iBq -A_iB_i "
-P i AgB 1 AqB q AqB_i Pi + (Exchange A with B)- AiB 1 -A iBq -AiB.i (D.35)
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Applying this results to A=f, B=m, we finally obtain
F(®,k’,k,0) = [4^/0^H(m,k',k,e)-M(x,(®,k',k,8)-Mi.i(®,k',k,8)]
+ 2V2(a-p)(Mio(w,k',k.e)+Moi(w,k',k,8) ]/4 (D.36)
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In this Appendix we collect some radial integrals that involve the product of a Bessel 
function with a Gaussian function [SNE80]. The spherical Bessel functions, jn(pr), and 
cylindrical Bessel, Jn+i/2(pr), are related by
(E.1)
The required integrals, involving the Jn+i/2(pr), are
I J„(px) dx = — E— , (E.2)
/ x^ *^  ^ I^(px) dx = P2 ^  + 1 /y2'U+4 4y^ -p2/4Y2 (E.3)
and
J  Ji/zCpx:) dx = 3 P
1/2
27/2  7 12
_^p2/4yi (E.4)
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In this Appendix we derive the fonriulae for the matrix elements, in momentum space, of 
the two components of the double scattering optical potential, assuming the target nucleus 
is described by a Slater determinant of single particle wave functions. We consider both 
the cases when we make, and do not make, a closure approximation in the intermediate 
state propagator.
1. No closure
According to Chapter I, the matrix elements of the second order optical potential in 
momentum space are given by the two components
<yu<2)lk’> = - ^  ^  Jdk"<kaltoi(ro)lpk"> g„p(k") <k"P|toi(®)lok'> , (F.l)
ap;apocc
and
<k|Ug)|k'> = ^  2 L  Jdk"<ka|%(®)|0%"> g(k") <k"P|toi(W)lpk’> , (F.2)
ap;npocc
where the sums run over all the occupied states of the target nucleus and gap(k") is the 
intermediate state propagator. In momentum space.
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g a p ( k " )  -  j^2 2 . u  2  V..2 1 . .2  . ~  ♦ ( F - 3 )^ko^+V-k"^-kp^+ie^ 2H
toi (CO) is the NN transition amplitude evaluated at the appropriate NN centre of mass 
energy, which we take to be half of the incident beam energy. It is expressed in terms of 
the isoscalar and isovector components of the scattering amplitude according to, see 
equations (II. 15-11.17)
toi = - • ^ ,9 { A + B 00-^ Oi.n + C (0 0 +0 1 ).n + D 0o.m0i.m + E GqA  0 1 .Î
+ F [0 Q.Î 0 1  .m + 0 Q.m 0 1 .Î ] }  , (F.4)
where A=Ao+Aj Tq.'C 1 , Under the optimal factorization approximation then
<k|U{^V>= - ^  J d k "  ^  J  dr dr'exp[-i(q.r+q'.r')] g„p(k")
otpjnpocc
<a(l)|5(r-ri)toi(co,k,k")|p(l)> <p(2 )i6 (r '-r2)toi(co,k",k')la(2 )> , (F.5)
<yU^j^ik'>= ^  J d k "  ^  J dr dr'exp[-i(q .r+ q '.r')] g(k")
ap;npocc
<a(l)lô(r-ri)toi(cû,k,k")|a(l)> <p(2)18(r'-r2)toi(co,k",k')|p(2)> , (F.6 )
and, for a spin-zero isospin-zero target
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:k|Ù(%'> = - ^  j d k "  ^  J dr dr'exp[-i(q.r+q’.r')] g„p(k")
ap;npocc
P(co,k,k”,k') <a(l)lô(r-ri)|P(l)> <p(2)i5(r'-£2)la(2)> , (F.7)
^ I  d k "  ^  J dr dr’ exp[-i(q.r+q'.£')] g(k")
ap;npocc
toi(œ,k,k") toi(œ,k",k') <a(l)[ô(£-£i)|a(l)> <p(2)|5(£'-£2)|p(2)> , (F.8)
where p(cû,k,k",k') and toi are the spin-isospin averages of the product of two and one 
NN transition amplitude respectively. Using the orthogonality of the unit vectors entering 
the transition amplitude we obtain, for the square of this amplitude,
{  A^+Bj Oo.ôoi.n OQ.n'Oi.n'
+  C q I^Oq.H CTq.I1' +  0 ^ . I l G j . I l '  +  C7q.11 G ^ .n ' +  G j . I l  O q.h 'J
+ (...)} (F.9)
Consequently, for the central component of <±|UP)|k'>, we need to evaluate terms of the 
type f(o)xf(x) where f(a) as the structure
f(o) = X  <%%(!)! (OfU) (gi.v) lx“ ;(l)>  (F.IO)
and where f(i:)=2 for the T=0 amplitudes and is
f(x) = X  <%%(l)l 20-2,1 <%%2(l)l 2o-2i !%%(!)>. (F-H)
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an operator in the isotopic coordinates of the projectile, for the T=1 amplitudes.
1 ) The isotopic termf(t)
We do not distinguish between protons and neutrons inside the target nucleus. In 
order to evaluate the isospin term o f this equation, we start by expressing the 
internal product between the isotopic spin of the target and projectile in'spherical 
coordinates [BRI6 8 ]
% ) = X  X  (-)" (■'o)u < 1/2  iHt I(ti)-hI 1/2
X X (-)'’(''o)» < 1/2  m't l( t i) .„ | 1/2 iiLt> (F.12)■0
Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem, and (l/2j|Til|l/2)=V3 we obtain f(T)=2to^.
ffi-x mq;Therefore, |f(i:)l %i/2(0)>=2x3, where is the isospin projection of the
projectile.
2) The spin termf( <rj
In order to evaluate the spin terms we use the relation
(Ci.u) (o»i.v) = Û .V  + i 0 1 .UXV (F.13)
and the orthogonality o f the unit vectors.
We obtain
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P=' "L|1451 { a 2 + [bV 2C2] (A .nf + (î.î')2
(fi')2+p2 (4m ')2 } , (F.14)
with A through E given in terms of the isoscalar and isovector components of the 
scattering amplitude according to
A  ^= A^ + 3A^ (F.15)
We also make use of the short hand notation A^ = Ao(co,k,k")Ao(co,k‘',k'), etc.
2. Closure
We now introduce the closure approximation which consists of replacing the single- 
particle binding energies by some average excitation energy 6. With this average
excitation taken equal to be zero we obtain for the propagator, equation (F.3)
g„p(k") g(k") = f  )  • (F-16)
The first component of the second order optical potential, equation (F.7) can now be 
rewritten
<k|l^^)|k'> = - ^  J dk" p(w ,k,k".k') g(k") D(-q,-q') (F.17)
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Where q=k-k", q '-k"-k ' and D(q,q') is the Fourier transform
D(q,q') = I  dr d r‘ exp(i(q.r+q’.r')) D (r,r ') (R18)
of the correlation function
D (r,r’) = %  < a(l) |8(r-ri)|p(l)> <p(2)l8(r'-£2)|a(2): (F.19)aP;npocc
Considering the matrix elements of the second component of the second order optical 
potential, we obtain
yU®|k'> = (A-l) dk" A^ g(k") p(q)p(q') , (F.20)
where p(q) is the Fourier transform of the nuclear matter density, normalized to unity. 
We finally note that, if we assume that the NN transition amplitude is spin-isospin 
independent, then
p(co,k,k",k') Ao(co,k,k“)Ao(o),k'’,k ’) (F.21)
and the second order term of the optical potential becomes
:k|U(^)|k'> = (A - l f (F.22)
with C(q,q') the two particle correlation function for the target nucleus, related to D(q,q') 
according to
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C(q,q') = Â çb î) [Ap(q)P(q’)-D(q,q')] (F.23)
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In this Appendix we describe the input parameters, to run LPOTPS [CRE91b].
1. Formats:
All reads from TAPES are unformatted. The file is constructed as follows:
linel: optionl option! option3 option4 optionS option6
line!: la lb llmx Ifmx
line3: rmaxr, quin, mquadi, mquado
line4: iwrite iread istrong Rcut
lineS: nr Ixmax
Hnc6: Tlab
line?: ngp kode b nang yminl ymin!
lineS: achp acmp wsp achn acmn wsn
Hne9: nz na nifty ( 1).. .nifty (20)
HnelO: nes nwaves
2. Definitions:
optionl = choose the NN transition matrix to be used in the calculations 
= 1 not used
= 2 Redish (Paris or Reid interaction)
= 3 Martin (parametrization for Elab= 156 MeV)
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option!
options
option4
options
optionti
la, lb
llmx
Ifmx
iwrite
iread
choose on/off sheU NN transition amplitude
1 on shell
2 off shell
order and type of NA potential
1 1st order
2 2nd order local
3 2nd order nonlocal
4 2nd order full nonlocal 
type of 1st order calculations
1 factorization approximation
2 full-folding with fixed energy 
nuclear matter density
1 Harmonic oscillator density
2 2pF Woods-Saxon density
3 Harmonic oscillator with S and P parameters (^ ^O)
4 Woods Saxon, numerical S and P wave functions (^^O)
choose closure/no closure in 2nd order calculations
1 closure approximation
' 2 no closure approximation
: 1 maximum angular momentum of the target nucleus (2nd order
calculations)
number of partial waves to be calculated in the nonlocal and full 
nonlocal second order potential
maximum number of multipoles of the NN transition matrix element 
to be calculated in the full nonlocal second order potential 
=1 writes the on-sheh NA transition amplitudes in a file
: 1 reads the on-sheh NA transition amplitude from a file
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istrong -1  sels 1st order nuclear potential to zero
Rcut = the cutoff radius to be used in Coulomb calculations
nr = switch for p-nucleus wave equation (Green's function)
< 0 nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation with a relativistic velocity in 
Coulomb parameter 
= 0 nonrelativistic Schiodinger equation, nonrelativistic velocity in 
Coulomb parameter 
= 1 Schrodinger equation with relativistic kinematics in Green's function
Ixmax = maximum number of projectüe-nucleus orbital angular momentum
values to be calculated 
Uab = projectile lab kinetic energy in MeV
ngp = number of grid points used in discretizing the Lippmann-Schwinger
integral equation (must be 8,16,24,32,40 or 48) 
kode = (standard=022) a 3-digit decimal number written as htu with the
digits having the following functions 
h =0 no special action
=1 a square root singularity is removed from the choice of
points at the lower limit of the integral 
t =1 the interval is a to b (b may be less than a)
=2 the interval is 0 to ©o with 50% of the points on (0,a)
and 50% on (a,oo), b is not used 
=3 the interval is -<» to «> with 50% of the points on (-a,a),
b is not used
=4 the interval is b to ©o with 50% of the points on
(b,a+2b)
=5 the interval is 0 to b with 50% of the points on
(0,ab/(a+b))
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yminl,ymin2
achp, acmp, wsp: 
achn, acmn, wsn: 
nz: 
na:
Appendix G
u = Gauss-Legendre points
=0 requires ngp=2-16(by 2),20,24,32,40,48 
=1 GAUSS2 will use the next smaller value of ngp 
contained in GAUSS2, if ngp is not available 
=2 GAUSS2 changes ngp to the next larger value 
=5 returns equal-spaced points, Simpson's rule if ngp 
odd, rectangular otherwise 
angular step-size in degrees for which the differential cross section 
over the interval (0®,180°) are to be computed 
controls for minimum ordinates (cross sections) on semilog, printer- 
plots, 10"^ *““ ^mb/sr, lower limits on first plot, 10“^ ”^ ”^mb/sr, for 
the next two.
proton distribution size parameters 
neutron distribution size parameters 
nuclear charge number 
nuclear mass number
nifty(l) =5 proton elastic scattering
nifty(2) =0 not used
nifty(3) =0 standard full multiple scattering
=1 single scattering
=2 set T=R; all orders of multiple scattering
nifty(4) =0 not used
nifty(5) =0 not used
nifty(6) =0 no spin flip
=1 not used
=2 not used
=3 include spin-flip terms
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nifty(7) =0 not used
nifty(7) =0 not used
nifty(lO) =0 do not add pA Coulomb amplitude to nuclear amplitude
=1 add Coulomb amplitude with phase change
=2 add Coulomb amplitude, no phase change
=3 Subtracted method via realistic charge distribution
=4 Subtracted method via uniform charged sphere
nifty(ll) =0 not used
nifty(12) =0 not used
nifty(13) =0 not used
nifty(14) =0 not used
nifty(15) =1 do not remove proton size
nifty(16) =0 not used
nifty(17) =0 KMT potential
nifty (18) =0 not used
nifty(19) =0 not used
nifty(20) =1 reduced output
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